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Two New Houses lor $ale«
r¥lHE Block of two new French roof Houses, on
X C .ngiess street, next west of Bramhall
street,
a few rods from

A

horse cars. These houses coneach, Sebago and gas, watei closets,
&cM
pleasantly 1 cated. and can tic had
on favorable terms.
Just finished and ieady-for immediate occupancy. Apply to WM. H. JKKKIS,
Real Estate Agent.
selotf
Portland, Sept. 15, 1873.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles ami all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
Moderate
work
at
Motto—Gooil
Aim

to

may 20

Pleone.
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STURDIVANT,

CUCUMBER WOOD
PUMP!

DEALERS

Commercial St., Portland.

179

Sole agents in Maine for the wile and shipment of
the Celebrated Con! mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, skipped from the vicinity of New York Vessels procui tJ lor the tranporfation of coals from
tfanr27
rt of shipment
any point desired.

THE

They neither Rust. Poison nor give the slightest
taste to the water, hence, are much superior to metMade by acc rate maal or ether w< cden Pumps.
chinery, perfect, in all tlie;r parts, raising a large
a mount of water with little labor; durable and reliable, they are acknowledged, after years of thorough
trial, the est and the Cheapest Pump made, bend
or a

5 Door* Ea*l of Temple St.,

GAS

AND

WATER

A.t 54

winders and slem winders.

Ship Timber and

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,
Planing iflill* <*>ot of Cross Ht.
and fitted it

shop
up
enlarged
HAVING
the latest improved machinery (by the aid
k
out
wbi*h
to
our wo

I

with

accurately

HAVE the largest and best stock ot Ship
in the State. Also best inaiity seasoned
»*an furnish

Tight

Gas

Iron Furnaces!

Q.

Bradford,
Dealer in

IN

Clerk’s Office, Sept. IP, 1873

W. Fox, for permisand mantain a Stationary Steam
In.iMing number 14 Union sfavet.
Notice ia hereby given that »n Monday l e 6th, day
of October next at
o’clock I*. M- a hearing \vi 1 be
had of all mrties interested in sai
petition, ufrthe
Aldermen's Rooms .n the C ty Building.
Per Order.
scl9d7t
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

petition of Daniel

Bemove and

Prevent

SCALE in any Steam Boilers,
make

no

charge.

W,

imi»ortatien of Douhl and Single GUNS
RIFLES, REVOLVERS and PISTOLS. Also all
kinda of SPOUTING GOODS. vVholesale and re-

Sale

tail.

3m

bailey,

by the Cargo.

Delivered here

St.

J.

l

S.

or any

For Sale by E. A.
City Hall. Portland

PA.

_

Joy, Fluent Block, opposite N
Main
anl3 3m

NOTICE

ROBERTS,
tt

Model Maker.

IRBOUR, 252 Fore Street, footoi
Cross. Portland.

R. G. SCRIBNER,
SILAS D. ANDREWS.

All demands of the late firm will be settled by eithof he above parties.
au23dtt
Otisfield, March 10th, 1873.

er

St.,
MW&Slw

Fragrance.

A coup’e of Texas cattle-men at Wichita,
Kan., tired of the everlasting cards aud dice
of the ordinary gambler, recalled their boyhoed's days, recently, by playing a game of
marbles with 100 steers as the stakes.

There are eleven sisters in Iowa, all unmarried. but with a precious inheritance in
the sbap; of the name of Bullgreen. The inheritance perishes with marriage, and nobody has thus far had the heart to attempt
its destruction.

English lover of Josephine Mansfield—
challenged- a Paris editor on

The

the same who

her account—borrowed £600 of her and disTbis is really unfortunate. The

appeared.

tad

woman

money than that, and if
1 e might have se-

more

the fellow had been

patient

cured the entire amount.
The piazza around the fall style of shoe is a
little broader than those built in the summer.
A pair of second-hand “high toned” shoes
will be just the thing to put in a barrel of old
clothes for a frontier missionary to use as
snow shoes, as he goes “cross lots-’ about his
“parish” during the coming winter.

Ancient P'lgrim—Ah, fair sir, a!! is changed

MURRAY

sine" my time.

&

made easy; in

no

No peas in your shoes now—

toil—no robbery—no danger—everything

fact, quite

a

pleasant

excur-

sion.

LAWMAN’S
CELEBRATED

Modern Pilgrim—No robbery? no danger?
Does it occur to you, my venerable friend,

that

FLORIDA WATER,
richest,

our

pilgrimages

arc

American

who

made

by

rail ?.

Plumbers.

attended to.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and
lin Sts.

Frank-

Ts a very superior Collec ion of Church Ufa
*■«*, for (hoirs, Conventions, and Singing ( lasses.
Compiled by I,. O. EMEUS N and II. it. PALMER,
men of the highest ’eputation as conductors an
composers. Sells largely. Already a great success.

Sabbath School Music
$30 Per Hundred.

eor.

Watches. Jewelry, &c.
II. 11. mCDUFFKE,Cor. middl

A. W. A
A I' uiou St*.

ANNUAL

By L. O. Emerson.

C. H. DITSON & CO.,
711 B’dway, New York,

Just received

cTTesTlarge invoice

a

of

Beans.

THOSE BAKED BEANS
—

WHICH

—

W. C. COBB
is

selling BY THE QUABT, at his Bakery,

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,
have been tested and

pronounced

GOOD !
Now if you wish to try them, you can by sending
n your order have them* brought right horn the oven
to your door any morning during the week. Or, it
you r'ay you want there, sabbath moining (as is the
eusiom) Mr. Cobb will lcive a fr°sh Jot ready which
he will send you Saturday evening. Then by milting them in your own ov« n vou ran find them there
at breaktasl time and save the unpleasant task ot
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bak-

ery.

Waltham

Watches!

Purchassed before fhe late rise in Waltham move
meats, and for sale at the lowest prices.
Satisfact
ion guaianteed in every instance.
A11 styles of Cases aiid all grades of movements
constantly on band.
Watches regulated for every body without charge*

8.—Take

some

BREAD with them
apl5

not,

BBOW1V

ns von

like.
tf

St., Near Post Office

Sewing Machine!

tf
The RES"C Family Machine in the WORLD. Also, Geueial Agent for

On hand and sawed to dimen ons.

Mank, hard

AMD STEP

Flooring

x'me

BOARDS.

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.
C3P*Wharf and Dock, First,

corner

State street, Boston.

of E

McVEY late of Fos'er Dye House of this
Uity, has reopened the Sebago Dye H use No. 17
St., where lie is ready to do all kinds of dyeing and cle msing of genilemers garments. SatisfacR. H

guaranteed.

H. McVEY, (Fosters Scotch Dyer),
No. 17 Plum street.

Jy26*3m

POICTI.IIVD

INTELLIGENCE
At No.

office

31*2 |-2 Congress Street.

MIts. A. T. SPEAR
to open an Intelligence Office in this city on
Monday, Kept, l*t, anti by attention and indu
*V">Ve» to merit a share of public patronage.
•5*2, i.*| Coi^itm St., near cor. Congress
and Brow u streets.
seldtf
proposes

A T

1YQBK

AG AIN

I

C. G. DOWNES,

Improved Refrigerators.

The three points ot excellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;
2nd ; ryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
lute mingling of odors; purity and active air, the

“lements of its

success.

Call, or

send for circulars

Manufactured and for sale by ,1. F. MERRILL, beCross and Colton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
ftCo.fi Ice House. Porilnnd. Me.
jeSdtf

tween

Notice.
one

wishing

to go into

business will plea' jo
No. 3 F
an oppotunif
0f
fair terms as he wish?
to
scbdCf wtf

call at W. W. Carr & Co. fruit Store
ANY
street where they will find

| buying out a good
retire from

bCHIOREST’S

reliable patterns.
S. W. kATO’W, 13 Free St.,

Street

Plum

change

Mine.

my3eodly

Sebago Dye House,

stock

business.

on

The Newcastle Journal gives the following
putting on tight hoots; “Our

easily by

‘nice young men’ will be rejoiced
tight boots may be drawn on
a simple process.
The patient lies

down

the floor and holds his feet

on

straight

up in the air until the blood runs out of
tbem thus diminishing the size of the foot

night.

To

enjoy perfect immunity

from pedal torture while the foot is thus in-

eased, it is only necessary to remain in the
position until ready to draW off the hoots.”
days when Louis Pliillipe was doing
popularity, there used to
be a story of a Parisian gamin who offered tor
a trifle to show the king to a party of travelling English, and to get him to sing the MarThe young cit'zen accomplished
seillaise.
his purpose by bringing his party under the
windows of the Tuileries aud shouting, “Vive
Ic Roi,” whereupon a little crowd soon assembled; the king tame on the balcony to acknowledge the loyally of his subjects; the
gamin then struck up the Marseillaise, the
crowd joined, and finally the king himself in-

Whf, has been confined
by sickness for the last few
itha, wou d inform his trieudsand customers that
again prepared to wait upon them at **is old
bv

mor
lie is

and,

se4dlm

1-2 MARKET STREET,
Opposite the Post Office.

For Sale
tWIlIE SEBAGO DYE HOUSE, No. 17 Tlum St., is
A in good condition with all apparatus necessary
ihe business.
Apply to the proprietor at No. 33
ewbm y street or to J BEED, No. 80 Middle street.
eodt
ANinyl?
PRINTING
JOB
cuted at this Office.

promptly

and

neatly

all he could to secure

toned

a verse.

French
never

was

xe-

“Very Ordinary.”—I
convinced cf tbe utter in-

and
so

everything and
significance of
body outside of Parisian walls
cently when conversing with a

every
as

re-

French

"••oman
sang pur. “What class of people
does the
at
Cauterets
represociety
of
sent?” I asked,
desirous
improving
I
small
amount
intellect
that
the
of
keep out for summer wear. “Very ordinary

very ordinary,'’ replied Madame.
not French, yoa know.” “Not
I exclaimed, with amazement,
French!”
“Ma
“what nationality are they, the !
cliere, they come from Bordeaux, Marseilles,
and such provincial places.” But. Madame,are
not Bordeaux and Mar-eilles French towns?”
“Eli bien,” added Madame with a shrug,‘1
suppose so, but when I say that they are not
French, I mean that they arc no. Parisian.
Vest a >n<hne chose, tons s.xvez. Its tie
parlen' pas Francais. Vest un pa tots que me
donneuae allaqueties nerfs.” It did not oc
C’ r to this excellent woman, who spoke beautiful French, that she represented but one
millit n out of thirty-six, and that the other
thirty-five millions of people had rights, feelings, aspirations, that Paris should respect.
Such is the broad, generous influence of centralization.—Kate Field, in Amer can Register.

itnleed,
“They

'weed

Hard Pine Timber

M

or

choice

IMPROVE#

CHAS. H. LAMSON,

Hard Pine

Cttskill fashion.

In the

urer

WAt

while farther

dJ5’w2w

sell)

Portland,
meeting
Dcfiot,
City
Wednesday, the 1st of October, 1873. at 10 o’clock in

FREDERICK ROBIE, Clerk.
selGdul
Poitland, Sept. 15,1873.

city hotel;

viously because anybody with the aid of a
cask of water could produce one for himself,

dark

on

the forenoon.
Art. 1—To hear tie report of the Diiectors, Treasand Superintendent.
Art. 2-To elect nine Directors for the ensuing
year.
Art. 3—To see how the means necessary to provide
a ditionnl equipment for the road, to extend same to
fro it side of the city, to build a branch lrom Saco
River to Bonny Eagle Falls, and for other purposes
connected with the road, shall be raised.
Ar».4—To transact any other business that may
legally come before then).
By order of the Directors.

third-class

a

ounces, when it will slip into the
boot as sleek as sliding into a gutter on a

A SCHOOL SONG BOOK, is the one to introduce
in Common Schools the present season.
All books mailed, post paid, for mail prices.

Those Baked

Portland and

at

up the falls are all reduced to their least common denominator and labelled cask-aids, ob-

by several

MEETING.

Stockholders of the
Rochester
< ompany, will rold their annual
THERailroad
of
at their
in ihe

dry be“Diana's

are

fairy-footed

Price 50 Ceuta.

Boston.

COMPANY.

Hampshire

their custom at this season.

to learn that

CHEERFUL VOICES.

OLIVER PITSON & CO.,

Portland & Rochester R. R.

The streams in New

yond

are

__

The London

“Athense’m” says of Dr.

Holland’s Arthur Bonnicastle:

portion of it will be more- strange to
an English rea ter than the pi1, ture
it
w'.iic
presents of youths of filteen addressing crowd
ed audiences upon ihe subject of their relit’*
ious experience, or of grown men returning
to their old school and 1 aiuting a valued master with kisses and tears, ofjoy. Yet, in many
respects, ths book is so true to nature, that
we caunot doubt the
tacts being possible.
We trust our leaders will not lie deterred by
these oddities, though, to our minds, repulsive enough, from reading a book which
traces with skill the growth of an estimable
character, and illustrates many of Che humorous as well as graver characteristics of the
author's countrymen. At the present time,
a good deaj which bears upon the question of
voluntaryism in ecclesiastical mat* ers will be
The Vandalism whieh
lound wortli notice.
pervades the spelling appears to be systematic, so any remarks upon it would i
be
“No

thrown

away.”

might, might not, consolidate.
They
the freight age"!* of the New

La Somnnmbula.

or

But as
York Central,
the Erie, the P nnsylvani Centr.il, and other
trunk lines popularly regarded as
“competing
meet together twice yearly, and agree
upon’a
tariff of rates from tlie interior to the seaboard
precisely so would these “competing” roads adjust the rates to a common standard. They
would be so udlusled, moreover, that the people of Maine would lie obliged to pay s-veu per
cent., upon all the money, the half score million
dollars more or less, wasted in the long contest
and in building patullel h ies from which no
substantia! beueiit could ever be derived.
These roads must make peace seme day. Reason will reassert itself when the inflammation
of passion shall have had time to be reduced by
the depletion of the pocket. The State of
Maine s most deeply concerned that their warrare cease now, lie fore other millions of useless
debt are gathered tor its people to pay
It is
for you, stockholders of the Boston and Maine
and Eastern Railroads, to declare that it shall
cease forthwith.
Nothing is to be hoped from
your hoards of directors. They are no better
than stark mad. They have become so deeply
interested in the “battle” that they can see and
hear nothing eise, and think of nothing else.
Consider the
ease.
Your roads must
always constitute the grand channels of communication betwixt tins commonwealth and
the business centre of New England.
The outlying provinces to the east, moreover, a magnificent domain in extent and capacities for
wealth and population,mu-t always remain, so
far as business intercourse shall eularge, in important part, your territory. Boston has been
scattering her rocuey over the distant west by
millions, in a region remote, the protit of
whose growth must he divided with other seaboard communities. Here to the east are capabilities of development large enough to satisfy the amplest ambition—development that
will inevitably add to tile wealth and power of
Boston in lamest measure and to other trade
ceutresof New England in their proportion.
In Maine alone you have a Held larger than
New Hampshire. Vermont, Massachusetts and
Connecticut, together. This terr tory possesses more good land than ail the rest of New
England combined. Of lands unsettled there
are lo.GlIO square
miles, or about U.31fi,C00
of which 3,133,0(10 are in Aroostook
acres,
comity. Speaking of a iractot the latler lands,
containing about one and a half million acres,
Mr. S. L. Gnodule, one of the highest authorities upon such questions, estimates their
productive force at ten bushels of wheat or one
and a half tons of hav per acre, and their capacity for population by consequence at u*arly
one million persons.
About the head waters
of the Kennebec and Penobscot rivers are
The Beautiful Heifer.—This lovely 1 other great tracts of wilderness
which in the
idyl is by Tboreau and is from Cbannirg's sum afford wide areas of excellent .soil. This
territory is now practically worthless for'he
work on the “Hermit of Walden,” published
purposes of settlement because it can»ot lie
reached by rail. The immigrant will uof, nowby Roberts Brothers.
One more confiding heifer, the fairest of a-days, go far from the railroad. Upon these
lands an enormous amount of lumber rots
the herd, did by degrees approach as if totake
down because it cannot reach market.
The
some morsel from ouvhauns, while our hearts
better part of flic spruce, pine and hemlock is
leaped to our mouths with .xpeciation and worked off by the
and
the
cedar
rivers,
iu
delight. She oy degrees drew near with her part
fair limbs (progressive), making pretense of
Hut the prodigious growths of t ellow and
brow-ing; nearer and nearer, till there was white lurch, of maple in several varieties, of
wafted to us the bovine fragrance, cream of beech, white and brown ash, poplar,
hacmatac,
all ihe dairies that ever were or will be; and
bass, hornbeam, etc., every stick|of which within a few years has come to assume value at
then she raised her gentle muzzle toward us,
market, fall where they stand and are lost, as
and snuffed an honest recognition within
they cannot be fronted by the streams.
hand’s reach. I saw it was p issible for his
This,
too, with hircliand maple plank worth $25 per
herd to inspire with love the herdsman. She
at
Portland
thousaud,
atid
and
say
the
Hath,
was as delicately leatuied as a biud.
Her
other woods in proportion.
If the lumber,
hide was mingled white and fawn color, and
hard and soft, that goes to waste on th- wild
on her muzzle's tip there was a white spot
lands of Maine every yeat from the lack of
not ligger than a daisy; and on her side turnsuitable facilities to market, lie estimated at
ed toward me, the map ot Asia plain to see.
only the modicum of fifty cents per acre, the
dear
heifer!
Farewe'l,
Though thou for- sum luvo'ved would suffice to huilu one hungeltest me, my prayer to heaven shall be that dred and fif-y miles of railroad each twelve
calendar months! What Maine asks of you,
rhou mayst not forget thyself. There was a
stockholders of the two Boston roads, is. to
whole bucolic in her snuff'. 1 saw her name
comuine
yrur strength for ihe development of
And by the kindred spots I
was Sun ac.
this great territory. She asks yon. magnani[ knew her mother, more sedate and matronly
the past, to secure harmony
mously
forgetting
with full grown bag. and on her sides was
of counsels and oneness of interest, and then
Asia great, and small, the plains of Tartary,
to devote the great sum you could
annually
eveu to the pole; while on her daughter's
save from present outlays to the
building of
She was not disposed to feeders to your trunk Hue up into the unfurwas Asia Minor.
nished parts of Maine,—this, of course, pvitna
wanton witli the herdsman. And as 1 walkrily foryour own advantage, not for hers.
ed she followed me, and took an apple from
Special circuuisiauoes id the case are propimy hand, and seemed to care more for the
tious
The European and North American
hand than the appl<. So iuno ent a face as
Railway is now possessed of nearly a million
1 have rarely seen on any creature, and I
acres rf valuable timber lauds, havrog received
have looked in the face of many heifers. And
the same by gift from the State.
These lauds
as she took the apple from my hand I caught
are rich in soil, lumber, iron, limestone.and exthe apple of her eye. She smelled as sweet
cellent marble.
But railroads must he conThere was no sinis- structed through them to make them availas the cleihra blossom.
able—the
ter expression.
And for horns, though she
pro|iosed and chartered North
Aroostook railroad, at the outset. The Euhad them, they were so well disposed In the
road
cannot build this extension
But
right place, but neither up dor uovvn. 1 ac not ropean
it is willing, it. is anxious to
No boru w as
now remember she had any.
dispose of all its
and rights to those who can
property
Year
held towards me.
companies in combination can do this work as
it were with one band. Would you but conSaint Fanny.—Saint Fanny was a notasent, to do it you would lay the State of Maine
ble bull ew te. Her bouse was a temple of under the deepest obligation. You will
open
i.catntss.
up incomparably the finest part of Ntvr EngKings might have dined upon her
land lyiug iu mass, the development of which
staircase! Now, her great delight was to
directly and ludi.
provide all-tliings comtort hie tor her bus- Would enrich Maine, and
greatly enlarge the business of your
band, a hard working merchant, much rrctly
roads. You would at. once Commend a vast
abroad, blit loving bis hume. Now, otic freight of lumber. There can la- no
night he returned tired aud hungry, and by that the State will cooperate with youquestion
ill uny
some mischance there was nothing
lor sup- i scheme for
promoting settlement.' Nowhere
were shut, and great was the
else
ill
the
per.
Shops
United
States
cau
charcoal-iron be
!
grief of St. Fanny. Taking oft' a bracelet of made in great quantities at so low cost as
seed pearl, she said, "Td give this ten times
amongst the gigantic bard w-.od forests of
Aroostook county, with the lies, of ores
over tor a supper for my hu-baud.
An I
xfor miles with limestone side by side
straightway every pearl became au oyster; teudiug
fur flux. The slate belt of Maine, reaching
a id Saint Fanny opened, aud the husband
miles betwixt the Kennebec aud Beate, and loI in every oys'er was a peril as eighty
nobscot rivers, and
out the best, literlarge as a hazel nut; and so w as Saint Fanny ally the best, slate iutaruiug
the world, needs railway
made rich for life.—JDouglas JerroUr s “FireThe Piscataquis branch of the
extension.
side Saints.”
European road lias been posited iuto its vicinity. Short spurs to the quarries are new indispensable to the more rapid utilization of the
The Railroad Problem.
deposits. The supply will last practically for;
ever, and so will the demand, it is a peiuia
neut thing to count upon.
The railroad strugA Vail Mlatenicu of Ihe Situation.
gling up the Kennebec River, above Sknwlegan. wants a lift. It opens a good country.
Every mile it advances carries it nearer the
lumber region of M osehead Lake, and its outWHERE IS THE FAULT?
lying territories, to say Dotbing of the road
building toward it. frurn Quebec, aud already
Bangor, Sept. 12.1873.
to
about
the
Slate frontier.
opeuing
A
brauch
to
the
To the Stockholders of the Eastern and the BaEuropean road is
for
the valley of she Baesadumkeag,
called
up
ton and Maine. Railroads:
to liriug out the stores uf hard and soft lumber,
In addition to Ihe midnight train of the
and let daylight into its wildness districts The
Eastern Railroad, ten passenger trains per day
“sb re line’’ from Bangor east to Machias is in
sharp demand. Some tin,000 people will give it
are dispatched from Portland to Boston over
their business. They have almost strength
the Boston aud Maine and Eastern railroads
enough to build the road alone, but not quite.
Five
The return trains number the same.
They will do their utmost with prompt alacrity.
Business to aud from the Brovinces would at
times daily two trains start out from Portland,
once eularge greatly were the gauge of the Euone upon each road, at precisely the same moropean and North American road brought down
ment, from tlie stations on the opposite sides
to the staudard of the lines west, and the bridge
of the same street, and for many miles run on
atSt. .I«hn bililt. This cannot be done without
some help.
Your roads and Boston are
parallel routes, intermittently, indeed, within
concerned to render that help without
deeply
biscuit-toss of each other’s cars. Upon inspecdelay. Letting alone, however, the question
So
tion it appears that neither train is fall.
of railroad extension into new territories, you
would find ample and |>erbaps more urgent call
far as regards the transportation effected, oue
for your helping hand in constructing short
locomotive, one set of train hands, and half the
branches to the manufacturing sites of the
number of vehicles would suffice. Either oue
State, upon which diversified industries are alof the trains ,ou)d do the through business.
ready established, but which are put at disadbe
vantage bv the cost of‘haulage and repeated
could
well
business
accommoThe way
handling in placing their products upon the
dated with alternate trains upon the roads,
rail. Examples of this sort are too numerous
to mention.
certainly to South Berwick Junction, aud
Manufacturing operations are
conducted iti the localities referred to even new
very likely to points considerably further
with fair success. But "ulargement must be
west. Meantime each road maintains a full
based upon improved facilities to market.
Each in part
carps of high-paid officers.
Iu addition to these are the numerous and
large sites already accommodated with railalready has, or proposes to have, milliens inroads close at hand, but as yet only partially or
vested in terminal facilities, in locomotive
not at all improved
On the Maine Central
houses, repair shops, depot buildings and
Railroad are privileges of this class summing
dock
facilities
room, etc.,
from one to two hundred thousand horse powgrounds, wharves,
that, as prepared for one, would suffice for ers of water power, and in the first twelve
miles of the European Railroad above Bangor
both. Each road, as matters now stand, is
are 50,000 horse power
additional, of loth of
sums
in
extra
in
advertising,
which only limited use is yet made, Th se sites
expending large
can
assist
for
iu
greatly
writers, legal coutisellots, you
agency work,
developing, either with
runners” and other functionaries small and your own resources or by your influence with
nn nnfacturers and other
capitalists. You can
great, differing in gifts and offices, but alike also greatly promote their development by adin beiug each and ail the most expensive of
justing freights at rates especially encouraging
their class. Counting over no other items of to the manufacturer. Such advances with a
vn-w to lutute reiinburseiuoiitynui- lines acting
o ltlay than these, the wasted extra expendiin harmony could make on the most liberal
ture of the two comp inies, operating ao they
scale.
Ail the various work thus outlined your
million
now do, will not tall short of half a
reads can do most < ffieiently together,
Tbo
dollars per year. The natural result of this is
great harvest to be gathered from such a sow
sepn in the depreciation of Boston and Maine
mg both roads should be anxious to reap tos eek by thirty-four dollars per share, and of
gether. As the case now is neither road can
venture to attempt any part of the task, Maine
the stock of the Eastern road by nineteen dolremains undevelojied aud impoverished, and
lavs per share.
your roads gather from it a meagre five fold of
This is but the beginning. The directors of
business that should he fifty-told. No change
in the relations of the ease brought about by
the Boston and Maine railroad are determined,
the intervention of courts or legislatures will
it is understood, to pash their line through to
avail for peace. These forced conclusions only
Bath. The Maine Central, now working in
inflame deeper resentments. It is in your powEastern
will
this
the
er, and as matters now stand, iu yours only, to
alliance with
road,
oppose
secure s b tantial agreement.
Such an agreewith all its force. The ensuing session of
ment Maine urgently entreats you to make
the Maine Legislature threatens to be little else
without delay. Certainly men of intelligence,
men of good business judgment, as doubtless
than a drawn battle betwixt the contending
most of your are, men who have so
The
best
the
lines.
rival
hosts of the
lawyers,
heavy p >cunintry interests at stake, must le able to
most adroit lobbyists, the old-liue politicians,
Max Adder, in the Saturday Evening Post,
says that Mortimer J. Loomis is now one of
the most violent of the denunciators of railroad monopolies. Since his last adventure
on the cars he hates a tail road worse Ilian an
Arrap.ihoe Indian hates a baldheaded Pres
byterian. Loomis has firs of somnambulism
occasi mally, and at such times he ha- an uncontrollable tendency to wander into dangerous places.
More that, once he has been surprised. upon waking, to find himself roosting
on the comb of tiie roof,or hanging head-foremost down the well, with one leg around 'he
bucket handle. He went out to Pittsburg, a
few days ago, and when lie entered the steeping car the thought struck him that he might
get to prowling about during the night while
asleep and walk off the platform into a better
world. So he went to the brakeman and
gave him a dollar, with strict instructioi s
that if ha saw Mortimer J. Loomis walking
around that car in liis sleep to seize him and
force him back at all hazards. Then Loomis
turned in, and soon his reverberating snore
echoed the screech of tile locomotive.—
About 2 o’clock Loomis awoke, and as the
air of the car seemed stifling, ne determined
to go out oh the platform tor a fresh breath
or two.
Just as he got to the door, 'hat vigilant brakeman saw him, grabbed him, floored
him, and held him down. When Loomis recovered his breath, he indignantly exclaimed:
“You immortal ass! What do you mean?
Lemme get up, I tell you, I am as wide
awake as you are.” Put the myrmidon of a
giasping corporation .put another knee on'
Loomis' breast, and insisted that Loomis was
asleep; anti then he called another brakeman,
and alter a terrific struggle, during which
Loonis received oumps and blows enough to
wake an Egyptian mummy that bad been
dead for 0,00U years, the railroad man jammed him into a berth, put a trnnk and eight
carpet hags on him, and then sat on him to
hoid him down until morning. The first
ttingMr. L omis asked for when he arrived
in Pittsburg was a respectable hospital where
they cured the temporarily insane, lie thinks
bis jeason was partialiy dethroned by his effort to comprehend how that brakeman
could have the face to ask him lor another
do'.lar because of the trouble Loomis gave
him during the night.

!
j
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ened bolt of heaven.

process for

Is a Sabhatr. School Song Book of extraordinary
meiit. 40 composers contribute Hymns and Music
alike new, original and beautiful. Specimen copies
mailed ior 30 cents.

Cor. York As maple

G. U. HOOPER,
Streets.

at once

erected, like a lightening rod, at the side of
hi1 plate, as if to protect him frbm the threat-

joy

Standard.

The River of Life.

Street,

for the latter puts his kliife in his mouth, it is
true, but instantly swallows it out of sight,

The

Real Estate Agents.

Stair Builder.

cheap
juggler,

escorts on

than the Chinese

Baths" afford that highly punctilious goddess
less facilities for ablution than she would en-

AOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

B. F. LIBBY.Lo. 252 Fare
Cross St., in D« leno’s Mill.

polite

CHURCK MUSIC BOOK.
Price $1.50.

AAHIEft THUUEK.No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description ol Water Fixtures arranged and set up in the best manner.

The

trains is 'ess

while the fo-mer withdraws it to be

As there are imitations anl counterfeits, always
ask for the Flordii VV iter which has on the bo tie.
on the label, and on t!i" pamphlet, the names of
MURRAY &
A1VMAJV, without v hieli none
in genuine
au8d2‘fw
jyl old

NEW

Photographers.

Jobbing promptly

lasting, yet most delicate of al
perfumes, for use on tne

most

AT TIIE TOILET,
AND IN TIIE BATH.

A. ft. DAVIS A CO.. No. 89 middle Street.
A. H. UA.mftON. 152 middle ftt.,cor. Cross.

Sanford’s

Dissolution ot IPsti'tnersliip.
is hereby given that the firm of Seribmr
A: Andrews is heieby distolvtd by mutual con-

sent.

point.

l»i COMMERCIAL. STREET.

junto

Pattern and

NO. 17 PLUM STREET.

LORD.

FIllliADETiPIIl A.

BSn

Fore

HANDKERCHIEF,

J. I. B

au27dly

AN£» PINTS,
Exchange Street by the im-

199

Imperishable

The

Srcet and IS Market St.

tion

augO__
Railroad Sleepers lor

middle and

UOTHROP.DEVENft A- CO., 61 Ex’oange

Address,

GKO.
m\3dtf

01

FRANCE,

If. PEVBET.

No.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carptliugs.

Office. No.

QUARTS

For rale at No. 140

FREDERIC BECKNAM,

Fine Watches.

and

au23

JUST RECEIVED FROM

REIMS,

Has all the g kkI qualities to be found in sny Wrought
Iron Farr ace, together wiib some improvements oj
our own. which renders it superior to any other.
It
has been thoroughly tested the past, winter, and we
are convinced of Its superiority as u heating apparatus.
Call and examine before purchasing.

Masons and Builders.

77 Middle

White

___

“WINTHROP”

The

by S.

N. K. REDS,ON, 2.13 1-2 Congre** ftt.

sel7-3w

sion to cieci

will

Heat the Cellar.

ABNER IiOYYrEEE,301 Congress Street.
Asents for Howard Watch Company.

jy28dtf

Also orders fur Cuba
to.

I

mar-

The Wrouaht-Iron Radiator being made of the best
iron, riveted a* thoroughly as a steam boiler, and
PERFECTLY GAS-TIGHT.
Fo< quickness of operation, and economy in fuel,
it cannot be excelled,—the heat coming up a’ ouce
on star ing a lire.
Its facilities for cleaning out are
unsurpassed, ami it can be thoroughly cleaned of all
soot and ashes in a few minutes.

St._

Jewelry

promptly attended

UPCN
Eiiiine in

the

in

tion.
ns easily TO **nam’d as a Parlor Store.
It has l.arge Radiation and
JEmire Freedom from Gas and Dud.

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Done n the best po**ible manner
YOUNG A CO., No. 102 Fore

M. & D. W. NASH.

SCALE I\ BO ILEUS

C H AMJPA O K E.

POrtet’

dtf

Kneef
White

the lowest cash prices.
I, TAVI.OI*
**
Portland, Dec. 30.1872

A fresh

ge!3

and

Portland, July, 1873.

Cak Timber and Plauk

_myld

Agent for Du Font's Gunpowder.

Knees

at

—

invention of the WROUGHT IRON EURwas the result of a .borough and painsinvestigation by br. Jamfs R. Nichols, Editor of the Bos; n Journal ol Chemistry, into the objections or detects in nearly all the Hot Air Furnaces
now in use.
Duiing ihe 1 ast three years Five Hundred have been > rid. They have proved competent
to supply a delightful, puie current of w rra air to
Churches, Stores. School bouses and Dwellings, and
in every place where used they have been a perfect
success anugiven entire satisfacti- n.
The great distinguishing features of this Furnace,
are its Simplicity of Construction, the r ert'ecl sa eguards against the passage of Dust ami deleterious
roal gases into the roon s warmed by it. The lieat
radiating surface* are made of B iler Iron, livited
together in the same manner as Siea
oilers, an
not a particle of gas or dust can p ss through.
The
original of this Furnace was constructed three years
ago by Dr. NIc ols. for private use, as a safeguard
against those infractions of the laws of health to
which be himself s well as others were subjected by
the use cf Hot Air Fu naces. Dr Nichols says with
three y ars use of my Furnace I am satisfied that no
deleterious gases or dust can flow into the rooms
from it.
In the NICHOLS WROUGHT IRON FCJRNA E,
we have a coal burning device much cheaper than
any Steam Apparatus, less troublesome, one which
supplies air as pure and healthful as that ,rom
Steam or hot water, it does away with all the serious objetio^s which have existed against Hot Air
Furnaces and it* sanitarv adva tages are such as to
commend it to the attention f all intelligent Houseowners and heads of Kami ies.

City

anything

a,

Hereafter it will he easier to accoant for the
wetness of beer.

reasons.

A. F. ftEIERRY. No. 9 Clapp’* Bloch
Conjures* fttrecl, opponite Old City Hall.
t

N ACE,
THE
taking

the

to

for several

Be8

Silver and Plated Ware.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

myl2-d»ni0

Hackmatack, Hardwood or

l]1®*
line.'

4L- 8 Exchange

FOB

kiOO Fore Hlm t. Portland, ITIe

Oak Treenails, and

of

aud expeditiously.) we are now prepared to take contracts of any size in the building line. Plans and
specifications piepared at a reasonable pn e. We
can on tlie shortest possible notice furnish the window and door frame* and all the inside and outside
finish for any description <>f building. Those about
erectingsea side bouses please take note of tlie above.
We have superior facilities for the manufacture of inside blinds, and will furnish them all painted and
bung quick metre. We make a syvialty of building
and >eiting up
machinery, and would be happy to receive calls from
parlies using power who contemplate
°f quarters, or that may reed any service in
uiis
We are also prepared to contract for the
manufacture oi pateuieu articles on more favorable
terms than
any one in the city.
WILLIAM llUJtUOWKg.
J. w. burrowes.

Ij.

Dust

Wrought

SETTER,

gold

ket

agricultural science has estibarley crop “pumps up 1,035
water” from an acre of ground.
on

that

exceeding

Winthrop

pronounced superior

A writer
tons of

HOT AIR FURNACE.
s now

not on the programme.

mated

Portland, Me.

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

Coopers’ and Carpenters’ Tools

for the Superior Wnlthnni Wat.-hr.,
which mainlain their well earned repma'ion
in every vaiitime'-eeping and reasonable price,
anil silver caseB—open face and huntem.
of

Kev

O.

AGENTS

—

NASH,

Manufacturer of and

AGENT
fm
ety

HUSSEY,
Proprietor.

|

BMIICOWEB RBOTKIERiH,

get

0. M. & H. W.
Nichols’

House,

Wrought Iron

Street.

St-

Exchange

Will.

HAS

enabled

WIH. F.

JylPdtf

J.

—BY—

DR. LUDWIG
resumed practice. Office hours from 10 to 11
A. M., anu from 1 to 3 P. M.
se3
dtf

we aie

HAYING

Portland.

of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of
the
iaims tefor
Court of Claims and the various departments ai
Washington.
oetll-rf

our

been enlarged, remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
boarders at reasonable rates.

J

Preble

When you read “Bear steaks” on a mountain bill of fare it is a good thing to ask the
waiter if they raise tbeir own bears. If she
be pretty you will see her smile and that is a

delicacy

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

1

PORTLAND,

Spectacles and Jewelry,

Formerly

JDotrn’M

CORNER CROSS AND TORE STS,

Of Foreign and American Make,

LAW

AT

Exchange Nt„

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,

Clironometefs and Clocks,

tf

Up-

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal ftt.
All kind* of IJphols cringand Repairing
done to order.

the

au20tl2miS:7/i0w34

WATCHES,

wpgl__
HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
JVo. 30

circular.
KENDALL & WBITNEY,

General Agent for State of JVTaixie.
d&wtf
se3

PIPING.
COUNSELOR

in

Use.

FEDERAL STREET,

103

SIMPLEST,

Durable and Cheapest Pump

.Host

CLARJ^

W. C.

Celebrated

ho^e! is under

The

Bamum's Hotel. St. Louis.

Boys,

Autumn session will open August 16th. All
the comforts of Home are here combined with a
superior school. Boys are prepared tor college oi bnsinest
Graduation and diplomas are confered upon
all wht finish the required course of ptudv. Send
for an illustrated circular, or addt ess the Principal,
ALDUN J. BLKTHEN. A. Mi
julld3ra

Homuepathic Physician & Surgeon
No. 334 Congress St.,
PORTLAND, ME.
ROSS &

School for

palaces.

management of A. S. Barnum, formerly of Barnum’s
Ho el. Baltimore; I. N. Green, of Dayton, t;hio, a d
recently of New York, and Freeman Barnum, of

School J

BLUE, Fnrmingt >n Mr.

AT LITTLE

S. E. SYLVESTER, 31. D.,

WHOLESALE COAL

Family

Abbott

HOTEL,

with

son’s Dr\ Goods

Tailors,

Congress St.,

sd5_dlw

order.

to

Carpet-Bags.

all modern improvements; rooms
ea suite and single; private parlors, baths, elevators,
&c. Location unsurf assed. being in the very centre
of fashion and brilliant New York life. In proximity
to Churches and places of amusement,, and Lord &
Tavlor’s, Arnold & Constables’ and J. & C. John-

HAINES.
sepl9-tl

Street.

done

A. R. DURAN A CO., 171
116 Federal Streets.

ON BOTH AMEBIC:AN & EUBOPEAN PLANS.

^Complete

CO.,

The ladies of this state are universally recas the most beautiful in the world
but recent statistics show that the ladies of
Ohio chew the most gum.

ognized

tfanufiu,kUrers of Trunks, Valises and

tor. Broadway & Twentieth Street,
NEW YORK.

un-

Opposite

&

—

BAMUM’S

Logarithms:

Copying and enlnrging done *o order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

Prire«.

the

290 & 292

Post Office,

Furniture and Upholstering.

HOTELS.

ANA

PHOTOGRAPHER,
PORTLAND,

State

Exchange and Fed-

L. F. HOYT, No. |1 Preble Street.

}
n

securing

VIGATION SCHOOL will be Opened at No.
15} Exchange street, M arch 3d, to be under
the barge of Capt. Edward Breen and C. H. Farley.
Instruction will be given every alteruoon by Capt.
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. IT.
Farley. The course will begin with dermal arithmetic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse. Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of
the use
and adjustment of Nautical instruments; Latitude
by Sun *nd Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desire i.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked oui upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
and the use and adjustme t of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation-ncli as Meteorolgv, Ocean Currents, &o., will also be introduced
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. U.
feblOtf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

State*.

J. IS. LARSOK,

No. 152 middle

on

Navigation

1VIA.IN "E.

Commissioner of deeds for the several
feblO•

Exchange

cor.

A EATON, Old

bolsteriug

m&yl4tf

EDUCATIONAL.

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND,

HOOPER

IN

owner,

Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

84 1-2 HUDDLE STREET,

NO.

BEN). A DAMS,
eral Streets.

Rooms Wanted.
a pleasant part of the cicy. furnished or unfurnished, with or without board.
Address
E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.

JOSEPH C. HARMON,
Limerick. Me.

ALLEN

LAW,

AT

IS Free Street.

STREET.

BY TIIE

Merchant

It doe** not

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

WASTED-

The above Stock was personally selected in New
York by Mil W. F. C HIS AM, especially for our custom trade, and will he pleaded to show the Goods to
all who avor u$ with a call, and also will make th m
up in point of style and taste to suit the moat Fastidious.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

—

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.
J.V»_tf

For Sale.
house

removed to

has

—

House, 24 Union Street.*

Dye

WAI.TER CORKY & CO., Arcade, No.

tf

GIRLS

Street, occupied by
THE
dersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.

O’DONNELL.

JAMES

Dye-House.
FOSTER’S

GOLBER’S,

FREE

op-

A. WHITNEY, No. 56 ExSt.
l/pbolstering of nil kinds
done to order.

AN

SALE.

patroEaye.
Enquire further of the

STREET.

Me.

Portland

AT

MEANS* Pearl Street,

change

ACTIVE and reliable agent in this: :
represent one of the oldest Life Companies
the country. Address with references
“PENN** Lock Box 55 P. O.
jt 171 f_Phi lade Ip iaPa.

House,”

Tlie “Limerick House” is well situated for
liberal

FRESCO PAINTER,
NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

WHITNEY A
posite Park.

GEORGE

au21

The BUo-criber offers for sale his Hotel
proi rtv ii» Limerick Village, York County.
!
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and twt large statics adjoining;
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.

No 16<Uotton street Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Oases. Desks and Hard
selU*iuithentf
wood Doors, made to order.

W.

5

SALE.

The “Limerick

j

BUILDER.

AND

©. C.

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

SAlflVEL II. JOSE,
ABCH11 EIJT

—

Fabrics in

HAWKES

Country Magistrate—Piisoner, you’re discharged this time with a caution; but if we
see you. here again you’ll
get twice as much.
Virginia City boys tie tlleir kite strings to
dogs’ tails, and then make the dogs run. •By
this means the boys are able to fly their kites
in the calmest days.

—

It i-

Carpenters and Builders.

voung man who has had ten years experience as double entry book keeper and paymaster in a first class woolen mill. A similar position or any place where the services of a capable and
reliable man is needed. Enquire of
F. J. ROLLINS,
22 Exchange Street.
M5pil*2w

WANTED

deep,

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
St.
346 Oongrens
(Homs 9 A. M. to 5 P.

Confectionery.
L. J. PERKINS manufacturer o*plain
and fancy Candies* *187 Congress St.
Portland Me.

50 CLOAK-MAKERS

A

jyl7d3m

se4

I

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforih, Sts.
This lei has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet
and plans have been drawn b How. for a
block of seven or nin genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

STREET,

wets, pauldiwg.

o

of West-

Foreign and Domestic

with some people,
something with everybody.—Bishop Mid-

on our

Its Niwplicity and durability of Construc-

be

Wanted.

PAINTER

PORTLAND, MAINE.

IN'

steady employment will

a

BY

A

164 & 166 Washington Street,

whom

hud

we ever

OF

a

healthy, high-

a

dleton.

Over-Coalings, Coalings, Suitings,
Trouserings and Vestings*

The

Street.

Wanted.

brook.

•

Commission Merchant

orders promptly attended to.

in the Town

wanted, 10

than

CONSISTING

Book Binders.
%Vm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’!
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St*
ftMAljIi & 8HACKFOBD, No. 35 Plum

sel5d2w

good

FINE resilience one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office. gO"d Schools and Churches
six miles fr m Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.' with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Bara 40x60 on tbe
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced 30 apple and pear trees, $ aer*1 choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one oi the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire oi 3. R.
Davi* & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

ROBERT BRADLEY.

All

Sale

conven-

igli School; to be occupied by
daughters. Address, with terms,

This

CrfASE,

For

Street.

for

Iron and Tin Worker Wanted.
FIRST-CLASS tin-plate and sheet-iron worker

Can tie seen any afternoon between the hours of 2
and 4.
For further information apply to
EDWARD P.
my27tx
No. 3 Oak St.

strekt,
various styles of Card

134 MIDDLE

kil-

A

a

Is prepared to make all the
Picture*, ReniLraut, Medallion, At., from
KCelourh«‘d Negative*.
B> this process we
Get ri<t of Freckle*. Mole* and other imFor all of which no
perfection* of the Kkin.
extra cliaige will be made. All work warranted to
mchlSdtf
please. Call and examine for yourselves.

FRESCO

her two
P. O. Box 1904.

good cellar, water and gas

a

lady and

Booksellers anil Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG & BREED, No.91 middle

given. Apply to F. & C. B. NASii, 172 and 174 Fore
street.se!5dtf

two-story house, No, 8 Carleton Street.
house is in good repair, is well located iu
THE
Has

neighborhood.

jy2

fHREE
housekeeping purposes, situated wuliin
distance of the

ient

House for Sale J

GEO. E. t OLI INS,

four

effective in bringing

so

up to the scratch as

Season,

PORTLAND.

TV. C CORB, No*. 28 and :I0 Pearl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
House and Post Office* near the Market.

sel6*iw

or

complete

Bakers.

A

young
when

Manner is everything

COUNTERS,

ORIN

Repairing.

School Teacher Wanted.
FEMALE Tca< her, who has had some experience, to take charge of a School in the country.
Apply in the evening at 63 State street, Portland,
Wanted.
rooms, comfortably arranged,

and

for sale and to let.

Machines

people believe themselves
they are only impolite and
coarse.—Rochefoucauld.

and

We take pride in calling the attention of the PubStock of Woolens, which

ic and our Customeis to our
more vaiied and

Agency for Sewing Machines.
ft. DYER, No. 272 middle ftt. All

W.
kinds of

Many

natural

There is nothing

187 3.
is

till he ap-

Parting words from Germany to France—
Our “occupation’s gone.”

man

Middle 81.

Fall and Winter

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

a

Me

comer

septlldi-f

A

au25dlf

Highest
SIS Commercial Street,

re-

Wanted.

premises or of J. H. Fogg, at his office,
119$ Exchange, corner of Federal Street, Portland,
Me.

brick store in the Racklefl

floor, elegaotl\
adapted
jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES,
Apply to

GOOD COBBLER wanted at PERCY’S Boot
and Shoe Store 85 York street.
sel6*iw
Portland.

a

LET.

large
Block,
of Middle and Ceurcb streets—basement
A
first
finished and
to

Situation Wanted.

1 ngs.OD the

nded to.

|£p“New

:•

sel7dtf

TO

1 w*

SMT

any one defor a pleas-

to

siring toenga.e in the milk bushiess, or
ant country residence near the city.
For further particulars inquire of Patience

Steam Boilers. Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Shafting,
Mill "Gearing and General Machinery. Castings oi
iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
at

particnlaily

valuable

STORE

m, Competent Nurse, may be found
MRS.at 16 Brown
St.
se!7-dlw

In connection with the ab >ve, the stock and farming tools on the premises will be ^old if desired.
This property is within four miles of the city of

SOM,)

skirt
it at tMs

Asel7

West-

for housing carriages and Tanning tools.
All the
buildings are nearly new, and the house and barn
aie supplied with excellent water.

MACHINEWORKS

Pearl sfs.,
over

SMALL Gold LOCK hT. The finder will he
w arded by le iving it at 46 Free street,

THIS

35 OLD ST,'.TE HOUSE,

and

by leaving

Below

-FOR—

ONE

Tost.

brook tor Sale.
Estate, consisting of sixty -two acres of land,
with buildings thereon, is situated in the ’town
of Westbrook, on'the road leading from Portland to
Sac'-arappa Village by way of Strou water. It is
suitably divided into p sture and tillage; is well
watered and under a high state of cultivation, cuts
about f Tty ions of hay, and has a tine young orcb- j
ard growing which will soon be in a bearing con jition. The buildings cons st of a large two-story modern styled hou‘e an I. connecting the hou.»e wiib a
large tnd well finished barn, and other out buildings

IIOBSON,

of

a

office.

Real Estate and Mortgage Broker.

Very Desirable Estate in

OUNSELLORSATLAW,
aul

corner

a

G. R. DAVIS,

seld4w

PICKERING,

WILLIAM

the

Newbury
and t*be Preble House
ladies light
BETWEEN
liinder will confer
favor

The

aug23-1m

Let.

To Xef.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
mar24tf
No. 46 Exchange Sc.

JLost.

impossibility

spirited flea.

WITH

GO"“-D Girls of all nation®, for housework
in town and countrv; table girls for Saloon.
and Kitchen; girls tor Hotels., Sunime'- and
Beach Houses; Cook®, Chamber, and Scrub girls.
Forest City Employment < »flice.
MRS. L. HOVFY, 314 Congress St.
sepndlm

chaser

CASCO, MAINE.

To

FJfY/Y

new

Manufacturers of Furniture,
No. 46 Exchange Street,

WOOLENS

BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
for families or single gentlemen.
At 52 Fi ee Street.
jn24*lw then tf

Laundry

FOR *A LE.
bouse recently erected by’ Lorenzo
Ta lor Esq, making the corner of Quincy Lane
and Congress street, directly opposite the Park.
This house contains 19 finished rooms, has Gas and
Sebago, every room frescoed by Schumacher.
Drainage perfect, location none better on Congress
street, Terms easy, §2000 down; balance to suit pur-

SYLVESTER,
AT

■

Tol-

2

The owner going away, the Yacht Alarm
will be let to parties by the day or week
during the month of August .and Septemher. Cabin and pantry completely furnished. Orders left at Lyman, Tobey & Co.
Commercial street, or on board tLe Yacht,
auSdtfT. A. SEWALL, Capt.

500 Good Girls Wanted Immedia-

Apply

aul5d2m

COUNSELLOR

A

d2w*

Whitney & Co

d

*2w

*

Geo. A.

At

JERRIS,

sel5*3w

good brick house, twelve
rooms, hot and cola Sebago and bath r »om.
Fine lot 20,000 feet, nice grajiery. first class neighborhood.
to W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
Cahoon Block.
sell*3w

NO. 11 MYRTLE STREET,

II. M.

WEST End.

53

1
and cheapest SPRING BED in the world.
One MMUres* saved. We Vnye on hand a
splendid
stocK ox \\ all mt Cham her Sets and Parlor Suits of
our own manufacture, and will
warrant every piece.
We are using the best Steel
Springs in our Parlor
Suits. Our men all work
i»y the day.
Buy direct
irom the manufacturer and save one
profit*

YACHT TO LET.

For p

sel7

FRONT CHAMBER, at
SPRINGSTRJP’.inT-

is an

pears.-- Starr King.

A

To Kent.
is a pleasant room to rent at No.
fJlHERE
X max Place.
seplitf

understands the business, good wages and
will be given,
rticulars apply P. O. Box €6,
New Glasgow ,P. C. Nova Scotia.

Who

House for Sale.
CAN BE FOUND AT

sel8dtf

steady amp: o\ ment
on

good neighborhood. Apply to WM.
Real Estate Agent. Cahoon Block.

BOARD,

2 GOOD BROOM MAKERS

4000 feet ot land, pleasantly Ijeateil
J
WITH
Munioy; will rent for §300; plenty of water;

M. IL

NO.
sepllt

Apply

street.

letT~

TO

Wanted.

seven rooms
are very

Two Houses for $2§00,

BUSINESS CARDS.

__dlw

WITH

Wanted.
GOOD COOK at 249 CoDgress
immediately.

the

tain

and wife (from Oct. 1 s’) in a priwhere .here are but few boarders.
Address ‘A. B. C.,” at this office.
3t*

Central locatiou.

Every genius

ANEW

or

SEPT. 22. 1873

Gossip and Gleanings.

To Let.

man

MORNING,

MONDAY

selOeod'Jw

Store on Atlantic near ''ongress St., and
Horse cars. Suitable for a Shoe Store or fancy
and domestic goods or Groce ies. Apply to S. A.
ANDERSON, No. 37 St. Lawrence St.
then eodtf

lw

Board Wauled.

very

Dealer in Real Estate.

to

man

desirable brick house. No. 5 Park lace,
suitable lor a small family. Please examiue at
cuce.
If not sold by the 20th, inst. will be rented to
a desirable tenant.
Apply to JOHN C. PROCTER,
93T£xebange St._
8eI6dtw

tion.

MITCHELL,

learn the wholesale Boot
Addiess PRESS Office.

active young
and Shoe business.
AN
sel9

a

Rates of Advertising : One inch ot space,
ength of column, constitutes a “square.**
$. 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w ek after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 on: 50 cents pci week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,** $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press** (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for .§1 00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

A.

SON,

Wanted.

TERMS $8.00 PEB ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

THE PE ESS.

THE NATIONAL SPRING BED.

THE

A

1873~

SEPTEMBER 22,

_miscellaneous.

For Ronf.
U story House No. 24 St. John btrcet. containing six finished rooms, cemented cellar. A
large stable. * ith ha’f an acre of land will be leased
with the bouse if desired. Apply to F. G. PATTER-

CAPABLE GIRL to do general housework in
small family. Apply at the corner of Carlton
and West streets.
se20d3t*

Ell-

one

fruit

land, gardeu

TO LEI.

Wanted.

g.iod order,

views of country and mountains; 13 miles trom tli
city tnd 3 miles from P & O. K. R Depot, pric
moderate.
CHARLES M HAWKES,
06 Middle Street.
ju‘21eo 3m

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
is

lor Sale,

high airy and healthy location, commanding beautiful I

vance.

50

rooms

HOUSE
Woodhouse and Stable connected ;
fifth
and

109 Exchange St. Portland.

At

MORNING,

MONDAY

irobably

come

anxious one aod all to turn an honest thousand
apiece, will be retained for service, fed, and
housed and wined ail winter at the best hotels,
the total cost of the campaign runni g up at
the lowest estimate, even supposing no votes to
be bought outright, to Sinn.OM) for the roads con
cerned. Suppose the Boston and Maine probuild thirty-four miles
cure their charter, ami
of parallel line to Bath. Wliat is effected by
it? It would add two millions to the four million dollars of debt incurred in the extension to
Portland. Like that extension it would open
Itwouid create no new
not a single new town.
business, and give no needed facility to tiie old.
Unee built, the war would then he shifted to
the possession of the roads further east. These
roads would doubtless get glad deliverance
from their troubles by the means—at the cost
of the stockholders of one or the other of the
Boston lilies. In the meantime, and all the
w’av along, as the endeavor should be continued
to force
passage eastward, numberless opportunities would be afforded the opmising party to throw obstructions in the way t > multiply
difficulties and costs, legion by name. If successful at last in forcing through to Land's
End, the duplicate line, then there would lie
saddled upon its stockholders the monstrous
tell of getting through under such conditions.
Upon the stockholders of the other 1 tie the
cost of opposing and buttling thoir rivals, of
building couuter brunches and cut offs, and upon
both, the expense of operating two lines
where the business would lustif.v but one.
Granting ali tins accomplished, no mat. familiar with the history of railroads in this and
1 in other eouuiries will question that the two

lines would ultimately

come to

au

agreement.

to

an u

derstancliug

uihiu

so

plain

a con-

Passion as'de, the calm deliberation of
one (lav would adjust all differences.
Over the
work of that da.v there Would be j ust ocoision
for such rejoicing as has not been seen for
many a year in
Maine
cern.

MOUSSES.
Porto Rico,

Barbadoes,
Cienfuegos,
Sagua la Grande,
and Caibarien Molasses,
All Choice droccry,
FOR SALE BV

E. CHUKCHIM.

&

CO.,

1vo. I Portland Pier.

UgOiltf_

Portland Savings Bank,
NO. 91 EXCHANGE

ALL

|

ST.

deposits ot one dollar and upwards commence interest nu sbe ttrr‘ day of ibe mouth
following li e date ot deposit.
FRANK NOTES. Treasurer.
mayW-dtf

THE

tals

Current Notes.

MONDAY MORNING, StPT. 22.

1878

Sinceiely do we hope that Gen. Butler,
though not wanting many strong and earnest
friends, will now he so thoroughly convinced

to the wishes and views of a majority of
Republicans in Massachusetts that be will
This will
not try (he question a third time.
certainly be his course unless his ambition
should unfortunately get the better of his
common sense.—New York Independent.
as

re.ular attache of the Press is furnished
wll li a card certificate countersigned by
Stanley'!.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat an 1 hole
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
cred ntials of ever' person claiming to represent oni
Journal, as we have information that several ••bummers" are seeking courtesies in the name of the
I Rt-.s, and wo have no disp08ltion"to
be, even pasively, a party to such fraud
Ersitv

" r do not read anonymous letters and rommunicatbns. The ua\n« and address of tlie writer are In
all

'.-esinlispensab

c

but

not

necessarily

guaranty
un.icrtake to return

cannoi

municatiouH that

publication

for

faith.

of good

s a

\V

e,

or

com-

reserve

portation Question.

The Committee of the tJ.

Senate

S.

are

prosecuting their inquiry into matters pertaining to the carrying trade with great earr.
estates* and vigor. After two prolonged ses
Blonsin the City of New York, at the latter
of which they listened attentively to the representations of the great central lines of railway they have been making the tour ot the
lakes, with the evident purpose of informing
themselves as to all feasible methods of improving the facilities of communication with
the producing states by water as well as by
land.
We may look, at the beginning of the next
session of Congress, for an able and exhaustive report upon this great subject, the importance of which cannot be exaggerated. In
the language of Senator Conkliug “In the
East and the West "the problem of creating
channels for Commerce will assert itself and
hold supremacy, until it is successfully solved.” The inchoate organizations which, un-

Granges, are drawing a new
politics of the country, have set
on foot an agitation which will not cease until
every agency is utilized which can bring proder the name of

lorce into the

to

ducer and consumer nearer

each

other.

There is no stimulant so potent as self-interest, in directing the thought and action of
the masses, and in this matter, every mar.
woman and child in the nation has a practical concern.

Still,

it will not do to

ignore

or

underrate

the difficulties which lie in the way of the accomplishment of the objects in view. Tin re
is unquestionably, a deeply settled conviction
in the minds of the American people, that it
is without the legitimate function of the ni *
t anal government to undertake abroad sys-

improvements.
Governments are proverbially inefficient, in
the transaction of business. They are subjected to limitations which literally deprive
tem of internal

them of the tree exercise of choice in the selection of their servants.

Corporations

and

private capitalists compete for the best talent
they can find and reward great ability with
correspondingly large pay. Their scale of
salaries fills a long raltge from very high to
very low. Governments necessarily establish
aibitrar/ and inflexible rule of compen-

an

These last two state contests in Massachusetts are well understood to he a

training for something yet to
more importance
than the

arc not useu.

The Tran

This is the alarming etfect of it upon the
Newbuiypoit Herald: “That day will be a sad
one for liberty here and throughout the
world, when ‘the divine right oi' bolting,'
preached by the Rev. James Freeman Clarke
dl tae iVti cester convention, >hall he
accepted generally by ‘he American people, It is
the doctrine of Frenchmen, Spaniards and
Mexicans, the bane of liberty, and the surest
hope of tyrants.”

the con equencc is extreme inof salaries, and a driving away of

The days of s ich men as B. F. Butler and
those who trafficked with the late Oakes
Ames are passed, and though the people may
he still, to a small extent, atfei ted by the
moral dislocations and degradations produced by tlie convulsion ot war, they have
recovered from the shock, while many of the
leadeis bred in those times are beyond recov-

ery.—New York Ereninej Post.

A writer '.n the Woman's Journal says
that the present style of dress among women
imprisons t ieir natural energies so that
every movement becomes a pathetic protest
ot impotence.

pense.

Apart from

this consideration it is not to

be denied tbat there is a

growing spirit in favor of curtailing rather than enlarging the
powers of government. The State should be
made

stronger than it must needs be to

no

ample protection to life, liberty and
property. All beyond tbat is an excess f
power, susceptible of abuse, and therefor,
not to be delegated to any ruling class by a
free people jealous of the encroachment of
executive authority.
The greed of railway proprietors is auotlier
afford

and serious hindrance
vation

try.

to a

wholesome

reno-

nancial crash tirat the experiment ol bidding
railroads witli borrowed money lias been
fairly tried and must now be abandoned as a
failuie, and that no subsidies must he given
to railroads, neither lauds, nor bonds, money

credit.
The
N. Y. Times says a system of
free banking is one of the preventives of a
financial panic like the present. When the
nor

“operators’’

k, ow that the currency is of
character that it cannot be locked up,
one of the most important elements ol ti eir
calculations will be placed beyond their consuch

a

trol.

Tlie N. Y. Post says a powerful cause of
the financial cris’s is to be sought in the condition oi the currency, which, consisting exclusively of paper, it is impossible to render
stable and worthy of trust. All experience—
and it lias been a broad, impressive and lasting experience—shows that you can no more
rely upon an inconvertible paper as a medium
of exchange, than you can upon an Artie
floe for a permanent habitation.

Black Thursday aud Wild
SCENES IN’ THE STOCK

developed

into a

gigantic power.
It has controlled State Legislatures, elected
Senators, and enacted and repealed statutes
at will :n several of the largest commonwealths of the middle and western sections
of the

The Rail

Republic.

dethronement will cost

a

is

king, and its

struggle.

Even the

work of subjecting it to reasonable supervision will not be compassed without effort. Its
shareh I lers are

numerous,

and many of

through wealth and position.
exigency out of which this uselul

them influential
Bui the

has arisen is the strongest guarantee
that it will not cease until adequate piacticai
n>meuie> are devised. Tile proposition involved is that the tood of the world must find
direct, continuous and uninterrupted course

agitation

people that are to derive sustenance
from it, through any and every channel that
nature has made, that art can make, or that
both together can render available. It is very
simple and yet very momentous. We are
glad that so able a representation of the Sen
afe has this problem under discussion, and
to tlie

that the committee are devoting themselves
so assiduously to the task of its happy solution.

Tint financial panic in New York is

tending

ex-

to many other cities and has created

distrust of all institutions tor deposit,
sulting in some instances in runs which
a

reare

generally promptly met and amount to
nothing, it is very gralifying to know that
probably no city on the Atlantic coast is so
free from danger of financial disturbance as
Portland.
are

All

monied establishments

our

in excellent condition and there can he

possible chance of difficulty. They are
always carefully managed and keep entirely
fiee from speculative operations, confining
themselves to their legitimate business.
Ot
late, too. they have been specially prudent
in anticipation of the present crisis of which
premonitions have been visible lor some time.
Toe care of our banks in keeping in condition to insure the stability of our financial
situation is entitled to grateful recognition on
the part of the business community.

uo

The State Fair at Bangor last week was a
success, not only iu a financial point of view,
but generally in all its department*.
The ot
ficers have

spared

no

lic and succeeded as

pondent

efforts to

please

the

pub-

they deserved. Our corres-

has criticised some features o' the ex-

hibition and in no unfriendly orcapliou3 manner, and has rot attribute 1 any shortcomto the malingers alone. The Secretary,
Mr. Wasson, was untiring in his effoits to afford the public and the press all facilities for

ing

informat’on. The Society is now in a most
favorable condition tor future opeiations and
has it in its power to greatly assist the developing resources of the State. In the future,we
hope the Society will make still greater effoits
to .ecure greater contributions fiotn both farm
and manufacturers, (or, despite all their
efforts,two firms in this cily who would have

ers

contributed

complain that they had no

invita-

tion or notice.

The letter of “Maine”
commended to

special
a good

on our

first page is

AND GOLD

Friday.
EXCHANGES.

The suspension of Jay Cooke & Co., and the
number of failures which followed, more numerous than ever known before, produced
the
wildest excitement ip the financial circles of
New York. It is said by old frequenters of
Wall street that do panic so frightful had ensued since the failure of the Ohio Trust Compauy
in 1857 as that witnessed Thursday and Friday.
Money, rose rapidly in price, and from seven,
gold interest, became worth as high as one-half
per cent, per

day,

with legal iuterest added.

THE

BEGINNING.

When men weut down to their business in
the morning it was whispered that drafts ou a
great firm had been refused at its counter. But
the firm was so great a one, and the reports
fitted so well with the manifest bear policy of
certain foperators, that little heed was given
them. The market was in favor of the “bear”
c'ique, and the price of stocks generally fell.
Pacific Mail fell from I2£ to .37, Lake Shore
Amid the rush and fall,
from 90£ to 87£.
while immense blocks of stock were shuffled off
upon

a

staggering market, the

announcement

was made lhat Jay Cooke & Co
had suspended and that the Northern Pacific RaPrcad was
‘burst.” Immediately a rutnor ran through
ch.' street, aud men felt as if the bottom of
Wall street bad literally dropped out and they

all to go with it. For the moment
could understand where he stood.
were

of the carrying business of the com
The railway interest in the Uuitid

States has

AFrER

Then
to

a

uo

one

TnE ANNOUNCEMENT.

monstrous

yell

up and seemed

went

literally oliake the bnildiug in which all

these mad brokers were for the moment confined.
Messengers tied every way with the
story ot ruin, and dowu come the stoews all
Western Union had been at
along the line.
ss£; in ten minutes it bad lost t"ii points. No

halves,

or

quarters,

or

eighths

were

recognized

m the sudden crash in that stock.
A legion of
brokers whose margins were swallowed up in
m instant swarmed into the exchange to save
ibemselves by sudden sales, which with every
moment sent prices further down.
The struggle and crush, the desperate fighting of buyers
and sellers, the triumph of the short interest
rid the panic of the bulls, made the tossing,
urging roo a pandemonium which recalled
the darkest hours of Black Friday.
Not content with the disastrous fact, the
b <rs heaped upon it false report after false report, involving the oldest houses in the street.
The members of firms who wore surprised by
the announcement bad uo time to deliberate
The bear cliqm- was already selling the market
down in the Exchange, aud prices were declin-

ing Rightfully.

Of course every

holdings

one

gave orders to sell out

quick ns possible in order to obtain
prices, and in ibis wav when the broas

the best
kers returned to the L >ng R join a fresh impetus was given to the decline, which brought
about a fearful panic. There was uo one on
hand with nerve and money to arrest it either,
and so th bear clique, taking advantage of the
general demoralization, made confusion worse
confounded.
When Western Union gave way the whole
market weut, and the Vanderbilt Investments,
such as New York Central, Lake Shore ami
Harlem, could not resist the general onslaught.
As soon as it became evident that the attack
upon Western Union was successful, and that
a panic could not be
averted, the b^ars began
to sell New*York Central, Lake Shore, aud
Rock Island in large blocks, aud seemingly
with the utmost recklessness. The bull clique
in Western Union, tbe members of which are
large holders of these stocks, being weakened
by the panic in their favorite speculative speeialty, could not resist the onslaught, and
prices tumbled down like a roof about the head
of the occupant, until good dividend-paying
stocks were sold lower than has been kuowu
for years.
ON THE STREETS.

From the first announcement of the suspension until after the final closing of the Stock
Exchange, the sidewalk at the corner of Naswas beset by a
sau and Wall streets
throng
which all day changed in its elements hut not
in numbers. Most were drawn by curiosity,
and stared in a dull way at the windows of
the banking-house until the police bade them
The "panic brood” were there
move on.
men who are seen in the street oniy in times
like this, cool and collected, looking to find
their account in the beaten-down market and
then to disappear until another crash in stocks.
—

IN WASHINGTON.

The scene at

Washington

Thursday mornhail in the air someon

ing was quiet. There was
where, hut nothing to indicate a storm about
the marble building of Jay Cooke on Fifteenth

street.
At the hour of noon, while depositors
were standing about the paying teller’s counter
with their checks properly drawn, and an atmosphere of serenity about the establishment,
a fat, ruddy-faced gentleman,
commonly called
McGowan, with the authority of a special
policeman, ordered everybody out of the liuukiug house of Heurv D. Cooke & Co. If midday robbers had assaulted them and attempted
to seize their checks and drafts they would not
have oeeu inure astonished
‘.‘Get out, gentlemen, get out—the orders are
to close the doors!” Unpaid checks were extended over the counter, hut no one appeared to
receive them. ‘‘Gentlemen, you must get lit;
my orders are to close the door, and you must
leave.” A half dozen business men, who have
deposited with th!s firm for years, reluctantly
turned their backs on the counter: and. as they
reached the marble steps and heard the slain of
the doors, stared in each others face, and said,
Is it possible? What time is it? The house
of Jay Cooke & Co. has really failed. For a
firm with their backing would never have suffered a moment’s financial embarrassment unless they have exbausted-tlieir last source of re-

lief.”

WILD FRIDA V.

attention and a careful

One week earlier than the Clack Friday of
four years ago, the Wild Friday of 1373 came
tions of Maine and the
railroads, which are to and went. It came with the fall of Fisk and
he the suoject ot legislative action this winHatch, as that iiad followed the suspension of
Jay Cooke & Co., and it left the street with
ter.
twenty firms broken, credit totteriug, and men
dread for the morrow. Friday
The vote for County Commissioner in looking with
morning stocks were opening at the closing
Somerset County is a pretty dose tiling, for
prices of Thursday—a slight rally from the
points readied after Jay Cooke’s fall. Then
by ttie latest unofficial count from clerks the
news of Fisk & Hatch’s suspension beat
returns. Russet', Rt publican, has but two
them down. All day u|iod the demoralized
market gloomy news was I'.ained. Failures
plurclity.
singly and in batches of half a dozen at once;
rumors
number; no newt
During Hie next four weeks, town anti Irom of failure without
Washington; the calling ill of all loans
county agricultural fairs will be the order of by the banks, and the final apotheosis of the
The annual re-unions are of great spirit of distrust made the street a wildnerness
the day.
fo wolves Advances to railroads,taken with the
importance and should teceive the cordial distrust of depositors, felled Fisk & Hatch, as
of
all.
assistance
they had felled Jay Cooke & Co., Thursday.—
Down went railroad securities o. ail
kinds, uti
til the Commodore fought up his line and car
ru'd up others in a reviving market. New
A report is current that the printing esYork Central went un after one o’clock. Hartablishment ot E. C. Allen is shortly to be
lem sprang up with it. Up went Western Unremoved from Augusta to New York.
ion from the ah ss into which it had fallen.—
Lake Shore followed suit; and so with the
whole list,Uncle Daniel’s ‘‘Wayhasli sheers”
The N. Y. Herald says of the oanfc,
included. Daniel was not heard from, but it
excitement, probably, will soon subside, was said of him that in- might possibly
have
leaving only a few w recks of speculators ami found his account in ill hear market earl' in
stockjobb'iig linns, it is the lalk and sensa- the day and the day before. Jay Gould still
tion of a day or so. The currents of trade
glimmers vaguely as the author of much of the
will flow on smoothly, and our merchants,
desperate artificial hammering rained upon
trader- and gteal producing population may
stocks of all kinds, hut nothing definite could
smiie at tlie frenzy of the hour in Wall sireet. ! be learned of his actions.
The country is too prosperous and weathy to
AT THE STOCK DXCHANGE
be seriously disturber by the collapse of a few
when Trinity’s chimes announced ten o’clock,
wiecuiators or ephemeral banking institu- I the hour ter the opening, pell-mell the brokers
tions.
and swearing through the purI poured

reading.

It is

statement

the floor.
reached a
began.
Sellers crying their
stocks filled the hall with Indian
war-whoop?
like veils, but the voice of the
buyer was uot
heard in the land, the
of tlie best possitheory
ble price had been abandoned aud each seller
sold for what he could
get. At 11 o’clock the
President read out the anuouncemei t of Fisk
& Hatch’s suspension. A thunderbolt had fallen.
Men looked at each other as if thev read
bankruptcy ia each others eyes. Then there
was a rush for
telegraph stations and hoarse
call ng for messengers. JGold began moving
up by eights, after having sold at 12, and in a
few minutes sold at 13, and promised to go
higher. To counterbalance gold’s going up
everything else, except Erie and New York
Central, went down, and so rapidly that prices
conhl hardly be tiaced. Confusion grew worse
confounded, aud as one after another were read
out the suspensions of Beers & Edwards, Thos.
It ed, William H. Warren, Green leaf & Norris, George Allen, and
M. Kidder & Co., it
seemed that the end of at least the brokers’
w orld wTcre come.
After this no one knew what to expect.
All
through the day the cry was that of Old Athens, Is there any news?” intensified by the
ever-present dread that the news must be of
the worst.

of the rela-

.tlle

yelling

exchange

room

on

was

WHAT FED THE PANIC.

In the moruiugFisk&Hatch opened as usual,
hoping to be secure in fifteen minutes drafts
were presented, and
calls made upon them to
the amount of $1.500,000—$100,000 for
e/cry
minute. Tbe terrible temper of tbe day, broke
them down at the vt.ry outset. Not a dollar
was paid.
Down went the notice to the Stock
Exchange, ‘‘Fisk & Hatch announce that they
have been forced to suspeud payment.” The
news
made men pale and shook the whole
street
The street had not bee • surprised, but
the evil influences of the day bad been abutted
by the news of another failure—a smaller
house. The effect of the last annoui cerncut on
the crazed men, whose only hope lay in restored
confidence, was nothing less than that of a
death warrant. Down they must go, aud iu
twenty minutes a long list of failures was pub-

licly proclaimed.

The State Fair.

The World draws the lesson from the fi-

sation and

equality
eminent ability to employments in which it
can find appreciation and adequate recom-

gradual

ol much
con.rol ot the
state government. The party in Massachusetts must be lepublicau distinctively, and
not acknowledge
friendship with m a who
are either in or out of the
ranks, >s it may
happen to suit their purposes. It Massachusetts wishes to oppose the administration
it must elect del ocrats, not bushwhackers.—
Philadelphia North American.
cnne

scramble each to be first

in a

As soon as the
I an demon turn

•

shower of tbe

gale,

line

the

State Fair closed.
The pleasant newspaper man who aims to
please,and don’t think there is anythiug wrong
in deceiving the public with untrue statements,
will say that the Fair was a complete success
iu every
it WaS.

department.

1 propose to look at it as

FINANCIALLY

it was

The receipts will reach $12,sufficient to meet the current exI
penses and pay the deficit of last year.
c mid not hear there was any coniplaiut against
the Trustees in the mauagemeut of their busi-

030,

success.

a

a sum

ness.
TBE HORSE SHOW,
which continues to be the chief attraction of
modern agricultural fairs,
particularly the

trotting,

was unusually good.
There were not
any exhibitions of wonderful speed, (indeed
tbe sharp owner of a fast horse in Maine don’t
desire to get his horse on record below 2.34 as
it bars him from too many races,) hut there
wore very close and exciting trots.
In the general show of horses the observer from year to
year will notice evidences of greater care in

breeding,

and the result i3 finer horses for the
turf and the road, if not to valuable for the
commoner uses.
The horseman is a study. He
usually possesses more than ordinary natural
gifts and in many instances there is no more
painful illustration of the unworthy purposes
to which good ability can be prostituted.
His

dialect is a peculiar jargon that no English
As horses
speaking person can understand.
start, one w'll snake an X of U. S. currency
and say, “tuis on the bay,” to which the fellow
who has ten dollars worth of confidence in his
favorite,nods and says, “I see you on the roan.”
The real horseman never says “horse” accord-

ing to Webster, but “buss” or “hoss” which
they speak as though they were practicing short
and sharp explosions in elocution.
The old
stagers, the sports and turf gamblers make
money at every meeting, for with experts it is
well known generally which “huss” will win;
! but lots of would be sports, who take stock in
the fortunes of

ite, go homo

greenbacks

some

as

horse that is

a

local favorof their

thoroughly plucked

as

Flato’s

man was

“The Jobbing Dry Goods Trade.”

SPECIAL

To the Editor of the Portland Press.
Under the above caption there is an article
in the last number of "The State" which is so
grossly inaccurate, especially iu its account of

MY

the early history of the dry goods jobbing trade
in Portland, that 1 must call attention to its

of feathers.

THE SHOW OF NEAT STOCK,

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

ONLY

PLACE

OF

not only the early
dry goods traders in Portland who made jobbing a, portion of their business, connecting it
with their retail establishments long before
either of the merchants named in the "State"
article commenced business, but also those merchants who commenced ti.e jobbing business
The writer

MIDDLE

Messrs. B. & G. Willis, Barbour & Lincoln
and Webber & Chase transacted a large jobbing business, iu connection with their retail
line.
Not only were country merchants in
this State supplied by them hut their trade also
extonde into Northern New Hampshire and
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FABRICS.

ities of European Productions to-

gether with
variety

REDINGOTES,

largely augmented

a

British, Continental and

of

American

MONDAY, SEPTEMBEE 22d.
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DRESS GOODS.
FLANNELS,

—

AND

EASTMAN

33*

—

I

am now

at the Lowest

offering

market Rates,

complete and

a

FLANNELS.
all

Wool,

Domett, aud

White,

Shaker, Plain and Twilled, Grey,
Mixed, Scarlet and Blue, Fancy
Flannels, checked and

Shirting

necessary to subscribe
$2,000,000 and ten percent, paid in, before the
organization of thecompany. There is a mortgage upon the company’s whole property, including its lands, to secure tho payment of
bouds, at the rate of $50,000 per mile'. These
are seven-thirties.
The Northern Pacific owns
a controlling interest iu the
stock of the St.
Paul and Pacific; it also has taken a lease, -or
beco-1 e owners, of the Lake Superior aud Mississippi Railroad, extending from St. Paul to
Dulu.h, a distance oi 211 miles.
Pomological SociETY.-The
following are
the newly-elected officers of the Maine State

Pomological Society:
President—Z. A. Gilbert, Turner.

Vice-Presidents—George W.

Woodman,
land, and A. L. Simpson, Bangor.
Corresponding Secretary—Dr. J. C. Weston,
j
Bangor.
Recording Secretary—George B. Sawyer.WisPort-

casset.

Treasurer Charles S. Pope, Manchester.
Executive Committee—Samuel Knife. Portland;Bev. J. A. Varney, North Vassal boro.
Kans°r- (Chairman

aSdSecmSryM)CLaUS,l1iD’
Truste3*-—Rufus

0

the lowest manufacturer’s
an

WOOL GROWING

representing but

few of the more approved
breeds. The same remark jpplies to swiue.
The poultry show did not amount to much, but
probably the fine birds are waiting to appear
at City Hall next Jauuary,
a

LABOR SAVING MACHINERY.

There

flue display of farmiug utensils.
Fred Atwood of Winterport, presented tbe
was a

largest assortmtut, embracing about
implements of peace, ranging from
staffer to

a

hundeed

sausage
that will

a new threshing machine
wood. All the principal mowing machines
were there by sample, twenty _>r thirty different kiuds of washing machines and
patent
churns, one of which was extolled because
there were no cog wheels about it and it could
be worked with treadles while the operator was
knitting woolen mits or looking over the local
paper for a stray item of news. A lot of Frye’s

were

FARM

there from Portland.

PRODUCTS, VEGETABLES,

ETC.

This department was not so full as last yenr,
and consequently there was little need to hold
one part of the exhibition in
Norombega Hall,
and the balance in the tent on the parkThe
more useful vegetables and grains were well
represented. The table of the Maine Agricultural College was well filled and attracted a
great deal of attention. Among other things
the College exhibited 125 varieties of
potatoes.
There were many fine samples of wheat and
corn.
THE STATE INDUSTRIES

represented hi Nornmbega Hall were not
creditable to the State. President Pnnce and

as

Secretary

Watson inform us that they wrote
letters to every manufacturer in the State and
personally visited a large number and urged
them to send contributions. The response was
feeble indeed.

The

Bates, Androscoggin and
Lewiston Companies made a fiLe display of
their goods, embracing specimens of the finest

cottoa fabrics of the world in all lines.
The
Vassalboro’ Mill sent a fine class of woolens.
Mr Kimball contributed a lotof Sue

carriages;

Hie cabinet makers of Bangor made a creditable display, the butter makers andjeljeese factories did well, but beyond these there were
few evidences that Maine is a State

having
manufacturing en-

of different kinds of
terprises Every year her mechanics make the
hist axes and scythes in the world, yet not one
scores

sample

unusually full and attract-

White Wool Blankets,
the productions of all

leading manufactures.
mens', Ladies’

and Childrens Un-

dergarments, Hosiery, Gloves, and
Small Wares in abundcnce.

E^Unabatteil Interest still continncs at

LEACH’S,

curiosity shop or place to display
the enterprising merchants of
Bar.gor—a display of Hiinsy nick uacks, and

was a

Academy,

DDIE

STREET.

mere

the goods of

trivial arnaineuts—of those marvelous ten feet
square specimens of useless industry, known as
patchwork quilts, that in colors and bieuding
put Joseph’s dandy coat into au eclipse. Why
there was one of these cotton medleys that was
said to eoutain UilJJ pieces and it, wasn’t much
of a niece of patchwork either.
In Concert Hall, where the specimens of our
cheese factories were displayed, there was ono
whole table covered with the products of lauds
belonging to a Western railroad,each specimen
being placarded with a tall advertising puff of
said land.-. In the corner of the room were the
woods of the country having like advertisements.
We had au idea before that it was a
Maine exhibition, or a curiosity shop at most
and were not a little surprised when we found’
that it was in part devoted to the sale of western railroad lands.
It is due, however, to the Trustees to say that
they have done their best to make the show
first c ass in every respect. It is easier to criticise than manage so elaboiate an affair as a
Stale Fair, but we are glad to say that in our
opiuion the managers have succeeded admirably, aud if they Lave failed to bring out so
full au exhibition as would be creditable to the
State, it is not their fault. They have done all
that lay in tlieir power to bring out a full ex
bibition of the industries of the State,
S.
Business Changes.—The following are recent business changes in this State;

Bridgtou.— Augustus Perley, doors, sash,
&c., sold out to Hamlin, Dickens & Co.
Fairfield.—Morse <£• Vining, boots and shoes,
sold out to David Ilodcriok
Lewiston.—A. L. & P, P. Getehell, hats,
caps &c,, sold out to Foss & Murphy.
Norway.—Mixer & Clark, gen store dis.
Rockland.—J. Abbott, gen. store, sold out
to Charles Williams.
Saco.—Charles W. Holmi s & Co., mill r
dis.

Skowhegao —Staples
Bacon, jewellers,
Vassalboro (East).—L. E. Getehell, sold out
to Jesse
Dorman.
William Cornish, tinware and
Viw!na»,1,~
KilUicn
&

furnishing;

Walter A

Stevensadmit-

Brooks & Burgin, salt and
meal; sold out to
Steveas & Co,

THE BEST GOODS,

gn2w

Higgins’ saw a id grist mills at Kenwere destroytd by tire Friday. Loss
o<000. No insurance.
Batteux races comeoff at Oldtown
Tuesday.
The Coburn Cadets, Jameson Guards and
Boston City Guards have an exhibition drill at

And possibly,
"Who, “cni c
And sells
As low

Bangor Wednesday.

au2

a

may be found,
goose is always sound,”

one

(Press Correspon fence.)

Painted

entf

mother.

Be

THE BREAKFAST. LUNCHEON, DINNER
AND SUPFER TABLE,

LEA & PERRINS’ Worcestershire Sauce

For Dyspepsia.
«

palpitation of the heart, dizziness, slecpl ssnoss,
me.ancholly, costiveness, wii d, menial and physical
debility as well as many others which it negbeted,
will soon place “the house we live in”
beyond the
reach of ny remedy.
tl
e
Boston
[From
Journal.]
“Dy«pei>sia.” White’s Speeia ty for this aggravating complaint has been thoroughly tested by
thousands who have been benefitted by it, and are
wil.ing to testify to its efficacy,”
[From the Congregationallst (Boston.)]
“White’s Specinlty tor Dyspepsia, from pure
merit and virtue al'ne is last
overtaking, aud bids
fair to exceed, in its
sale, all the old popular medicines of the d
y.”
PRICE OJiE DOLLAR PER

York,

Agents for the United States.

i__

eodsnly

To Lei.
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
THE
Commercial St.—immediate posession given

Inquire

Or oi

ELIAS THOMAS * CO
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS. Canal National Bank.

of

_sentiisntf
FOR PIMPLES ON THE

FAC®]

Blackhead and Flesh worm use PERRY’S improv
Corned one and Pimple Remedy, the great skin
medicine.
Prepared only by Ur. B. C. PERRY
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., NT. Y. Sold by Druggists
everywhere.
_mir22d&'wsnPmi7
ed

ABOOK FOR

EVERY

fflAIV’T

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESERVATION,’* a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure <>f Exhausted Vital! y, Premature Decline jn
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debilitv, Hvpnehon-

1y2fisuMW&S3m&w32

15th..

take pleasure In announcing to the former patof this School and others that I have secured
Mr. Billings as my successor.
The school under his char e will be worthy of all
the favor It has heretofore received,
I

rons

45

as

before at

DANFORTH

First Class

4

STREET.

DANIEL F. 8TUTU.

se3sn3w

^Cheapest place In t* e City for all for a'l kinds of
Kitchen furnish ng goods aud -Wooden ware.
Wringers* Repaired or taken in Fxehauge.
SIMPSON ASAWVtR.

Be22eodlm_35ft

GOOD
H IDE
is

SUIT

IN

OF

a

CEOTtlES

STYLE

ANY

for India.
In port Aug

WISHED

called to those Artists in the business,

bought
to

F. G. PATTERSON.
Real Estate nud mortgage Broker,
over XtowelPs Jewelry
fttore,

Cor.CougrrMX

?e22eodtf

Furnished

opposite Hall L. D.i\ is* Bookstore.
Prince has charge of tlie Cutting Department, aDd
has made himself popular with the patrons.

brig

storied Brick House No. 38 Pleasant
THEstreet,
second above High street, lost vacated
.VI
two

by Rev.

Williams; contains ten tini.sl.od .ooms
all in nice order, Sehngo water* and gas. A
good
stable connected. If not sold in ten days wi*l be for
lease, together with furniture. Apply to
WM.H.
EBRIS, Real Estate Agent.
Portland, Sept. 22,1813.
tf

I

■

Maine General Hospital.
given that the annual meeting
poration will lie held in the Mayor’s
R om, City Hall, Portland, at four o'clock oo the afternoon of TUESDAY, Om olier 7. 1873.
FREDERIC HENRY CEKBISH,
is hereby
NJ"OTICE
AH
of the Coi

sc22d3t_

from
LOST
Thursday

ot

comer

morning

Congress and Brown streets
Iasi a tine stager, small,
Last seen g"ing to-

wing marked with dark spots.

j

I wards Casco street. A sui'able reward will be paid
if re'nraed to my office, cor. Brown ami Congress Sis.
se_2d3tF. G. PATTERSON.

COUKTlf

Cattle Show and Fair.
The Annual Show and Fair
—OF

THE—

Cumberland County Agricultural Society
WILL

BE

HELD AT

BRIftGTOSf
| OCTOBER

1st

and

2d.

Arrangements had been cmplcted with tue PorV
| land & Ogdensburg Had road and Sebago Lake St» ami

boat
tion

Companies by which contributions to tlie exhibi-

to b a ve been carried iree and
parties atat baif fare; but owlog to the discontinuot the running of the steamboats ihe
I
arrangeI mentrf have been change. I ho that parties will be car^
I ried by the rai road to Brownfield instead of the
Lake at half tare.
Negotiations are in progress by which passengers
| wil* be taken from Brownfield to Bi idgton by stage,
i and when completed due notice will be given.
Sutt cient mean* of transportation will te provided
from the Lake to Bridgt. n by whi h all contributions
will be carried free, provided they are delivered on or
I
I before Mouday. Sept. 21 tli.
wire

j tending
ance

\

ox

Sebago

Lake.

SAMUEL DINGLEY, Secretary.
Sept, lb. 1873.
*e2Ud&wtd

THE HHM'UID

Kerosene Oil Company

We quote from chap. 39 It. S. 1871, the title of
said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured

Articles.”

Sect. 31.
in

Every person and corporation engaged
manufacturing petroleum, cool oil or burning fluid
eau*e
cask or o bci vessel there, f io be
every
and

shall
so

SALE.

_

SAFE INVESTMENT

School.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
sntf

6

Swan

OF

B K R

LEWISTON,

CENT.

&

liarrett,

100 MIDDLE STREET.

febM___fodtl

FRENCH CLOCKS,

BONES

The Bonds are payable in 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure o
the City after ten years.
A

MARRIED.

bought by

$100,000

PA.'ftlS.

3 APPLETON BLOCK.

Scrip

The Subsc ribers offer for Sale

CITV

High

Portland & Itoeli ster R. R.
7>8
Atchison, Topeka & Sante I’e Gold
7’s
Northern Pacific K. K. Gold
7-30N
Chicago, Ban. A Yin. R. R. Gold
7’s

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R
Stock and Dcf. Rent

SECURITY.

HOME

JL^NGUAGE.

auL’>

Secretary.

tunary Lost.

BONDS

JULES L. WORAZAIN,

Instirtucfor

Sts.

inspected
marked, by a sworn inspector. And
it an.v person manufactures or sells such oil or
burning fluid not so inspected and mai ked in this State.
or that has not been so
inspected and marked as unsate for i lim.innting pui poses, he shall
poy a tine
! *ot exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be impiisonI ed six months in be county Jail, upon indictments
Haiteras.)
theief.*r.
Ar at Caibarien 8th inst, sLip Lisbon, Dunning,
New York.
Portland, Me., April 21,1S73.
sep20dtf
Sid 5th tost, barqne Mary C Dyer, Sargent, New
York; brig F J Merriman, Leeraw, New York; sch
Rilph Carlton, Patten, do; Gth, brig Sami Lindsey,
Bradford, do.
Ar at Cardenas Iftih. brigs Mattie B Russell. York,
New York; M W Norwood, Andrews, do.
Ar at Matanzas 17th. barque Eliza White, Wotten,
Boston.
«>_
Portland City
...
Sld fm Havana 11th tost, barque Caribou, Kenney,
“
i Banjyor
New York.
_
<p9
Ar at St John, NB. 19tb tost, FCbs Sea Lion, McSt. Louis “
Intire, and White Star, Reynard, Portland; A C
Elizabeth, X. J.,
j>9
Watson. Starkey, do.
Cleveland “
j>9
“
Toledo
MPOKEN.
g,9
Cools County, 111..
Sept 4, lat 35 33 N, Ion 13 08 W, ship Bengal, from
7’s
Callao tor Puget Sound.
Marion County, I ml.,
s»9
Sept G. lat 34 N. 1 »n 133 37 W, ship St Mark, from
Maine
Central'
It.
It.
Callao for San Francisco.
j>a

eodsnlm

in French at the

own

Brick House lor Stale
or Lease.

Hatch,

New York.
SM 5th ult, ship Lawrence Brown, Williams. New
Orleans.
Ar at St Pierre 29th ult, sch Eveline, Sawyer, from
New York.
At Deraarara 6.h inst, sch Horteoria. Norton, tor
New Yorw Idg.
Ar at Barbadoes 2d inst, barque Rachel, Bucknam,
Philadelphia; 3d, sch Wm Connor, Toole, bangor.
At Surinam 24th ulr. barque Cutalpa, Harrington,
(from Savannah) or Boston 14 days; sch Paul Seavey Lowell, for Boston 10 days.
A r at St Thomas Gtb. sch H H Seavey, Lee. Martinique, (aud sailed 8th for Arroyo and North ot

Fall aiad Winter Goods Received.

OF

R*

15. ship Bel> Morse, Gregory, unc; I Would inform the public, that they couiii.ue to
Manufacture
barque Jennie S Barker, Waite, unc; brigs H H
Wright, Meyers, from Bangor.ar Gth; Carrie Bertha,
Portland Kerosene Oil,
Mar&ters. from New York, ar 14th.
The prevalence of a lnrec quantity of inferior and
Ar at Rio Janeiro 23d ult. ship Zouave, Rowell, tm
! dangerous ons in the market, ai a ch an
price—many
Liverpool.
of which are little botterthan Naptha iisell—ami ihe
SM 20th ult. barque Navigatcur. (Nor) Samsonsen,
existence of hike report? in regaro io ihe Portland
Portland : 23»1, s*iip William McGi.vory, Nichols,
I kua ISENK Oil. render* it a matter of justice to ouifor Calcutta.
In port 25tb tilt, ships Sabino, Paine, from Cardiff, | selves, as well as safety to consnmere, hat some noI the should betaken of these facts.
ar 12th, unc; Thos Lord.Whitmore,tor New
TbeieMre. we
Orleans;
Priscilla, Merriman. for Calcutta; Prussia, Patten, I attaintoprese nt an advertisement, an.i would rati aifenHon
ihe high stamlaid of our < d'?. The Refined
unc; Jos Clark. Crocker, do; Svlvanus Blanchard,
the lire test of which Is 122; The PortMcAlevy. from Cardiff tor Callao, repg; Emerald !! Petroleum,
I.and Kerosene, the lire t.st of which is 125
degrees
Isle, Blanchard, from Guanape for Falmouth: bark
and
often reaches considerably Maher;
Fahrenheit,
I
Emma C Litchfield, llavden, for Hampton Roads;
also, wc would say. that, wo are determined'to mainbrig Harry Stewart, Weeks, from Rosario, ar 10th,
tain their long established renotatinn.
for St Thomas, in distress.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.
Ar at Bahia 31st ult,
Silas N Martin,

NO. 50 EXCHANGE STREET,

FBENOH

Fir»i-CliiM

®«

mortgage** of Real EMale
n«l niul viciufty.
Real Fmnle
and void.
Ri>.it» collected. Apply

I or 11

in

■

WM. H. AYERS and ALBION PRINCE,

set

C'ongrrsm nireet.

TO

llrtNFY
Kj X
iltvll

FOR

Establishment.

lln this city, Sept. 20. by Dr. H. A. Lamb. Mr. Freeman A. Richardson and Miss Dora V. Getchell. both

Schlolterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion
A safe and sure remedj for removing Tan
Pimples.
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the

Skin, rendering
a

it soft and iresh and
MARBLE PURITY.

imparling

to it

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

Prepared only by A. G. SCH LOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists. 303 Congress street,
one door above Brown, Pori
au26sntf
land, Me.

FOR
THE

SALE.

YACHT

ot this city.
In Bartlett. N. H.. Sept. 11, by Rev. O. T. Sinclair.
Mr. VV. S. Parker and Eliza Cock, both ot Gorham,
Me.
In Richmond, Me., Sept. 17, by Rev. J. B.Lapbam,
Frauds B. Blanchard of Falmouth and Miss Lizzie
E. Trott ot Richmond.
in Gardiner, Sept. 14. Henry C. Reed aud Angeleita Finch, both of Richmond.
In Brunswick, Aug. 31, William C. Moody and Miss
Mary F. Ren.iek.
In Biddeford. Sept. 17, John W. Rumery ot B. aud
Miss Cariie Culleu.
In Biddeford. Sept. 17. Marshal C. Richardson of
Limington aud Eliza A. Jellison.

A strictly first class security, as good as the best
rare chance for Savings Banks and Trust Funds.

INQUIRE

Sept. 14, Mrs. Nancy, wife of Zehulon
Johnson, red 74 years.
In Brunswick. Sept. 15, Mrs.Mary E wife ot John
O. Wood aide, and eldest daughter of John aud
Mary
J. Maraton. aged 34 years.
In Bath, Sei»t. 19. Thomas E. Hagen, aged 60 years.
In Biddeford, Aug. 3, Miss Lizzie J. Scott,
aged 21
In Harrhion.

OF

a

au26

J.

S.

WINSLOW

it

CO.

sntf

WOOD’S. ESTEY’S and SMITH’S
REED ORGANS.
Sh et Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars, Acoorilenns, Si rings of tlie best unalitv, and all kinds of
Musical Iusiruments and Merchandise, Wholesale
and Ketaii by
C. K. H VWES.
7' Mid lie St.
Particular attention given to orders.
ael2
sn3mos

NATIONAL TONIC RITTERS,
Purely Medicinal
For Sale bv all Brnggists.

PURELY

Bitters,
MEDICINAL.

FOB SALE IS V ALL DRUGGIST*.
8td&w3ra39

8^17

COUNTY BOND*.
CITY. BONDS,
SCHOOL DISTRICT BOIVDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.
All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

Plated Ware,
FAN C

Vases,

AND

•

Y_GOODS

or

snlw

w

u

Now York. .Liverpool-Sept 24
York. Glasgow.Sept 24
Citv of Brnssels_New York. .Liverpool... Sept 25
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav& VCruzSept 27
York. Glasgow.Sept 27
Republic. .New York. .Liverpool-Sept 27
Abyssinia. 41.New York..Liverpool-Sept 27
Columbia.Now York .Havana.Sept 30
Hecla.Boston.Liverpool_Sept 30
Idaho.New York..Liverpool_ Oci 1
City of Merida.New York .Havana.Oct 2

Anglia.N6w

fflioiatvire Alwnnnr.September 2‘J,
Sunrises.5.47 I Moon sets.6.30PM
Sun sets.5.57 1 Higli water.12 15 PM

UATSIJSTE NEWS.

imer

ARRIVED.
Chesapeake. Johnson, New York—passen-

gers a nd mdse to Henry Fox
Stet iiTier Falmouth. Colby. Halifax,
and n idse to John Porteous.
Sia tmer City ot Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
East? »ort for Boston.
Bri ,« Machias. Bartlett, Elizabethport—coal to Randall to McAllister.
Brig MatHe Bain. (new. of Pertland)
1
Yarmouth, in tow of tug W H Scott

Thestrup,

RMIi!iirMnnisE

McserveT- Wall. Georgetown-coal

P"“^elphia-bndg,

*2£:
sskfiiyijj'sss?1 anrt s w
Scb

Manchester, Coombs, Bangor for

to

iron

Br°wn- «•*Boston

CLEARED.

Baroue Mendotj*. Perry, Monlevideo-C S Clark,
och Ida L Howard,
Williams, Providence—Charles

Sawyer.
Sen

m

s

7’i
7’*

Canada Southern It. 1?., Gold,

7’s

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R., Gold,

7’s

Northern Pacific R. R., Gold,

7-30’

Annabel la, Bowen, Boston—Chas Sawyer.
Sch Benj Baker. Mailing. Boston—J Nickerson.
Scb Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth.

at

ABNER

LOWELL.
sw

CLEANSED

6’s
=

Goods

Gentlemen’s Garments

g>

m

Fancy

—

_

■

Elizabeth City

—OR—

Dyed Brown, Clark. Blue-Black
and Blue,
and Prernii Ready for Wear.
Ne Kipping to iuircd. Warranted not to crack.
AT F STKRIS DiE KOI NE.

»n.3SMTh&Str_44

Inion>Nimli

1'vparlnci.iiiij) Police.
undersigned have this dav formed
THE
and style
nershp under the

a

coDart-

name

R.

ORNINH A
STKVBin,
to carry on the business at No. 339
Congress street
where senior men her of the firm has so
long Wen
omid. A fan line of tin ware and
Kite’en
W.R. t

A. BIRD
Exchange St*

97

ing goods isalwaj s

teb26

NOTICE!
undersigned

have lorn

THE
known
Chandler's Band.
music for Bal
e

as

urnishing

s

vees, me atter Sept.
D. H. Chandler,
J. M. Mullaly,
J. Tyler,

1

an

Association to be

for ihe purpose oi

Pirtics, Concerts, Lt-

1st, 1873.

Chas. Grimmer,
C. M Richardson,
E. M Gammon.

All engagements must be made with D. H. Chandler. Leader.
Any number of pieces furnished.
[Advertiser copy.l
jy23tl

Clothing Cleansed f
a

sep20dtf_

Camp Meeting Towns,

The Haydn Association,
having baaed

—OF—

FALL

©GODS

ofler it to the public for Parties,
For terms apply to
C. B.

now

SAIKDERS,

11

atid

Cheapest

LOR SA LE.
IAN’S t.raei Ice. worth from 83090 to Sir on
per year. Alrn » fine sot of buildings, two
house,.! .shed, stable, all built In modern
finished throughout. Grounds nicely l.uj ./. 'JJ
shade snd fruit tre< s, Ac. Will W sold cW«u.} ilh
P ifappiled for Immediately. Applv at

PHYSlt

slylesn.^

?bU tlillce

_

examine^_se!8d3w

Book Store

IN THE UNITED

STATES.

stock in the State end lowest price,
J Ah > some Farms ami Timber Land whhont regard tocost. Call soon for this Fall we shall '“gosouth
with the birth.”
ALBERT COLBY it SONS,
i
119 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
jyl7dtf

IARQEST

Under tbe Hall.

srSdlm

dew

Msunt Savings Bank.

W. C. BECKETT’S.
137 MIDDI P'. 8TBEFT,
c

Concerts, <5tc.

_

—AT—

jyPleaee

HALL

CONGRESS

man-

ANOTHER KICH DISPLAY

furnish"

it reasonable prices

l Ceme«erles, and 5eo 1 ubl c ami Private tstat. H1
He inniisles advice, f lans and shim rin*t miotic fo
•Til kinds oi suburban and rural linpiovtn><nt».
•>rtiee*, II# Cit v Exchange, Boston. Mass., 700 S»nM>n
St., Philn.. and Ridley Paik. I>el. Co Pa. aa»u <xl3m

Clothing for sale,
Prural>t and faithful attcDWILLIAM BROWN,
Fedeial Street,
Near the Park.

’’and,

Park and Seaside Towns.
cemeteries,
COUNTRY PLACE*.
Robert Morris Copeland.
(lardcnei has
nia.de plans for 12 Park ami Londscape

and Rep ired at short
notice,
C1LOTIIESCleaned
himls «»f goods dyed in
aiV,
thorough
Also Second-hand
°rUer8 Wil1 receive

oa

WILLIAM CORNISH.
WALTEK A. STh VI NS
Portland S. pt. 16.1873.
8e20eod2*w

____

tion

ftnlnrday, Sept ‘JO.

se,

’■•’a

u

AT

CONGRESS STREET.

f

Brooklyn City

ner-

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Stef

301
•

—

VERY LOW PRICES FOR CASH.
tlT'Call and

S~

Xew York City

Europa.New

NS—passengers

OCULIST.

BOND

DEPARTURE OFOCEAN STEAJIc PJMnoCastle....New York. .Havana.Sept 23

Scotia.

'.

<Jt»

auC_PORTLAND.

-FOR SALE BY-

Marathon...Boston.Llven>oo1-Sept 23
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool-Sept 23
Citv of Brooklyn.
New York..Liverpool.. .Sept 23
Silesia..New York..Hamburg ..Sept 24
Memphis.Gneoec-Liverpool-Sept, 24

Clocks. Piatcd Ware and

33 EXCHANGE STREET

years 4 months.

CHARLES M. IIAWKES.
0G J11DDLE STREET.
Jn°13
sntf
DR. JAMES A* SPALDING,

H. HI. PAYSOH & €©.,

Jersey City

DIED.

ETHEL.

30* 1-3 CONGRESS ST., Room No. 6.
Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising fiom the errors of
Office Honrs 8 A. M. to 1 P. M. Residence Preble
youth 01 the Indiscretions or excesses of mature
House.
se;lsu6m
years. This is indeed a book tor every man. Thousands have been taught by ibis work the true
way to
health and happiness, it is the cheapest and best
FOR SALE.
mod cal work ever published, ami
he only one on
thfc class ot ills worth reading. l9Cth edition, rev|«desirable an<« pleasantly located doubl
A
very
much
In
enlarged, illii'tiated, bound
ed,
beautiful
Frenco clorh. Price only $1. Sent l»y mail, p0t t I lot, in one of the best sections in Evergreen Cemepaid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY M*er»
tery, v III be offered for gale for a few days.
ICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bullfinch street. Boston
For pai lie alar s enquire of the
Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assist**/, physician*
N.B. The author may be consul^ 0T1 the above as
Superintendent
well as all diseases requiring sk^i and experienee
MB. BAMS AY.
war3i&noodi»wly
se!6

dria. ImjMiteney, Spermatorrhoea

SEPTEMBER

BOTTLE.

National Tonic

JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS. New

8 5.50.
Host aii:1 Cheapest TVrinj?er in the jlarket.

FOR SALE Bf ALL DRUGGISTS.

IS INDESPENSABLE.

0KC

SPECIALTY

This is the only prompt, efficient, and safe master ot such symptoms as loss f
appetite, heartburn,

A Card.
We. the undersigne 1, desire to acknowledge the
kindness of our

ON

Christmas Term will open

The

and call for

WHITE’S

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Cumberland Bar Association
are requested to meet at the United StateB
Circuit
Court Boom, MONDAY Sep; ember 22, 1973, at 3
o’clock P. M., when the Committee on resolutions
relative to the death of the late Jndge Ware will report.
se22snlt
Per Order.

sure

NEELY, D. D., Visitor.

BILLING?, Principal,

O. L.

The atteution of parties wishing

“MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP.”
For sale by all druggists.
SV
jy7MWS6m

The returns from Somerset
County show a
close vote for County Commissioner.
John
the
Russell,
Republican candidate, appears to
be elected by a majority of two votes over the
Democratic candidate, Samuel Cragiu.

membei^ffthe

snlw

Mothers, Mothers, Mothers,
Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the period
of teething in children. It relieves the child from
pain, cures wind colic, regulate the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rtst to the

SOMERSET COUNTY.

The

best assortment in town,

Address

Walnut Chamber Set,

Pine, “you iet;”
At .Merriam’s Store, near Woodman
Block,
Whore yon will find a splendid Stock.
z.s

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

CUMBERLAND BAR ASSOCIATION.

previous stock the

MISS MARY F. HOLMES, Assistant.

Diogenes, the search’s not o’er;
An honest man is wanted, more
Than when thy tremblin» footsteps sought,
Among the gloomy shades, for aught,
Tnat would a slight resemblance bear,
To him, who is honorable and fair,
In all his dealings with mankind,
And whom you sought, in vain to find.
Now, bring your lantern down this way,
(Unli ss you come in open day,)

William

fiiends, the officer? anil employees of
the Portland Company Works, who presented us
withrffrli elegant tokens of tli ir regard on Friday
evening last. We wish to express our sincere thanks
and appreciation ot the same,
assuring them we
shall ever regard them with ihe most gratelul aDd
ADAM DA VI?
pleadng recollection.
se2L’snlt
_THOMAS WEST.

our

SCHLOTTERBECK, Apothecary.

G.

RT. REV. H. A.

THE SEARCH.

duskeag

SPECIAL NOTICES.

connection with

A Boarding and Day School for Boys.

sep20

building at the Kent’s
wi'i be dedicated Oct. 3d.

Out of Health.
In this common expression is comprehended an
immense ammount ot bodily and mental sufferin'’.
It is not n cessary to be affected with
i>ositive disease in order to experience unutterable
wretchedness.
A person out of health is weak,
languid, lowsplrited.
incapable of much exertion, nervous, irritable and
as sensitive to everv
change of temperature as the
mercury in a thermometer
What such a person requires is invigoration. and Hostetler’s
Stomach
Bitters will supply it. No need of
applying to a
physician in such a case. The fee would be thrown
away. At the nearest drug store may be had the
most efficient and healthful
vegetable ionic that the
world contains. Twenty-live years’
experience has
established the act ihat among all the stomacl i s
and aheratives known to modern
pharmacy ibis
powerful restora Ive stands supreme, unapproached.
ol rtostetter’s Bitters contains more
Every bottle
blessings than there were curses in Paudora’s box.

in

—

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Amputation was necessary.
Miss Belle King of Calais,
says the Times,
was severely burned
Thursday by flames from
an open fire
catching her dress.

FOREIGN PORTA.
S1<1 fm Sbanghae July 29, ship Nightingale, Cutter,
Foo-chow.
Sid I'm Hong Kong 2d ult, barque Chattanooga,
Fieeman, Cebu. 10 load for New Yo-k, at $12 per ton
for sugar and $14 for hemp, 30 lay days.
Society.
The public a»e therefore lequested to g\e prompt 1
At Manila 5m ult, barque Masonic, Lampher, for
information to him of nny cruelty to animals that
New York or Boston.
come
to
he
will
to
their
and
see
tt
At Buenos Avres Aug 14 barques J F Pearson.
may
knowledge,
Gould, lor New York. Idg; Lord Clarendon. Lavent hat the offenders are brought to speedy aud strict
Per
order.
der, and Sbawmut, Small, for do; Woodslde, Montjustice.
ap29sntf
gomery, from Portland, ar July 30; Tatar, Morse,
1 om no, ar Aug 3; Etta Stewail. Henry, from do. ar
Wanted.
8th; Nettie Merrimau. Hollins, from Boston, ar Gth;
Henry Buck, Blanchard, from St John. NB. ar Gth;
By a Wholesale Grocery House in this city a travAdelaide Norris. Tukey, from Baltimore, ar 10th;
elling salesman. An experienced mau with the right
Robert Porter. Killman; Com Dui»oni, Nichols: Enqualifications can make an arrangement by addressvoy. Berry; Hawthorn, Nason, and Harvest Horae.
se8sntf
ing ‘*X Y Z,” Argus offi e,
Dick^v, unc: brigs Jibaro Pettis, from Portland, ar
2d; San Carlos, Atherton, from do,or 12th; Zeitland,
JUST RECEIVED tbe following brands of
Hicks, from Calais, ar 2d; Madawaska. Small, from
IMPORTED CIGARS:
Marseilles, ar 2d; F 1 Henderson, Henderson, from
DESIGNIOK, FLOR DLL FVHflAR, Marseilles, ar9th: David Owen, Dunton. unc.
Sid fm Montevideo Aug 2, barque Mary G Reed,
FIGARO? anti CONCHA
Welt, for St Thomas; Uih,shipNoaantum Knowles,
LA CAROLINA.

ST. AUGLSTlftE’S SCHOOL.

new

BEY T1IE “HOUSEHOLD”,
Manufactured by the Providence Tool Co., only

Bangor.
NEWBURYrORT—Ar 18th, sch Lizzie Cochrane,
Swazev, Baltimore.
Ar 19 h, sch Marion Draper. Meady, Maryland.
Sid 18th. schs Julia & Martha, Lunt, and Northern
Light Harper. Calais.
PORTSMOUTH—(n i>ort 19th, schs Judge Low,
Hallowell. Dennysville for Bristol; T K Uughlett,
Eaton, Portland tor Boston; Hiram Tucker, KnowlWindsor, NS, for do.

Tbe Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals resi>ectful!v gives noliee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable, whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been apjiointed Agent of the

THE LARGEST STOCK,

COUNTY.

urday.

Passenger Trains on both of these Railarrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Station, Commercial Street, foot of State
GEO. BACHELDER,
Street.
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. R.
aulSsntf
Portland, Aug. 11, 1873.
The

roads

303 Congress Street, Portland.

at

A life-saving station is to be located on Cross
Island.
The Times says: George Gaines of Barber
Dam accidentally shot himself in the arm Sat

roads.

sel 8

ALWAYS

THE LOWEST PRICES.

Washington Delano of Abbot bad two valuable horses stolen from his stable ou the
night
of the 17th inst. No clue to the thieves has
beeu obtained, but if they are as
bungling as
those who have stolen horses in
Greenville,"Mr.
Delano will soon regain his
S.
property.

T3

S

WITHOUT A WRINGER ?

Central

A.

The cotton mill at Waterville,
says the Mail
IS 70 by .’150
feet, and its capacity'will be 25,000 spindles.
Hill

I

Calais
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th Inst, brig Geo Gilchrist,
Thompson, Baltimore; sch Willie Martin, Blake,
XJ3
MARKET
1*0.
SQUARE. Portland.
EAST GREEN W1CH-Sailed 18th, sch Vaahti R
tjf*SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
Gates. Holrrew, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, schs H P Blaisthe purpose of extracting teeth without pain.
dell. Wood. Baltimore for Boston; Franconia. GilsDtf
junl3
pat rick, Philadelphia tor Bath; Marcia R ynolds,
Wood, do for Portland; T Benedict, Farr, WoodBATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
bridge for do; Mary A Harmon, Smalley. Baltimore
for
Portsmouth, (touched on the Hedge, but sustainThis splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
ed no damage.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
Ai
17tb, sch Oriental, Stanley, from Miilbridge for
anti Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tinls or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill fleets of , New, York.
Ar
19th, schs Matthew Kinney, Barter. Alexandria
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a snoerb
for Boston; Louisa Crockett, Flanders, Baltimore tor
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
L Tracy, Meservey. do tor Salem: Star. CarJ
do;
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
man, do for Portland ; S L Burns, Crosby, Philadelvshelor. Sold by all Druggists.
do: Gentile, Eldridge. New York for Bath;
for
phia
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.
Sahwa, Ke'ley, Calais lor New York.
Ivrs s
td&w
Sid 19th, schs G M Porter. Revenue, Sahwa, Mary
J Ward. Louis Crockett, S L Burns.
FOR
FRECKLES
EDGARTOWN-Ar 17th. schs Albert Jameson,
And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle 1 .otion.
Candage, New York for Gardiuer; Defiance, Thorndike. do for Saco.
It is reliable aud harmless. Sold by Druggists
BOSTON—Ar 19th, barque Silas Fisb, Brandt, fm
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y.
Newcastle E.
mar22
d&wsn6ml7
Cld 19th. schs Mary E Arosden, Brooks, Kennebec;
Osprey. Crowley, Windsor. NS.
Ar 20tb, sch J W Fish. Seavy. Alexandria.
Cld 20th, Br schs Ella Clifton, Kimball, and Snow
Eastern and OTaine
Rail- Bird.
Cripps, Portland; M L Crcckett. Crockett, for

making

a

Bearee Hall, the

T

O. Box 1413.

HOME

WHAT

PH 1 LA DELPHI A—Ar !6fli. bna Lizzie Zi It loscn
Dow. New York; schs Maggie Todd. Richardson,
Providence; Sarah Potter, Wall. Gardiner.
Ar 19th, barque I Sargent, Leighton, Boston.
Cld 16th, schs Wyoming, Foss, Saco; Addie L Cutler, Smith. Bangor; Abbie Pitman, Lambert, Portsmouth; Lunet, Hinds, Portland; Wm Flint, Pendleton, Salem; H Cuitis, Curtis, Boston
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, ship Grandee. Jacobs, from
Portsmouth 4 days; barque Lizzie Wright, Wright,
Hamburg; schs Mary A witham, Wiley.
34 davs; Nellie Ur nt. .Jordan. Jacksonville 14
days;
J K Lawn nee, Herrick, do 13 days; Carrie S
Webb,
Homan, Georgetown: E C Gates, Freeman. Calais;
M P King, Jarvis, Portland; Hiirmoua,
Sylvester,
New Bedford; Dexter, Lord, Providence;
Farragut,
Hart, Boston for Norfolk.
Ar 19rh, brig J A Devercux, Kelsey. Cow Bay; sch
Kate Grant, Grant, fm Baltimore for Poughkeepsie:
Adrian. Hunt, Glace Bov; Uncle Tom. Look, Sau<!
River, NS; E A Stevens Kende 11, Bangor; Mary Susan. Snow, and Sinbad. Perry, Rockland ; L S Barnes
Coleman. Rockport; Clara E Rogers,lingers, Calais;
P S I indsey, Hamilton, and Bramhall. Hamilton,
Clark's island; Hattie A Butler, Stricklaud. ami
Fawn. Kellev. Portland: Hattie Ellen, Ash lord, from
Calai ; S J Walts, Watts, do.
Old 19th. schs E K Dresser. Harris. Port au Prince;

To the Public.

including

foot deep was found under a
South Gardiner last week.
Last year the Democrats of Gardiner cast
two hundred aud
eighty-five votes. This year
they cast, only one, hut made a relative gaiu of
one hundred aud
ninety-three.—[Maine Standard.

present at the State Fair.

Her
woolen factories turn out the finest shawls aud
blankets, yet it never would be known by lookin..; through Noromebga Hall; she has a hundred other equally important industries that
sought no place iu what should be an industrial exhibition. Beyond the few displays I
have spoken of the exhibition at
Norombega
was

A snow bank

pile of sawdust

a

saw

ploughs

KENNEBEC

N

prices.

ive line of

84

Portland He,

se22d3m_P

NOTICK

-AT 3

Also

2S Sprint? Street.

MOTH, PATCHES,

striped
BEPELLEIs TS,

was

E

and Shingle Roofs Painted.

Tin

Has removed to

carefully selected Stock ol

The expenditure has been:

it

ST.
sntf

D

cars.

$100,000,000.

CONGRESS

A. PABSO.HS, OT. S.,

Portland, Oregon,

is

BROS,

seplO

BLANKETS-

paired.

York.

Sabao, Dyer, Fernandina; Flying Scud, Plummer,
Boston; Sammy Ford, Allen, do.
Passed through Hell Gate 12th. schs Kate Walker,
Rich. New York tor Bangor: Rival, Duiitcn. do for
Providence; Maud Webster. Went worth, and Wm R
Page, do for Bangor; Bedabedec, Knowlton, fm Port
Johnson for Providence; Alnomak. Rogers. N York
fordo; Henrietta, Matthews, and o C Ilarraden,
Joy. Port Johnson for Boston; Chas Comery, Creamer. New York for Portland; Express.Pendleton.do
for Newbury port.; Walter C Hall, Tollman, do for
Eaton, fm do for Portsmouth ;
^Providence; Nautilus,
’Nulato. Small, do tor Boston.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 18th, sch WLliam Todd, Wood,

REPELLENTS,

large amount, especially when the largest
annual sales of the largest importing and
jobbing houses in Boston did not come up to a
million dollars. But the yearly aggregate sales
of all of them would not come up to any where
near the annual sales of either
of£the present
jobbing houses in this city.
L.

Surveys-•••....•.$ 1,091,542
Construction. lg,200,600
Ttolling stock. 1,90s,837
Tools, machinery and stock supplies.
3.58.330
Harbnr improvements at Duluth.
215.063
The authorized share capital of the
company-

i

■

—

For Sale at t!iis Office.
of p-epared cement lor
repairing leak
and
ronis
gutters.
Slate roofs au>’ leaky ronis of all descriptions re-

Minatiifun,

JACKETS aud

Embracing all the latest Novel-

THE

OF

Also boxes

BALTIMORE—Cld 17lh, schs Annie Grant, Polybank, Belfast, 1; r A Far well, Fa nbam. Boston.

CLOAKS,

by our early dry goods jobbers, annually, were considered in those days of

200 miles. At the end of
the present year there were to be in operation
from Lake Superior to the Missouri river 453
miles, aud from Columbia river to Puget Sound,
106 miles.
The road was chartered by Congress on the 2d of July, 18G4.
Congress made
a grant estimated to amount to 47,000,000 acres
of alternate sections of land for forty miles on
each s de of the line of road. The idea of the
ra.lroad was its identity with the St. Lawrence,
the upper Missouri and the Columbia river,
while it crossed the Yellowstone aid the Platte.
The rolling stock of the road consists of 72 locomotive engines, 16 passenger cars, 6 baggage
and mail cars. 4 emigrant cars, 25 dump, 1130
platform freight and 305 boxcars; total 1576

GOODS,

Winter

The sales made

The Northers Pacific Railroad.—This
road is intended to extend from Lake
Superior
to Puget Sound, 1800 miles, with a branch to

C

—

ELASTIC SOAPSTONE ROOFING.
County, Towns and Inilirlilual Rights

DO.HEMTIC FORTH.
GALVESTON—Sid 12th, brig Alexander Nichols,
Peters. Pensacola.
BRUNSWICK. GA—Sid 12tb, sch Gertrude Plummer. Plummer, New York.
RICHMOND—Sid 17th. sch Cresceut Lodge, Hatch

DOLMANS,
Has just

Vermont, as

the books of one of the above mentioned concerns (uow before me) will show. The
first person who commenced an entirely jobbing business in Portland was Horace Seaver in
1821. He was soon followed by Clinton Thayer
and in 1823 Vinton & Swan opened a jobbing
establishment. These bouses were in operation long before Bradley & Dow or Charles
Bra lley commenced wholesale operations. Mr.
Seaver co'"meneed bis business in chambers iii
Massey’s block, the eotrance to which was on
Temple street. Subsequently, when the Titcouib block was erected—where the St. Julian
now stands—Mr. Seaver removed tothat block
occupying one hall' of the chambers, Tliayer &
Haves occupying the other half.
Vinten &
Swan occupied chambers in Boyds block
About that time another wholesale establishment was opened iu the chambers on the corner of Middle and Union streets
by Ehen Seav
er and Charles B. Abbott, tho latter of
whom
is now living and residing iu Piscataquis coun-

OPEMNG

OF

entirely.
During the war of 1812, and from that period so long as they continued in business here,

HOOPERS.

Manufactures ana Sole
proprietors, in this State

Launched-At Dainaiiscotta 16th, from the yard
of B D Metcalf & Co, a three-masted sclir of 420
tons, named the .Jennie Spear, rated A1 seven years
in French Lloyds. She is owned by tbe builders and
others, and is* to be commanded by Capt Spear of
Rockland.

STREET.

COT

J. N. McCOY &

Sch Pearl, Thorp, Bristol.

FALL

84

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ARRIVED.
Scb LouBe Crocketr, Flanders. Baltimore.
Sob C V Minott. Jewetr. Westport.
Scb Liberator. Jewel t. Westport.
Sch Ceru lous, Cobb, Westport.

BUSINESS,

entirely ignores,

Prince, Turner; J. C Madiwas good^but embraced only those who have
Houlton; S. F. Perley, Naples; H. Belcher,
James A. Larraliee, BucksFarmington;
taken au interest iu it in the State and who
| pore; Joseph Taylor, Belgrade; A. L. Bartlett,
always attend these annual fairs. Tbe number Union; John Currier.
Waldoboru'; William
of entries was not so large as last year, but the
Jewett, South Paris; Albert Noyes, Bangor:
Calvrn Chamberlain,
different varieties were kept up.
Foxcroft; Washington
The KenneGilbert, Bath; George O. Weston, Madison; J.
bec valley still furnishes the leading contribuGang, Brooks; William Freemau, CberrvI
tions of Shorthorns. Jerseys aud Herefords, to
ti9.d, aud S. L. Goodale, Saco.
j
which this year they add the Dutch, while
STATE NEWS.
Dane of Keuuebuuk, leads off in the Ayrshire
breed.
is uot one of the lost industries of Maine there
should have beeu more than 43 sheep present,

BROS.

E AST MAN

jran,

IF

SAILED—Brigs Mary C Mariner, Mechanic ; sclis
Addie Sawyer, Cbas Sawyer, VV S Jordan, Harriet
Fuller, and Others.
Mumlny, Sept. 41*

NOTICES.

errors.

ty-

Bangor, Sept. 20,1873.

Friday night, in the heaviest
Season, sometimes called the

I

No. IOO Riddle Ntrrrt.
Portland.
tl’;’ t'»nl m the first
tnonlh begins on inter.st tin some day
day.
0',,er
^ of the fol'^wing month.1 **«■* Interest be
first dav
M. UUKTON. Treasuier.

I t

mnl7dAwif_A.

Storase.
storage of Flour

FORapply to
se20eodlw

or

other dry merchandise

CHASE BKOTIIERN,
Long Wharf.

*

bring than upon their present means, the spirit
of speculation and the present crisis in the
land were forcibly dwelt upon. Beside our conPARK STREET CHURCH.
fidence in a God of sound principles, we ought
to bold some assurance in God’s desire to train
Iu the morn i ng Rev. Mr. Buck preached a
us
to a high and noble manhood.
A man ought
MATTERS IN MAINE.
sermon on the Religious meaning of Sacrifice.
to have the highest self-respect, a consciousSacrifice has two sources and is of two kinds; it
ness of own character, power and worth.
Sueh
arist s (1) from certain facts of experience, and
a con scions ness is the lordliest thing that one
[Special to the Press.l
(2) from certain facts of consciousness. From can have iu adversity. Property is good, praise
Class Officer*.
and appreciation are good, hut what are they
experience arises sacrifice as propitiation or
Brunswick, Sept. 20.—The senior class of
go al for but to carry us up to manhood? There
arises
consciousness
From
sacrifice
purchase.
is not a man on earth who is not really superior
Bowdoin College have elected officers for the
the higher to his circumstances. A man's true life is iu
or obedience to the supremacy of
year as follows:'Marshall, R. A. Gray;
ensuing
himself
his
and
God.
Men
will
to
come
i m pulses.
per|
President, T. C. Simpsou; Orator, H. G. White;
ceive that trouble has a relation to manhood
I
I. Of the sacrifice arising from experience.—
i more precious than prosperity.
Poet’ L. H. Kimball; Chronicler, W. H. MoulIt is not safe
The primitive man discovered that all bumau
fora finite man to have Ins own way. Many
ton; Prophet, S. V. Cole; Odist, A. L. Perry;
a
man
and
will
tried
not
till
he
is
transactions imply a law of reciprocity. If one
learn
things
j
Chaplain, I. P. Bickford; Address at (he tree,
refined iu the furnace.
In all our trials we are
wants something from another he pays for it.—
E. N. Merrill; Committee on Music, E. S.
to be joyous, sing of the love of Christ and the
This law was uaturally transferred to transacpower of God, and not lose faith, hope and pa
Hobhs, C. F. Kimball, C. J. Palmer; Committions with deity. What men wanted from the
tie nee at the end.
tee on Arrangements, C.
E. Smith, H. H.
invisible power they must purchase—by sacriht. luke’s cathedral.
Emery, Thomas Kueeland.
fice. These propitiatory gifts of sacrifice were
St. Luke’s Cathedral was the scene of a most
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the PKKMN
Maybe obtained at the Periodical Depots of Keseenden Bros., Maruuis,
Robinson, Brunei! & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Ulendeunini: Moses, Bender§on, ana Chisholm Bros., ou all trains that run out oi
the ity.
At Biddeford, of
Pillsbury.
b At Saco of L, Hodgdon.
At Waterville. of J. s. Carter,
At liorham, of News
Agent.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
[!' At
At Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebunk. of C. E. MLler.

CITY AND VICINITY.
Advertisements

New

To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Forest City Trotting Park.
Horticultural Exhibition—City Hall.
Adult Singing School—W. L. Fitch.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Furniture, &e—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Chn ce Plants. Are—F. o Bailey A: Co.
Flour—F. O. Bailey A: Co.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Cumberland Bar A-roe alien.
A Card—Davis and West.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
.J. N. McC'oy & Co—Roofers.
Money to Loan—F. G. Patterson.
What is Home without a Wringer.
Main G.neral Hospital—Anuual Meeting.
Canary Lost—F. G. Patterson.
Furnished Brick House—Wm. H. Jen is.

municipal Court.
JUDGE

MOBRIS

PRESIDING.

Saturday.—Howard L. Dearbon and Ferdinand
Stanton of Hiram. For receiving stolen goods, knowing them to have been stolen. Dearbon discharged.
Stanton ordered to recognize in the sum of $800 for
his appearance at the next January term ot the Superior Court.
loUiuHN.
Schooner S. L. Burns arrived on Saturday
from Philadelphia, with the material for two
mure iron bridges for the Grand Trunk RailBrief

way.
The barque Mepdota of Bath, now lying in
the lower harbor, was gaily decorated with

buntiug yesterday.
Yesterday morning the

thermometer stood at

41 degrees.
Friday 84 100 inches of rain fell.
In consequence of the illness in the family o
the janitor of the District Court-room, the
room will not be opeu to the public this evening. Dne notice will be given wheu it will be

opened.
Judge Clifford has recovered from his recent

Indisposition.
Sawyer & Co., sai 1-tnakers, are at work on
the largest sail ever made in this city. It is
designed for the schooner E. M. Hamilton.
The Forest City Trotting Parle will be opened
four days of raciug on Sept. 23d. Premi-

fqr

the atnouyt of $2150 are offered.
The yacht Ethel has been sold to Capt. .Tames
Bain, John Wooster, J. B. McDonald, James

ums to

M. Parker and others,

Saturday
was

a

was a

delightful

on

private terms.

fine, clear day,

and Sunday

one.

The gardens at Deering are suffering from th
depredations of boys.
Several of our citizens who have means at
"command, it is said, have gone to New York to
invest in railroad bonds, on the supposition
that in less than a mouth there will be a rebound in prices.
Tickets to Shaw’s next two concerts have
been placed at 50 cents, including reserved
seats.
a delegation consisting of
about one hundred citizens of Cape Elizabeth,
proceeded to Portland bridge aud turned ou the

Sunday morning

passage across.
A Spanish gentleman, who is stopping at the
Commercial House, has an Italian greyhound
born the mouth Fort Sumter was bombarded,
and is plainly marked on his back with a fort

draw,

so as

to

open

a

and the letter -‘S.” it certainly is a most singular coincidence.
There will be a temperance Meeting at Allen
31ission Chapel this evening.
Ou Saturday a harness was stolen from the
stoKi of J. W. Mansfield, Middle street.
Mr. John St. John lost a valuable horie on
Saturday, He got cast in the stable.
The steamer Chase will leave for New York
this afternoon from Brown’s Wharf.
A sewer is being repaired on Middle street,
and the track of the Horse Railroad is to be
moved to oue side; from Market square to Cross
street, so that there will be no interference with
the passage of the horse cars.

NCKVICEN.

BY TELEGRAPH.

three; (1) gifts of property, pastoral or agricul- interesting service yesterday morning—the ortural fruits: (2) the offering on Calvary, an apdination of Mr. Clareuce VV. Colton to the
peal to which makes it available to the iudiand the advancement of the Rev.
vidusl; (3) the offering of personal en- Giaconate,
Frederic
Shrceder
Sill, the deacon at St Luke's,
deavors atter
The
last
two
righteousness.
have been sometimes inculcated jointly, but
The morning prayer was
to the priesthood.
they are esseutiallay antagonistic ;-ither of them said at 9 o'clock. The ordination service began
The arbitrary device
supersedes the other.
was crowded to its
which has brought them into theologi al rela- j at 10} A. M. The church
tion only serves to show how separate they I utmost capacity. The Bishop and his attendare.
ant clergy, the Rev Messrs. Hayes, Alger and
II. The sacrifice that, arises from consciousWard, accompanied by the candidates for Orness.
This arises whenever in the consciousders entered at in} a. m., with the usual proness of the inuividual a higher impulse is
per- cessional. The Rev. Julius H. Ward of Tin mmitted to conquer in its own right an impulse aston, the appointed preacher for the cay, thru
of inferior grade. Without detracting at all entered the pulpit and delivered a discourse,
w hich held the
from the degree of merit pertaining to those
attention of the large congrearts of self-denial which are designed solely to
gation undivided to the close. His text was If.
the skies, it Timothy, 2.15. Study to show thyself approvsecure goud title to mansions ill
ed unto God, a workman that ueedeth not to be
may be truly said that the noblest sacrifices
man can perform are those which proceed from
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth
which may
The subject wras: The Priestly office iu its relaan original motive ill his soul and
tions to modern society.
he paradoxically termed liis spontaneous sacrior
of
calculation
without
I
The persons to be ordained were then presenthope
flees, performed
gain in unconditional obedience to his Inghesj ; ed to the Bishop by the Rev. Canou Hayes.
i uapulse.
The Bishon then proceeded with the ordination
in a service, which for solemnity and beautiful
CASCO STREET CHURCH.
Rev. A. A. Smith preached fiom Mark vi 2 order, and impressive and spiritual meaning
has seldom been witnessed at the Cathedral.
and viii: 27.
A sermon addressed especially to
The singing of the Ordination hymn by Bishop
the younger portion of the congregation.
Neely ana the congregation, alternately, was
most touching.
He commenced by declaring that the present
The elegy uuited with the
Bishop in the imposition of liai.ds iu the ordiage is an age of religious and scientific contennation of the priest. The Bishop was the Celtions. The question of Jesus. “Whom do men ! ebrant in the
Holy Communion, being assisted
in the distribution of to the people by the new3ay that I am?” is the great question. Upon
this question turns the destiny of every one.— ly ordained priest and deacon. After special
prayers for the each of them separately, th e
Christ was either a man or more than a man,
human or divine.
He did not speak like a service closed with the usual beueuictiou.
man but with divine
His
miracles
PREBLE STREET CHAPEL.
authority.
declare bis divinity also. Infidels deny them,
A small but very enthusiastic temperance
thereby rendering Jesus’ own words false,while meeting w'as held at this
chapel last eveuing.
His own generation declare Him the very
Chris). Again-the success of the gospel argues Remarks were made by the pastor Mr. Pheits divine origin. From without and from with- lan, Mr. Palmer and others. Mr. C. F. Swett
in nothing has been able to stop the car of salof Mystic Lodge of G. T., delivered an eloquent
vation. The adantatiou of the gospel to the
human wants is a strong argument m favor of appeal for temperance and the more rigid enits divine origin. When a nation has received
forcement of the Maine Liquor Law.
Christ it lias at once marched forth to a better
FIRST PARISH CHURCH.
development. It is not enough that we acRev. Dr. Hill took for his text II Tkess. 1-3,
knowledge Christ’s divinity; we must accept
and delivered an able sermon on growth in
Him as our redeemer.
TREE STREET 8APTIST.
The
grace, or progress in the religious life.
The pulpit of this church was occupied by
anclogv of all life would lead us to expect that
the new birth should usher the soul into a
Rev. Mr. Williams, a class-mate of Dr. Small.
He preached an excellent sermon, taking his
growing life. This life may be divided into the
text from Mark xii :6,“Having yet therefore one
intellectual, in which the life bread is knowl
edge; the moral, id which the life brsad is ac"
son, bis well behaved, he sent him also last uu■

j

to them, saying, they will revereuce my son.”
The speaker, after a brief analysis of tho whole

j

j tion;and

▼erse, selected the last clause as the subject of
his remarks, saying, that first we should revis just wliat He is representerene because he
The remark ible
ed to be. the Son of God.
traits that he claims is sufficient to attach Him
to us.
His advent is au advent of love and.
And lastly because of bis purity.—
mercy.
Nothing in nature can possibly be as pure as
ibe holiness w hich He imparts,
ST. LAWRENCE STREET

CHURCH.

The pastor, Rev. Mr. Wright, preached in
the morning from Ecclesiastes 6:3, “If a man

beget

hundred children and live many .years,
so that the days of his years be mauy, and his
soul be not tilled with good; and also that he
have no burial; 1 say that an untimely birth is
a

better than he.” The preacher warned the
young to fill their souls with the richness and
gooduess ofthe Lord’s love, so that when they
shall arrive at old age they will merit the love
of God and of all those near and dear to them
He described minutely the sorrows
on earth.
and darkness of t le man whose y ears are speut
from
the Indy teachings of his Master;
apart
aud he graphically depicted the sad ending of
such a man.
STATE STREET CHURCH.

Yesterday being

the sabbath tor

annual collection of the

taking

the

parish in behalf cf

foreign missions, the pastor preached a sermon
appropriate to the occasion from Matt, xxvifi,
19, 20; our Saviour’s parting command to his
disciples to teach all nations. Learning religing differs from learning any branch of human study, in this, that the student of Christianity lias to keep going back to the rudiments
The steady
and acquiring them over again
wear of care and temptation upon the heart obliterating the truth, makes this necessary. This
is especially true of the principle implied in

this command. It is one of Christ’s most imA Dangehous Youth.—Deputy Marshal portant sayiugs. All of his words are great
this one the greatest of them all
It
Will iams went to Reading, Mass., Saturday facts,
was invested with the dignity of a great occathat
late
train
on
the
and
returned
m irnL'ig
sion. It was the crowning scene in the great
In it he launched
night bringing with him in custody a boy ram- drama of our Saviours life.
Calvary and Getbseraane upon the sea of ages
e l Leonard Morrison, 18 years of age, who was
under which it was given
The
circumstances
hsid under arrest in Reading charged with setworthily sets off its essential greatness.
Consider first the motives which it enfolds.
ting tire to a dwelling in that town during the
It
confers a priceless trust. Christ makes over
and
dangerous
past week. Morrison is a had
his
sufferings for humanity to hu»nau hands.
Some five years since he broke into a
boy.
The faithful preaching of the cross alone preand
for
it
and
was
arrested
at
store
Gorham,
I ve its the blood which was slied for man from
After remaining
being wasted. It gives a glorious power. There
sent to the Reform School.
in the love of Christ.
It has
let
out
on
proba- is a divine might
hete for a year or two he was
the energy of the love of God. It speaks with
tion, and went to a house on Washington street resistless eloquence this the passionate voice of
in tliis city to live. The next beard from him
Calvary. But through is the power of the love
was his stealing a coat and
carrying it to Lew' of a preached Christ only. Christ hurieu in the
forgotten past is powerless. It imposes a solHe was arrested for
istou where he sold it.
The burden of a world s
emn responsibility.
this larceny and sent hack to the Reform
grief and woe was upon Christ’s shoulders. He
rolled it upon those to whom he omruitted the
ISchool, where be remained for two days when
saving power of his life and death. This triple
lie escaped. This was about two weeks ago_
motive gives this command power to call out
He went out to Old Orchard where he hung
superhuman effort. No woudertbat Paul’s arthen in progress for
dor was uucouquerable.
But secondly conat amid the campmeeting
ceive the breadth of the command.
It is as
left
thre"® day« when becoming tired of that he
wide as the world, as enduring as the ages.
where it seeme
a freight train for Reading
o
The eye of him who gave it reaches all bis followers to the end of time. We feel the spur of
h had ,'ieen before. A few days ago a lady reit less than did the apostles, only as we are
her home at Reading
turning o'" a late train to
more callous thau they.
From this we easily
from Bosto u concluded to enter her house bt
see the relation
of missions to the church.—
that
the
discovered
she
r
when
the back doo
They are not optional undertakings, the overflow of its kindness. They are the tongue with
back part of Ii^e adjoining house was on fire.
which
it preaches Christ. If they are weak t e
The alarm was ,Tiven and the fire was with
cnurch is faithless. If it disbelieves in ihem
It appear* that the
it disbelieves its Master. We live in a gr-at
difficulty extinguished.
filled with
Wuhiu
epoch in the histoiy of the church.
boy piled a lot of euoj?y barrels
door and set
fifty years God has thrown open countries conshavings and wood up ag ^inst the
taining GUO,000,000 of people to the preachiug
fi e to them. Morrison w-JS at once suspected
of the cross.
f the act aud arrested. Word was sent in o
NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.
the neighboring cities of the f& ct, giving a
The sermon Sunday morning by Rev. W. B.
bad
his
dliams
where the
scription of the boy. Deputy W
Exodus
was from

de-

suspicions aud concluded to, g<> UP

to

Hayden

Reading

Israelites were hemmed in between the Egyptians and the Re'* Sea.
“And the Lord said
unto Moses, wl erefore criest thou unto me?
Speak unto the children of Israel that they go
forward.”
The doctrine announced was that

^°y
which he did and at once rec^>Suize<*
and took charge of him.
On iHisway down the
boy confessed to the deputy Marshal that he
bad recently stoleu four pairs of pants from
Lowe’s clothing store on Midnle str.^t and tw>

layer, in order to be effectual or acceptable,
must be followed up by corresponding efforts of
life. The divine advice here does not discourage
forma!, earnest praver, but only shows how ihe
be.ietitsof such prayer may be made practical
ly available to the believer. And this is bv going on, under the Divine guidance, and performing the good works which duty requires.
The Lord does not require prolonged supplicaHe is more ready
tion to make Him willing.
In every tempto bless than we are to receive.
tation* two motivesare presented; one spirit ed
the
other
natural
a id woildly.
and .heavenly,
As g i^n as we conquer, by rejecting the evil
and accenting the heavenly motive, the angels
rejoice, obstacles clear away, the sea parts and
our enemies are left behind.
fii?st baptist chukch.
The pastor delivered an unusually able and
discourse from first Peter i. 19; “The

street
Fo
Dollar t^tore on
Congress street. He was full of inquiries c »ncerningthe strength of the jail in this city, and

pairs of pants from Duran’s
also a lot of stuff from the

on

if anybody could manage to escape from t.he
At present he is at
Thornaston State Prison.
the station locked up and it will be decided to
day what disposition to make of him. Hois
u iquestionably the worst and most dangerous
boy of his age that ever fell iuto the hands of
the

police.

Accidental Dro wring.—As Mr. Chase, of
the firm of Chase Bros., was sauntering down

Lung wharf about half past six o’clock yesterday morning, he espied a dead body of a man
floating oi.t on tile tide. Help was called and
the body taken from the water. Coroner Gould

eloquent
precious

blood of Christ.” All blood is prebecause it is the life, but the blood of
a good man, a friend, unjustly sbed in a cruej
But the blood of Christ
death is doubly so.

cious

summoned and took charge of the corpse
and had it conveyed to the receiving tomb at

was

the Eastern

Cemetery.

The Coroner deemed
an inquest unnecessary.
The body was identified by Mr. J. Foxton, who keeps a sailor
boarding house at No. 124 Fove street as that of

estetmed by the writers of the Bible and
by Christians every*here far more precious
than this. Wherein is this special value? First,
in its power to redeem; second, in its power to
cleans" the soul and lit it for heaven; third, in
In conits efficacy to secure title to heaven.
clusion. the speaker urged the debt of love

ordinary
ful y had a burial service performed at the
Eastern Cpmetery by Rev. Mr. Southworth of
the Bethel, and the body was taken to the ForThis is the first
est City Cemetery for burial.
time the receiving tomb has ever been opened
for such

a

purpose.

Accidents.—A few days ago a young woman
named McNulty got into a slightly disturbed
condition of spirits; and feeling like having a
little sport, playfully threw a brick at a lad who

unkindly dmlg-d and let the full force of it
strike an otd lady named
Prime, in the side.

The result was two broken ribes.
Mrs. Prime
resides in the barracks on Monument street

Saturday morning a longshoreman named
John Hammond, had his hand badly crushed
in a block while at work on Brown’s wharf

believer’s life is ever to grow into a tiearer likeness to that of his Lord, without Sever reaching
that absolute perfection.
STREET

INDIA

Rev.
church

VV.

Geo.

UNIVEBSALIST CHURCH.

Quitnby preached

this

at

yesterday.

In the afternoon he preached from Psalm 84:11, “The Lord God is a Sun.”
The preacher began by speaking of the matchless size, power and hearty of the suu, and of
the consequences if this great agent of light
and beat should withhold its rays for a single
day. Next he spoke of the different experiences
that differeut persons have in regard to the oriHe then proceeded
gin and nature of the sun.
to give a description of Cod as compared with
the sun; also the different ways that diffeient
Christian denominations look upon him.
He
closed the discourse with a strong plea for the
Universalist doctrine
PLYMOUTH

CHURCH.

Mr C. F. Dole of Bruuswick preached in the
morning from Ronr 12:8, “Be not conformed
to tins world.”

Conformity

the

to

world is

The forms in
daugerous to the church.
which the dangers come are continu illy changing, though the essence of worldliness is alThe preacher
ways the same, viz: selfishness.
ever

reviewed certain forms of worldliness which
are no longer vital, and concluded that the present forms of worldliness lie rather in confurmitv to selfish maxims of dishonesty and untruthfulness.
Christian lives of" truth and
honor are examples of what is necessary to
stem tuis tide.
ALLEN MISSION

CHAPEL.

The monthly sabbath school concert under
the supervision of Capt. Sturdivant, was held
BolasteveniDg. The chapel was crowded.
quets were in the bauds of most of the children
and at the close of the exercises which were of
a deeply
interesting character, the children
were regaled with fruit and cake.
'-

City Affairs.
—

SPECIAL

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF MAYOR
AND ALDERMEN.

At a special meeting of the upper Board held
at 12 o’clock, m., Saturday, the following traverse jurors were drawn for the
Supreme Judicial Court October term:
D avid Bailey, Charles Daggett, Nathan E.
As traverse jurors
Redlod, «lohn S. Russell.
for October term Superior Court, Charles Carruthevs, Frank H. Cushing, Edmund Phiuney,
James|Harrison were drawn.
Petitions Presented and Referred: of
W. H. Fessenden for permission to move the
barracks on Munj.iy to his lot on York street
to he used as a store house; of Henry .1. Durg:n to erect a wooden building on Newbury
street; of James W. Hawkins for license a3 a
victualler.

Adjourued.
Police Notes.—There was
street Saturday night.
A disturbance occurred at

a

row

the

on

Cotton

City

Hotel

Saturday night.
There

were

nine drnnks at the

police

station

Saturday night
There

were

ten

drunks at the

police

station

lasl night.
Tiie Railroad War.—Saturday forenoon
first train of cars passed over the connecting rails of the Boston & Maine and Grand
Trunk Railroads. So far as these two roads are
t

ie

cjucerued the question of connection is practically settled. What effect this will have on
the question of a connection with the Maine
Ceutral remains to be seen.
Boating.—The Longshore crew of this city
talk of a $5000 race with the Paris crew. It is
reported that the Paris crew’s friends offer $1000
and expenses if the Portland crew will rcturu
to St John and row them there..
No action
has been taken

by the Portland crew.

Personal.—F. G. Patterson has returned
a fishing tour to Moosehead Lake, and reports trout plenty.
from

Samuel Bowles of the Springfield Republican
is in town as guest of Hon. George T. Davis.
Shipment of Boots and Shoes —The shipment of boots and shoes for the week
eudiug
Saturday amounts to 1045 cases.

Splendid

be performed at City Hall
of Sept. 25th aud Oct 2d. Seven grand chorus selections; six choice band se
lections; seven classical solo and duet selectious; three charming quartette selections. A
Mozart Sonata for violiu, violincello and piano.
Ouly .50 ceuts for both concerts with reserved
seats, to be obtained at Hawes' music store.
on

the

music to

evenings

was

Brown, alias

Robert Drenuau, a native
pf Scotland, who boarded with him. The fol
lowiyg additional particulars were afterwards
learned, Drennan was the steward of the bark
Norton Stowr lying at Smith’s wharf, and left
bis hoarding house Saturday morning at 5 12
o’clock to go on hoard of his vessel. This was
the last seen of him alive and it is supposed
while passing from the wharf to the vessel he
was seized with a fit and fell into the water as
he was scbpr at the time. He is represented to
be about 32 years of age and was a man of more
culture. Coroner Gould thoughtthan
Hubert

xiv, 15;

th* rsligiois, in whi :li the life bread
is prayer. In all forms of life the period of
growth bears proportion to the time of maturity; and as the new life in Christ is eternal, so
its period of growth will be everlasting.
The

which all redeemed sou'.sshould bear to the precious blood of Christ.
HIGH STREET CHURCH.

Rev. Mr. Fenn preached in the morning from
‘Cast not away therefore
Hebrews x., 35-3fi:
your confidence, which hath great recompense
ot reward. For ye have need of patience, that
after ye have done the will of God ye might receive the promise.” The implication of the
*

text is, that men are accustomed in trouble to
lose their faith and patience, and give up. The
Christian who has lost his hope and courage
has lost all. Save him these, and the battle is
his. Men go by extremes. While in prosperity
they v\ill not see darkness; m adversity they
are utterly unwilling to see auy light, and pass
iug (In from oue degree of oubt and disbelief
to another, they come at last to disbelieve in
God. We can uowfeel the weight of the Apostle’s injunction. It is always wise to put at the
head our firm trust in God, our faith in Him,
and in the fact of His overruling hand in all
Changes in our lives, our families,
our history.
of allowing
will come naturally, and instead
ourselves for
them to come, aud preparing
mould the
and
make
to
them we attempt
until at last we are
current of our own lives,
nations in dealing
forced to give up. So witu
We yemem er how
with great principles.
almost everv church in the land determined
should
that the great result of the last ten years
caucus, and firm am
not come.

Every party

1UINCEL.CANEOC* NOTICE*.
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall aud D. Wentworth, 337 Congress, corner of Oak street.
Kendall and Whitney have a fine collection
of choice Bulbous Boots for fall planting.

splti

t
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For Loss of Appetite. Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Depression of Spirits and General Debility, in various other forms, Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisava made by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York, and sold by all
is the best tonic.
As a stimulant
druggists,
tonic for patients recovering from fever or other sickness, it has uo equal.
If taken during
the season it prevents fever and ague and other
i ntermittent fevers.
se20-4wt
For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
iel4-dtf
--

iTIGTEUKOl.USlCAL.
PROBABILITIES FOB

THE NEXT
HOI’RS

TWF.NTT-FOUB

Wab Dep’t, Office Ciiief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, T). C.,
Sept. 21, ‘7 :10 P. if.))
Fop IVfw Knglnml
On Monrlav, west and southwest
winds, backto
the southeast, witu a falling barometer
ing
and somewhat higher tenjperature.

Italian
business establishment, united, saying
But the transition took
uot be consummated.”
The Spanish Cortes adjourned Sunday in acengaging in unloading the New York boat. Dr. place in spite of them. What things the priest co.’dance witli the authority reeentlv granted liy
said shmid not be heard, these walk up and
The government have issued a
the Cortes.
Freuoh amputated one finger.
talking lo: der even In his church than p o’lamution suspending the constitutional
Friday night an old man named Nathaniel | down,
not
should
be
do*«. What the parties said
j Ouaraotpps and regulating the press throughj
Oould, belonging to Cape Elizabeth, while at come to pass, buy? come to pass, and Hod ; out the country.
e arges the
•
work on House Islaud, fell and broke his collar
misery and tty? violence of these
There is trouole at Vera Cri.z, arising from
trahxitjv\e times upon us who would net lpf, His
bone, one rib and received other injuries.
course have
natural way. The vicious busithe closing of the places of public worship by
Saturday morning D. Jlahoney bad his foot ness system which has grown out of the late
the municipal authorities, and a revolution is
badly jammed while at work on Central wharf | war, meuj living more in what the future will feared,

THE

STOCK”PANIC.

Houses

Continue

to

Smash.

Stock Exchange Closed
Conference

of

Leading

Bankers

and the President.
GOVERNMENT

REFUSES

TO

INTERFERE.
“

It’s None of Tlieir Funeral.”

New York, Sept. 20.—The following suspensions have been announced during the day: C.
G. White & Co., Brown, Wads wor.h & Co.,
Edward Haight A Co., National Bank of the
Commonwealth, Union Trust Company. The
following is posted on the doors of the Union
Trust Company: “In cousequcnce of the large
amount due tbp company, all call loans not
having beeu paid this morning, the company
has been obliged to suspend payment uutil Molday morning at 10 o’clock.”
A meeting of Jay Cooke & Co.’s creditors,
announced for to-day, does not take place until

Monday.

Stocks opened with an advance of four to six
per cent, on the failure of the Union Trust
Company aud the Bank of the Commonwealth.
Numerous telegrams have been received by
Postmaster James, requesting him to stop the
delivery of letters addressed to oay Cook^ &
UP., hut by former ruling of the Post Office
Department he has no authority to do so.
NumeriHis other failures of stock firms are
rumored, but nothing official can be known
until their auuonncements are made at the
opening of the Stock Exchange, probably on

Monday

Vauderhilt was closeted with Augustus Schell,
in the Union Tiust Company’s office, immediafter the suspension.
ately
*
Notice is given in the Gold Room that a general clearance cannot be effected to-day, owing
to the fact that dealers find it impossible to get
checks certified in a proper manner. All statements, tickets and checks will be returned to
dealers on application at I he Gold Exchange
Bank. Gold lllf to 111J.
The National Trust Company have just closed
their doors. Certificates of the Mechanics’
Banking Association and the Continental Bank
have been thrown out of the Clearing House.
Certificates of the Bank of North America
have been thrown out of the Clearing House,
which gave rise to the rumor of its suspension.
The Bank Presidents, at their meeting this
afternoon, passed a resolution to issue immediately teu millions in loan certificates.
The Stock Exchange Closed.
The Stock Exehauge is closed to enable mem
bers to settle their accounts. It will help th^m,
as many can eettle^outside without closing.
The Exchange had so many stocks to sell that
it was impossible to do it and keep up with the
current business.
President Chapman has issued an order forbidding all outside operations of members, under the penalty of expulsion. The Exchange
will not be < o vencd except on his orders.
Though there are some grumblers there is a
general acquiescence in the wisdom and propriety of closing the Stock Exchange until reason
can assert herself on the street.
Considerable
disappointment lias resulted to outsiders who
came down in considerable numbers during the
day to f urchase stocks and take away for investment.

The ITobohcu Bank.
The HobokeD. N. J., hank it is thought will
have to go under.
After the reorganization
following the recent defalcation of $'.57,000,
$94,000 realized from convertible securities
Fisk &
were deposited for safe keeping with
H tch.
On the announcement of the crash
name
over for
the
treasurer
morning
yesterday
this moue) only to learn that Fisk & Hatch
Uuless if is recovered the
had suspended.
bank is in a hopeless state, and will carry down
with it the First National Bank of Hoboken,
the funds of the two being common property,
and both beiug controlled by the same board of
directors.
Fisk & Hatch say that having been engaged
in no speculation they are confident of the recovery of themselves when the storm has spent
itself.
A Defalcation.
A defalcation in the Union Trust Company
It has been extending
amounts to $500,000.
over a considerable time and was committed by
Chas. T. Carletou, the Seer, fary, who I as fled
the city. He has made loans to frieuds or relations on security which is remarked as doubtful. One loan of twenty thousand dollars to
his father, of the Methodist Book Concern notori ty. The security for one loan is good, the
other oue of no value.
Calmer

Fec'ing.

4 a. m.—At this hour there are evidences of
calmuess than during the past three days. The
action of the bankers, the announcement that
the Trust Co., and the Commonwealth bank
will both be able to resume business on Monday, have all combined with assurances from
authoritative sources that the Government will
give all aid in its power to beget a solid feeling
of confidence that the worst is thoroughly over
and that the wonted round of business in our
financial circles will be resumed again next
week.
Concerted Action of the Ranks.
A committee of the associated batiks met at
the New York Clearing House and it was voted
by all associated bauks that they would issue
certificates pledging the association of a whole.
These certificates to be issued by the manager
of the clearing house to auv associated banks,
securities or assets. The effect of this action
is to enable all solvent concerns in the financial
community to conveot thbir assets ia money
temporarily and without any sacrifice to theinThe stock exenange ordinarily a meselvps
In
dium for converting securities into cash.
the prevailing panic the security of money
from
this
Sebeiug accomplished.
prevented
curities are being offered for sale at constantly
decreasing prices without fiudiug buyers unless
to the enormous loss of sellers.
By the issue of
the bulks certificate any bank can realize monwill
thus
be
and
able to exits
assets
ey upon
tend to its customers all the accommodation for
which they can find security without compellThe
ing sale or sacrifide of assets offered.
whole machinery therefore of conversion is
once monS set in operation, and is likely to run
smoo.hly, and all concerns which have assets
will find no difficulty iu converting them into
money.
This action of the banks at the Clearing
House meeting gave rise to a feeling of cuufi
deDce on the street that no additional failures
the impression was
were likely to occur, and
obtained that the panic was over. Leading foreign exchanges are firm, such as Brown Bros
August Belmont, Henry Clews & Co. and
Itrexel, Morgan & Co., and do not give any
sign of feeling and the pressure of the past
three days erdsh
Vanderbilt to the Rescue.
New York, Sept. 21.—At a late hour last
night it was stated in one of the clubs that Commodore Vanderbilt had paid into the Union
Trust Co. during the day 82.000.000, the amount
due the company liy the Lake Shore roail, tints
enabling the Union Trust Company to resume
business Monday morning.'
Cause of the Suspension*.
The general cause of the suspeusiou of banks
and bankers yesterday was their inability to
Even government
convert securities into cash.
bonds could not be disposed except at an imactioD
of
loss.
the
mense
bank officers yesBy
this
is
done
away
terday
difficulty
with. Any bank by depositing in the hands of
the commissioner good securities can obtain
cert ticates which can be
an equal amount ot
used iu the clearing business instead of legal
teoders. The certificates will go into effect tomorrow.

City Fun * all Safe.
The city chamberlain denies the rumor circulated yesterday that 81.500,0b0 of the city funds
were in tie- hank of the Commonwealth & Union Trust Co. He says that all the city funds
were in other institutions.
The dry goods men
believe Jay Cooke & Co. will pay the last ccut
of their liabilities.
Conference of Bankers with President
Grant.
A conference between President Grant aud
mercantile representatives began at noou today, at. the Fifth Avenue Hotel. The following is the result: The President po itivelv declines to interfere in the matter as any action
of his would be unconstitutional.
The committee of hankers and merchants had come
down to the tinal proposition of the government issuing 830,000,000 of legal reserves.
Keverdy Johnson is said to have given his
opinion to the effect ttiat to use legal reserves
for that purpose is unconstitutional, but that if
be (Johnson,) were the President he woulu he
disposed, iu an emergency like the present, to
make the utmost efforts to arrest the impending disasters.
A proposition made by Vanderbilt was decisively declined
The conference absorbed public interest to an
The fact that
almost unparalleled degree.
President Grant,Secretary Richardson aud other high officials of the government had come
here to deliberate op the best means qt' preventing farther financial disasters to the mercantile community, and consequently to the country at large, was generallv known.
W--; t)li3

morning, iu cousequeiice. p-jt only the'leading
bankers, brokers and merchants were in attendance at the hotel, but the general public
in hundreds and listened
tloepoo there
togroups
of Wall street news gatherers here and there
in knots discussing the situut'ou. The general
public, although knowing but little of tiie technicalities of the stock aud gold speculators, or

j

of the precise causes which tended to
produce
the present
panic, felt, however, that the occasion was
fraught with vital importance to the
public welfare iu general and to each individual iu particular,
con-equently the crowd which
from early morning till late at night thronged
the halls and corridors of the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, were of a wry motley character.
President Grant, Secretaiy Richardson. Senator Morton of
Indiana, and Gen. Babcock,
were
ready before noon to hear the views and
suggestions of promiuent merchants a id tinanci‘*i8.
A large number of these bad previously
hHd a conference in one of the parlors of the
hotel and reduced their plans to a tangible
shape. Among those present at this conference of Wall street and the mercantile interests
were Commodore Vanderbilt, Henry Clews, the
Seligmau Brothers, George H Opdyke, I-jq-jc
H. Bailey, William M. Orton, President of the
vV. U.
Telegraph Company; Prospect P. Sharp,
James H. Burke, William S. Scott of the Erie
(Peun.) Bank, Robert Lennox Kennedy, Horace
B. Clatlm, Geu. E. S Sanford of Adams’ Exnress
Company, Mr. Vail of the Bank ot Coinmerce, Senator West of Louisiana, and John
Hoey, President of Adams’Express Company.
The committee first made a general
proposition
that the present financial difficulties should lie
relieved by drawing on the legal-tender reserve.
The committee bad not agreed at this time as
to the amount of such reserve which wou'd be
required to effect the object sought to
probably
bo attained. President Grant and
Secretary
Richardson sent for many members of the committee in turn, and heard their views otf the
suuject. After upwards of an hour speut in
this way, and after listening to the reading of
the written views of several
mein
prouiineut
bers of the committee, President
Grant and
Secretary Richardson instructed the committee
that nothing could be done until a precise proposition had been submitted. The majority of
the committee
proposed verbally that the Goveminent should, if necessary, place the whole
legal reserve of $14,010,000 in the New York
city banks. Score ary Richardson opposed this
suggestion in the strongest terms, and said he
was
utterly and inflexibly opposed to issuing
any considerable portion of tue legal reserve
for the use of city banks
To use Mi. Ricba-dson’s own words, quoted on the authority of
one ot' the
committee, “This, gentlemen, is not
my funeral.”
Gen. Grant and secretary Richardson requested the Committee to agree ou and preseut
their report embodying their views in as brief
a form as
possible as what ought to be done on
the part ot the Government, stipulating that
the name of each one of the committee must be
appended to the proposition. The committee
retired to draw up their report.
About 3
o’clock Commodore Vanderbilt entered the hotel and passihg along its corridors the crowds
falling hack to make way for him;went up to the
room occupied by the Presidential party.
The
advent of the Comraodore created intense inThe fact of his presence spreading
terest.
among the assembled thiong with electric
rapidity. The faces of the leading business
men present assumed au eager look as Commodore Vauperbilt made his way to President
Grant’s rooms, and the corridors adjoining it
quickly became thronged with a crowd awaiting impatiently tor the exit of the Railroad
King, nervously impatient to glean even the
faintest idea of what might he the result of
The following is
his visit to the President.
stated on reliable authority to have transdiied
interview:—Commodore .Vanderbilt
at the
made a propositiou to Gen Grant to authorize
the Secretary of the Treasury to pledge $30,000,000 of legal tenders reserve iu the banks of
this city and ou that condition he (Coin. VanGen. Grant
derbilt) would add $10,1)00,000.
replied that be anxiously desired to do all in
his power to relieve the preseut financial embarrassment and to prevent disaster
He reus
however conform to the constitution.
I he rumor which spread with lightning rap'dilv mid was generally believed that Grant
and Richardson bad come to the stern decision
that they could place no part of the legal reserve at tho service of the New York city banks,
created intense consternation
among the
crowds who thronged the corridors of the hotel.
There were some who said that no decision on
the subject had been arrived at, and that another conference was to be held daring the eve
ning. The following is officially announced as
the result of the conference. Gen. Hillhouseis
instructed to advertise for an unlimited amount
of 5.20 hands and of bonds of 1 SSI at par in
gold. The President and Secretary of the
Treasury, as previously stated, refuse to place
auy part of the legal reserve at the disposal of
the New York bauks.
Previous to this conclusion there had been a
conference of several hours in room I!) in the
hot 1 comprised of several leali g hankers,capitalists and batik Presidents, at which “a petition was framed formally requesting the President to authorise the Secretary of the Treasury to loan $20,000,000 to the hanks of this city,
they to furnish loan certificates to the extent
of $10,n00,(I00. There was quite an animated
debate of this phit-ou.
Siverrl ge itlem in
contending that ihe sum asked for was not
large enough, while many were opposed to ask
ing for government aid. The debate continued
till past six o’clock, and at that hour it had received so few signatures that it was not takeu
to the President.
Senator Morton, Secretary Richardson and
the President’s Secretary were in room 33 *1 is
cussing the state of affairs and also consulting
suiting upon the possibility of drawing upon the
$44,000,000 reserve. It is believed thu at tics
conference a conclusion was arrived at
Shortly after 0 o’oloek the rooms of the Union
L ague Club. On arriving at the club the party proceeded to the diulng liall where they
were joined hy Senator Wes', Henry Clews,
George Jones and Messrs. Sehgnan, and during
the dinner the whole question of relief to the
financial community was discussed i y each of
the above gentlemen brietiy and on the removal
of the cloth hy request of the President
The
officers of several of our promiin t hanks weie
sent for and held short interviews with th
President anil Secretary Richardson at
hich
the plan of the government buying bonds at par
to
such
an extent as might be offered was
gold
discussed and the bauk officials generally
being convinced that this was the ultimatum gave it their
commendation, several, however, expressing the opinion that a
more liberal policy would
be preferable.
It
was held by the President and
Secretary that
it was the limit thit tire government was
bound to, and it is now considered that there
will be no difficulty with toe banks to-morrow.
This conclusion was arrived at and Sub Treasurer Hillbouse, who was present, was instructed to act accordingly. The parly then separated the President proceeding to the residence of
a frieud and Secretary Richardson left
iu the
uiue o’clock train for Washington.

TERBIFIC MINE

EXPLOSION,

Six men Killed aud

many Injured.

San Francisco, Sept. 20.—At Gold Hill, Nethis morning, a tiro broke out in the
blacksmith shop 1300 feet below the level, in
Yelb-w Jacket Mine, a short distance north of
Jackson shaft. The timbers being very dry the
fire spread rapidly and very soon filled the Yellow Jacket, Crown Point and Beliher mines
with gas aud smoke. About 3:15 an explosion
occurred, which nut out the lights m all three
mines. The workman at this tune were hurrying from Crown Point and Beliher shafts, and
all escaped except six, whose bodies have since
been recovered.
jj1
Communication between Imperial on the
north and Crown Point on the south is cut off
There is no danger of the tire spreading as it
is confined to a place where there is hut little
1
timber. A rumor is current that others of the
workmen have perished aud the people are
j greatly excited.

vada,

.lll\OK TEL KORA MS.

Intransegentes

surrender

at

Cartagena

are

disposed

to

1

Republican tr.»ops,

j

The firm of Horace Caun & Co., of Woburn,
Mass, suspended payment Wednesday with
liabilities of $100,000. The junior parner has
since disappeared, and suide is feared,
Postmaster Filley of St. Louis, has telegraph
to Washington that no assessment was made
ou clerks in his office.
Four hundred and eighty coolies were devoured by the loss of the ship Indius in Indian
waters.
The Pennsylvania State Grange has been organized by 25 Granges.
John Peaslee of Bristol, N. H.. committed
suicide by takiug poison Friday. He was about
70 years old.
The exact position of the Erie Railroad affair will be explained to the Euglish stockholders by Mr. Watson
Thursday.
Charles Galpiu, aged 14 years, was.killed at
Southwick Saturday, while carelessly handling
a shot gun.
Benj. Pendergrass, aged 14 years, a telegraph
messenger, was killed on the Worcester Rail-

1
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jji
;

!
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road,

near

Pawtucket, Saturday.

between Biglin and Brown takes
Halifax Tuesday.
Dr. Bissells says Capt. Hall died of
apoplexy.
The Elector of Hesse Cassel has for in a1 Iv
consented to the annexation of his territory to
Prussia, and has been granted an annuity of
3,000,000 thalers.
The Insurgents at Carthagena fired on a
F ench of the 15th inst., and were
obliged to
apologize for it.
The Newgate wardens implicated in the
plot
to free the bank forgers have been dismissed.
Eighteen horses were burned to death at Bel
vedere. N. Y., Thursday.
Five hundred Mormon emigrants arrived in
New York Saturday.
William Pattie of New Hampton, N. H.,
was arrested
Saturday for the murder of his
wife, and made his escape from the officers by
jumping into the river.
Schooner Bona Fide, given up as lost, has arrived at Halifax.
The American schooner Kjight
Templar,
which wtut ashore at Sidney harbor, C. B., has
been floated.
The

place

1

_AUCTION SALES._
Important

race

Cbarlkmt<»v Sept. 20.—Cotion is dull; Middling

upland* 17$ (8; 17|c.
■ S \ van.n a h,Sept.
land* at 17$--.

20.—Cotton quiet; Middling

Henry B Cushman, late tax collector of
Pawtucket, is in jail charged with embezzling

town fuuds.
It appears to be the general
impression that
Sprague aud Rodman cannot be held responsible by the city fur the
disappearance of the
Brooklyn city funds.

Gffbert,

Page & Co.’s lumberyard and twenty-four buildings were burned in Burliugtou,
Iowa, Saturday. Loss S2J0,000.
The Burlington, Iowa,
city Savings Bank

suspended Saturday.
There were thirteen deaths from
yellow fever
at Memphis
Saturday. At Shreveport the epidemic exhibits uo abatemeut.
The yellow fever has made its appearance at
Mobile. Four deaths have occurred.
New York Markets.—From

some

day.

The operator here asked the Boston office for them at 2 o’clock, and the answer was
“not received.”

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Foret Xu

NEW

Mohii.f, Sept. 20.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands
@ 18$c.
Orleans, Sept. 20.-Cotton very quiet; Middling uplan Is 19c.

Fore •

a

I id nor im.

it

HALIFAX NS. Steamer Falmouth—9 casks skins
to Hart & Co, 2 pkus mdse to Eastern Express Co, 1
do do to Swett’s ExDre-s.
DAILY

—

Havana for United Slates SI 50 a 155:
at Havana lor Uni ed'Stuics
Sugar from pirts on the nmtli
count o'ltsid ports for the U. S. sty r>0 a 7 00
[* hhd.
F> hhd Molasses loading at Havana f.r port* on tinnorth coast, outside ports, far ♦ h*- United States.*► 25
exchange irregu'ar: on United Stai. s 60 daysetureucy 45 & 46 prem; short sight 4b^t 40 prein; Gold

—

loading
JMddSugir
6 25; i»er hhd
5»G 00

D W

Coolidge.100
Norton.Chapman & Co.600

Han lull & Co.1U0
H A* Robinson.200
L> Keazer.out)
WL Ahieu.100
G WTrue.100

R.

R.

C B Varney...500
Sli w. Hammond &

Carney.300

VV & C R MilHken
200
H A- Wood.1U0
Sav ige Bros.100
John Demi s. 100
..

Total.2800

Receipt*

ot Graiu.

GRAND TRUNK

Consignees.
King. Gilman,

No. cars.
corn.8
Ken sell & Tabor, oats.. 1
Blake & Jones, corn.5

It.

—

CoiuiiM'iaring nt IO • ▼!.,
lianiiiK uuiil CJommI
'JO

tliti'hiu.
London, Sept. 20—12 30 P. M.—The news received
from New York by cable causes a better
feeling in
American sec urn es; United States bunds, Gs. so.d at
1L$; 67s, 95$; new 5» 9:$. Erie 44$.

plush, liair eloih,

turers

dull and uiulianged ; v»,.„n,i.c uplands 9d; do Orle ms 9$d; sales 10.000 bales, 3000 of which were for
speculation and export.

pt.

r<

B>aek Walnut Cham-

new

ber Sets,

London. S»pt. 2U-2.U0 P. M.—Consol* at 92$ @928
for money aud account. New s 91|. Erie 45$.
Liverpool. Sept. 20—1.00 P. M.—Cotton market

rou*

Parlor Suits, covered with

new

silk leery

&<■•, 24

nn<l
Out.

designs,

new

manufac-

prices, from SIOO

to

$3*0,

15 ash and painted Cliambcr Sets
40 Center Boqiiet, Library and Ex-

fcm'KUTA Ii\M ENTS.

tension Tables ot neat and elegant

FOREST CITY

desigus,

Turkish
monarch,
Smoking and other chairs. Loun-

TROTTING PARK.
September
Parse

ges in great

French

24th and 25th.

Wednesday, Sept.
9400—9145
945

Necond.

signs,

950

to

Book

Napkins

to 'I him.
James W.Withce names ch. g. Ludlow.
V. C. Hall names br s. Lightniot.
Louis Bra<keit names br. e. Buffalo Bill.

10 match.

seplldtd

WEDNESDAY. S.pt. 24th. at 10 o’clock A. M.
at office, we shall sell Parlor
Suit, Chamber
sen*, Lo nges, Smohinv Chairg, Brosneis and Ingiain Caipet*. Cook and Coal -Stove*. Feaher Beds.
Matire^e*. Bu eaus, Family Soap, Blanket, Linen
Good*, Crockery and Glass
Ac.
IF. O. BAILEY ft CO., Anctinarrm.

ON

Thursday, Sept. 25th.
Parse *400
or t*or«es thnt never
beat
4.45- -9145 to First. 950 to «ecoud, 945 to Thiid.
E. H. McKcumy names br. s. Palmer Knox.
F. S. Palmer names b. s. P- <iuak* t.

\Vare,

“2-_

Piudcm Leteucon names cb. m. Purity.
G M. Delaney names ch. g. Leeds.
E. Spaul ing n tmes ch. m. Blue Bonnet.
Clark Z. Tasker names
Twilight.
N. J. Jones names b. g. Eastern Prince.

Choice

at

at

Winter-blO'lining Plains, cnsiaiing of Came dag.
Azaleas, Cape .J. hb mi e, Tea K *es, White and Red
Boiivaif'la*, Red nnd W Ire Pinks, with man' vew

Same Day, Purse $400.
*•> nil norses in Jininr—9450 to
First, 9100 to 9e<-ond. 950 to Third.
V. C. Hall names br s. T/ghtfoot.
James W. Withee names cb. g. Ludlow.
Geo. H. Bailey names b. g. Shepard Knapp, Jr.
Rac* 8 to be trotted und-r National Rules and to

nnd rare Pianta lor window < uliivati. n; a *o a choice
assortment < f Rustic Baskets and * aujriiig Plants.
The above are from the celebrated conservatories of
D.
Tayl >r, Melrose. Mis-.
p
O. BAILEY ft DO., Airtignetn.

■322_4t_

2} P. M. J ickets 50 cents.
all horse*, two mile heats; the 2 34
class and the purse fur Stallion* owned in Maine did
not fill.
se22dld
BAILEY & WILLIS, Prot lietors.
commence ai
The .«urso tor

BY^

J.

••

BAILEY" Ac C O., Auctioneer**

Valuable

Horticultural Exhibition.

Hotel

AT

PORTLAND

On

Society

Property

AUCTION.

FRIDAY. Sepf. VtUih, at 3 O’clock
F. M., oa the Pren.i*c*,
we

HOLD ITS

shall Oder at auction

The Public House in

FALL EXHIBITION

well known

as

Yarmouth*

the

Baker House.

—

Fruits, Plants

o

of

Open

op

and Flowers

house is admirably located for
THIS
sduHed be'we.n'h.-Upi
and
the

at

—

ON

CITY

Opening

e|‘;

IIAl LL,
—

4 o’clock P. ill.

at

Acad.my,

and nly a few rods liom ihe
GRAND J RUNK DEI OT.
It 1* a Ih io-s orv
1 uni* wiih an L, and well
r.rianged lor a Public
House and in g. od order. There are si e*'s mi other outhouse- end a large and ecnveiil. nt stable, well
arranged for horses ami can luges, and is the v.ry
best 1. ration for lutlcg in the town of Yarmouth.
The lot cantata* about one a. re and v. ill alwny* be
valuable. The l.ouso is dolnr a good bnaine-s wl icli
cor Id be casilv otiadru; led with an aeiive Interested
occupant. The present pan r c:ni have- on’y Icr a
more enng nlal brnines-.
For full partlcnlars cvou're of D. S Y10
l.-Y, on 'he picml-va or of the
Anclioneers, over 22 Exchange Street, Port lam.1,
dtd

—

Wednesday Next, Sept. 24th,
Liberal premium*

1 en,

HOTFL,
Vlllrg-

a
i.ower

er

—

Baskets,

10 o’clock A. M
Sept. 25tb,
ON THURSDAY,
shall sell
office, large and fine selection
we

—

3t
_

FI ants. Rustic
Ac., at Auction.

..

WILL

Blankets, Ac.

Furniture. Carpets, &c„ at Auction

Princess.

Horticultural

Wardrobes,

This is a part ot a Bankrupt stock and will
contain
somoof ihe lineal goods evi r lu ihc State.
H e sale
will be pcremp ory and without reserte.
On exblbt ion Thursday and Friday be fore the sale.
F. «. B ULKY 4 CO., Auctioneer*.

For Horses thnt aerer bent 4.14—9175
to First, 975 to Necoud, 950

THE

Cases,

W.
de-

new

Dinner
Services, Decorated
Toilet Sets* Vc'vet and other mats,
fine marsailies Quilts, Sutiu Damask Extension Table Cloths, with

Same Day Purse $300

s. in.

B.

mirrors,

ed

F. H. McKenney nanus br. s. Palmer Knox.
F. S. Palmer names b. 8. Peqnaket.
O. If. Shaw names b. in. Moliie Smoker.
G. M. Delaney names ch. g. I eeds.
S. J. Hezelton names b g. Little Fred.
F. Spaulding nanus ch. in. Blue B >nuet.
Clark Z. Tasker names g. g. Twilight.

E. Spaulding names

Plate

Hat Trees. Clocks, English Band-

Third.

to

variety, Bed Lounges,

inlaid with gilt,

frames,

24th.

First,

to

40

offered, lids of which may
be obtained of the Tieasurer, Samuel K'dfe, Es-i
come.-Con-ress and Rtesi nut streets. Coni pe i? inn
O! on to everybody in tVs c .unty, and no charge for
Per orde
eutri* s.
S. P*. BECtvETT, Secretary.
are

W|'19_

»!i» Barrels of

Flour At Anninr.
SATURDAY, Sept. mb. at 10.,’cl ck A.
we shall s»ell at G. T.
Fieighi Depot
lOO BliN, Bruce Mills Flout,
“
»
84 Rbls, Eiigle

SHAW’S

ON

Entertainments !
CITY HALL.

for the

3d Concor* Thursday Fvening, Sept. 25th, Chandler’s Band, I). H. Chandler, Leader, and the Am-

benefit of whom it inny
Per

concern.

rder.

BAILEY Ac C O., Aucfioofrr*.

phinn Club.

*■22__

4i h Concert Thursday Evening, Oct. 2d, the Haydn
Assoc ation, Hermann Kotzscfcniar. Conductor.

AKKA.VJ* A BKO..

GEO. O. GO«8B, Piauint.
Auvtionrrr* Hint C’oiviiiiMigi]
iH*rrbnD(«,
Ticke sfor the remaining Concerts of the se ics
1 lien ftpeei.il atemhn to
felling Real ^ sude,
1 give
with reserved heal8 50 ts,
sel2-dtod2
hurniture anti Moichan. Im oi nil Unds. Iforfes < arriage>, «Xc. Adv lice* made on cc n*ki«n ente. Fcgulai Sales of new and second-Lantl l u fihui« at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday m< rning. Communication* by mail j rimj iK rttenr ed 10
AB
A.11** ft BROTI1CR,
123 He »ral St., under the 0. S Lot el.
N. B. Money advanced on WaicVo.
Jewelry.
Furniturc, Clothing, and all go« dg rf value.
npi23
drf
HKS

Adult

Singing School,

ARCANA

IIALE,

Friday Evening, Sept. 26th

R.

Consignees.

ox

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20,

»1 prem.

Receipt* of Flour, Ac.

EASTERN

IrALL,

a

Musical

Total.700

—

ponrunu, jie.,

at.

loadiujr

AT

LANCASTER

Klnvnua Itlarkrl.

Havana, Sept. 20.— Sugar —No 12 D. S. active at
I2J m. I23 $>’ armbe
Freight* dull—per box Sugar

DOJ1FSTIC RECEIPTS

GRAND TRUNK U. R.
Con. innerB >1*. Consignees.
Bbls.
D W Coolidgo.200 King. Gilman & Co. 1U0
D Keozer...100 Butler & Jo3selyn.. .300

FURNITURE!

Nkw

Export*.

MOTEVIDFO. Bark Mendota—401,817 ft lumber,
35,333 pickets, 29,500 shingles.

sale

elegant

up-

18

unac-

countable reason we tailed to receive last night
the report of the New York markets ou Satur-

Peremptory

—OF—

at

$8000 of the

and

auction

VSiiroi»«'»u

to

the .Natioua) forces.
They will
; capitulate on condit;ons that the lives of the
1
insurgent soldiers are spared ami that some
other General than Martinez Campos is
apappointed to enter the city at the head of the

j

Detroit. Sept. 20.—Flour l* quiet and unchanged
Wheat unsettled and declined 2 @
at 7 7*> @ 8 25.
3c; extra White 1 CO @ 1 61; No 1 W hite 1 53 a l 55
cash; Amber Michigan at 1 40. Corn steady at 49c.
Oats in g kxI donum 1 at 40c.
Lake Freights—to Oswego at l!$c.
Receipt*—3,000 bbls flour, 9,U0*» uush wheat, 00,000
bush com, 4,000 hush oats.
Shipments—0»K)0 bbls Hour, 11,000 bush wheat. 1000
tush corn, 0000 bush oats.

No.

cars.

Waldron
True, eorn.5
Geo W J rue <Jt Co.- oru.3
VV ebb & Phiuney, oats..l

Total."..23
Philadelphia Bauk Niuu.licd.
EASTERN RAILROAD.
Philadelphia. Se pt. 20.—The Union Bankl Day & Co. corn.1
«Sr Tabor,oating Company is not open to-day. A placard on KensellGilman
& Co,corn.2 King & Gilman, feed.. 1
King,
the door states that owing to the heavy demands a suspension of a few days has been
Total.5
resolved upon. It sustained a heavy run yesIt stales that
terday, paying about $700,000
ItOMton Acock Lint.
tile institution is issuing no notes, and the susfSales at the Broker’s Board. Sept. 20‘.
pension only affects the depositors. At Jay
Boston & Maine Railroad.1154
Cooke’s matters are progressing quietly.
The
Eaj'eiu Kail load. 97 @ 00
clerks are busy preparing a statem -nt to be laid
Sales at Auction.
before the meeting of the members of the firm,
which caunot take place until after the arrival Androscoggin Mills .125
Bobt'»n
and
Maine
of the steamer Russia, as two partners are pasRailroad.115}
i Pv>rt!and. Saco & Portsmouth R R.124} @ 12l|
sengers.
I Rockland City Sixes, 1S93. 88
Lxcitemcnt Abating.
Eastern Railroad 7s, 1882.1(H>4
The excitement over the failures has abated Boston ami Maine Railroad 7s, 1892. 104
and matters are assuming a right shape although the stock market is somewhat feverish
New York Atock and 'Roney Rarket.
to-day,yet affairs on the street are more settled,
Nku York Sept 20
12.10 P.M.—It is impossible
owing no doubt to the promise of uhe Secretary to give any quoiatinns for stocks as they have been
of tiie Treasury to make use of $44,000,000 of
thrown iu blocks on ihe market to realize whatever
the reserve fund if desired. The failure of the
they can fetch, as they are sold out under the rules.
There were thirte n proposals to sell bonds to the
Union Bmklng Company of this city had but
G »vernment at the sub-tie.;sury, aggregating $2,672,little effect on the public mind as it was a small
650, at from 109 to 112.
The Fidelity Tiust Company met all
concern.
12.50 P.M.—The St ck Exchange is closed to enobligations to-day. The run on this institution able members to settle their accounts. It will help
as heavy
as yesterday.
was not
about
them, as many can settle outside without suspendOnly
$400,000 being paid out. Indications are that ing. The Exchange had s» mauy storks o sell that
i
was impossible to do it and keep up with the curMouday will see an active change for the bet- rent
business.
On the dr<t day’s
ter in money matters here.
the following were tue quotations of Government
ruu on the Fidelity the Pennsylvania
Railroad
securities:
Company promptly lifted its paper to the United States coupon
6’s, 1881,..,... 114
amount of $175,000, and generously tendered
United States 5-20’s ISG2.112J
this large amount of money for the relief, hut
United States 5-20’s I8G4.113
the offer was thai kfully declined. The compaUnited States 5-20’s ISG5. old...1134
United States 5-2o’s 18G5, new,.
113
ny knowing its resources to be ample.
United States 5-20’s 18G7,..
115
Pean«ylvaiiia R. R. Safe.
United States 5-20’s I8S8,.1134
For ten days past reports have been current
United States5’s. new...*.liu
that the Pennsylvania Railroad Company had
United States 10-40’s..ex-coupons.
1 ’Of
Currency 6’s
...110
become endorses on paper to the amount of
raise
for
I
were
to
the
The
the
construction
$2,000,000
money
following
closing quotations of
of the Texas Pacific Railway, one of which I Stocks:
notes for a large amount matured yesterday.— I Western Union Telegrapb Co. 75
! Pacific Mail.
33
Fears were entertained that the excitement of
N. Y. Centra’and Hudson River consolidated.... 92
induce
let this
—

MR. W. L. FITCH

iLLEN

would respectfully announce tint an Evening Class
will be !< rme I ‘or inati uerLn in Vocal Music on Friday evening next, at 7J o’clock.
'1 h; se who a e desinous of becoming members ot
some of the variou- musical organizations "four
city, hut find themselves »>nable on account of their
inability to read music sufficiently well, will find t'.is
class peculiarly adapted loihir wants, as the elementary principles will be thoroughly explaiueu.

CO.

Would call the atten-

Regular Sessions Thnr»day and Friday,

tion of Gentlemen in

at 7 12.

Tickets—G ntleiuen 83, Ladiet 83—in advance t >r 20 lessons.
se22d4t

M. X.

&

want of

A.

1

Thursday might

parties

to

note
en-

go to protest, but it was paid and several
dorses have agreed to divide the responsibility
audtake up all notes in their order. They are
abletodo so, all being even of wealth.
The Feeling iu St. Louis.
St. Louis. Sept 21.—The feeling here since
Saturday regarding monetary affairs in Mew
York has been anxious, but there has been no
alarm or excitement. The bauks have curtailed their discounts but slightiy
A majority of
all the good paper is passed promptly aud there
little or no distrust. The markets on change
were unsettled and corn and oats declined a
cent or two, bu there has been no
panicky feel-

CITY

iug whatever.

Bunk Matemeut.

New York, Sept. 21.—The following is the weekly

WEDNESDAY
With

a

Decrease in loans. $6,114 500
Decrease in Specie. 1,597.700
Decrease in legal tenders.
2*9.3 H)
Decrease in deposits. 9,277,400
Increase incirculation.
30,81)0
The bank statement did nv appear uutil last evening- The loss of reserve is $4,006,800.

to their

—

of

JOHN
Subject:

B. GOUGH.

“Now and Then.”

(A

new

Lecture.)

WEDNESDAY EVENING, OCT. I5tb,

FINE WOOLENS

THOMAS NAST.
The Most Celebrated Caricaturist of the Age.

Subject: “Caricatures, (with illustiations.)
WEDNESDAY

EVENING,

DR. J. G.

OCT.

93d,

just received

HOLLAND,

at

“Timothy Titcomb.” Subject: “Elements of Personal Power.”
WEDNESDAY EVENING.

KATE
and

Troupe.

OCT. 39th,

87 MIDDLE STREET

REIGNOLDS,
Dramatic

Points of Law.”
WEDNESDAY

Enteitainment, “Nine

EVENING, NOV. 5th,

Perfect satisfaction

JAHES PARTON.
Subject: “Our Scandalous Politics.”

Panic Reaches Chicago
WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 13th,
Chicago, Sept. 20.—The Frank!iu Bank, a
private banking institution, closed to-day being
unable to settle at the clearing house.
The
UoniCMiie tflnrucim.
vmount short was only $9000.
S. A. Briggs,
CnicAfin. Sept. 23.-Flour dnll and nominal, flipWith new Lecture, (to be announced.)
Vice President,states «hat their embarrassment |
pers en irela out of the market. Wheat dull, unsetis only temporary. It is stated that a majority
tled and lowe>-; No 1 Spring at 112$: North Western
WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 98th,
of the teachers of the
public schools are depos- Spring 1 12} ® 1 13; No 2 Soring 1 071 @ 1 08} cash
itors, therefore its early resumption is especial- or seller Sept, closing steadier at outside price; 1 05
@ l «f} seller Oct, cl >sed at 1 082; No 3 1 00; rejected
ly hoped tor.
nominal. Corn dull, unsettled and low r. with conIt RcnchcM Canada.
st 1 erable excitement at rimes, r.nd closing rather
of London. Mi*. Hall’s reputation as a pulpit rate r
No 2 Mixed 391 (ig 39$c regular cash; do fresh
raid author, makes him one of the most brilliant
Toronto, Sept. 20.—H. J. Morse & Co., slowly;seller
Oct 411c; do Nnv 43c; rejected at 30$ w
stars of tlie Lccttiie Season.
33}c;
bankers and brokers, have suspe nded, owing to
the failure of Jay Cooke & Co., aud other ; 37c. Oats dnll an I drooping at. 2''}e cash f>r No 2;
seller Uct 39{Jc; rejected at 27$
Arrangement* for the C lowing Entertain29.
It ye dull and a
prominent houses iu Mew Lori;..
ment not Complete.
; shade lnw.-r at 65 @ 651 c for No g. Barley i< in fair
Montreal, Sept. 20.—The only effect here i demand1 and:iC1 *wer; No 2 Fall at 1 25 (w i 30; No 3
jiy Conceit by Portland Band previous to
1 05. Provisions quiet and unchanged.
of tl,e panic in New Ygjk, lias been to make
Spring 02
each Lecture.
Pork sold ar 1C 12$; round lots quotable at 16 Oil._
the bankers more caut'ous and less willing to
Tickets I<t the course, SI.50; Reserved seats (in
! Lard is quiet and unchanged; on spot at 8g8$c;
let out tneir funds, which are
Gallery and on Floor) $1.00 ixt;a. Fveiling Ticke s,
ample for all le- | demand lair and uiarke iirm for fu ure; laige~sales
50cenis, at the usu J places. NlemlH-rs’ ticketr,
gitimate commercial demands.
The discount ; of Jan at 7 95; Dec at 7 8'*. Bulk Meats are
quiet;
(each member entitle 1 to two) $l.(Wi each, to be obrate for good bills varies from seven to
eight per shoulders Dec and dan t 4}c; short lib ini idles Deo
tained n- Slock bridge’s Music store, Exchange street,
cent
7c. Bacon is qole and unchanged; sliouklerss K}e;
where the sale of Reserved Seats will commence on
according to the standing of names.
clear ri si les i*i|c: cl ar sides 10c, all pack- d
WhisSaturday Oet. Ith. ai Do’Jock a m.
Nyudicaic all Right.
key dull and nomiua; sales at 12 @ 92}c.
Doors open at 6*4; I.ectn- e at 7.J.
Lake Freights—to Buffalo aouiinil: to Kingston
Washington, Sept 20—The following was
LEOTUUE COMM1TTKE:
received from London to-day:
•>2c.
Charles H. Haskell,
“hi Hoii. William A.
Charles E Jose
Beceif Is-5,500 bbls Hour,205.000 bush wheal. 179.Secretary
Richardson,
C.
John
»*di
UC0
bush
Procter,
55,000
of tli*'
Henry Fox
eorn,
oats, 9,000 bush rye, 49,00U
freusury:—The syndicate account is in bush barley.
I Henry Littlefield.
H F. Fuhuikh
perfect order. There is a universal kind feelJo n Q. Twitchell.
Shipments—tOOOobU hour. 377,000 bush wheal, 225,ing towards Jay Cooke, McCulloch & Co., who
000
tyAdvertiser copy.
corn, 50.000 bush oals, 00,000 bush rye, 19,010
gel6
continue business as usual.
bu'h barley, 03uu hogs.
A. G. Cattel.”
(Signed,)
Oinciana'i i. Sept. 2ft.—Provisi ns quiet and unThe run on the Freedman’s and
Washington changed with little doing; quotations largely nomiCity savings banks, continues to-day,but much * nal. Pork i* quintal 16 eo. hard is Iirm steam at
le'tle steady at 8}® 81c, Bulk iVeata qniei:
less than
yesterday. The former paid out $85,- 8}c;
at 7£c; clear rib sues 8} •; clear sides held
000.
There are about 75 persons, the majarity puoulders
at 9c.
Bacon
shoulders ar. 8g@9c: clear rib
ro
colored, awaiting turn at the counter, anu the sides I*} Q 9}c;quiet;
NV hiskey steady
clear sides 9} g> 10c.
actuary says that it is about the usual Saturday »t93o
Wolf boro and Centre
via
aiteruoon crowd.
1 ibis no. ept. 20.—Fluor is dull and unchanged.
Alton
I Wl ea 2.M>3clme ; No 3 While Wabash 4 32|: So 4
Wliito Mulligan I 74; Ambei Michigan on spot ami
4SB —
I 44; Oct 44J; No 1 Red at 1 47; do ScJ
1 seller Scot
Confidence nt Cincinnati.
..
on spot! 42J; sel'er Nov 1 46; No3 do 1 13
ficanMT.
Si
in
STEAMER
WASHINGTON
21.—'The
Cincinnati, pt.
feeling
Amber 1 linoto 1 47; No 2 Spiing a' 122; No 2 Amber
ciai circles lit re continues to Oi one of confiMichigan 1 40. Corn isdull ami a shade lover; biob
dence.
Mix,11 on spot 51c; sellei Sept. 52)c;dn Oct 5U«i
$4 FOR THE ROOD TRir.
Nov52J; low Mixed 50Jc; Wbile5Uc, Oats quiet ami
Anxiety iu Financial Circles.
unchanged t 41 fur No 1: 385'i i’ui No 2.
Passer.i’crs from Port)}*.ml can go and return the
London, Sept. 20. Despatches from FrankFreights dull ami unchanged.
Train
wine day, an<i return tickets g od mill um*d.
fort, Hamburg, Bremen and Vienc a say no
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 52,000 bush wheat, 35 000 leave the Portland <& Rochtster dei «»t at 7 45 A. M.
failures in these cities on account of the Mew
bush corn, 9,00U bush oals.
W.H. TURNER,
York panic but anxiety exists iu fiuahcial cirShipments—4.000 bbis flour,55,000 bush wheat 2000
Superintendent,
bush com, 8,000 bush oats.
tf
cles.
Portland, July 15. 1873,
The

elegant Stock

EVENING, OCT. Stb,

Lecture by

bauk statement:

!

II Y T L

--ON

Erie. .*. 51

Erie preferred. 65
Union Pacific stock. 194
The following were the quotations for Pacino Railroad securities:
Contra! Pacific bonds.,. 98
Union Pacific do.
744
Union Pacific laud grants.64
Union Pacific incomp bonds
50

CUSTOM CLOTHING

The
mercantile Library Association
respectfully announce their course of Entercainmeuis for this season to oommence at

....

..

COURSE.

ANNUAL

24th

STuaranteed.
ee30

<-0d3w

HENRY WARD BEECHER

Book, Card and Jok

KEY. NEWMAN HALL,

PRINTING

For Lake

109 EXCHANGE STREET

Daily Press Prinling Honse

Every

Winnipiscogcc

description

of

Work

EXCURSION TICKETS
—

—

promptly and rarct«|!y executed

Harbor

Bay

and at the Lowest Prices.

Wffl,

i

M.

HARKS,

MANAGER.

volume of poems just

fFrom Longfellow’s
published by J. R Osgood & Co.]
Aftermath.
new

Goodenougli

Shoe.

Horse

THE CHEAPEST & BEST.

When the summer fields are mown.
When the t> rds are fledged and flown,
And the dry leaves stiew the path;
With the falling of the snow,
With the cawing of the crow,
Ouee again the fields we mow
And gather in the afteimath.

with plates, illustrating how to perform
ami core foot troubles, bent by luoll on
ilollar. Send stamp "'or circular to
GUGH HOl.SE-SHOE, M l.Vy St., N. Y.

operations
.eei ipt ol
GOODE N-

jy23tl2w

MAGNETIC MOVEMENT
LOCATED

CURE

AT

TARRYTOWIV OY THE ni RNOV.
Complete restoration to health by the laving on of
Han<Js guaranie cl to selected cases. No drugs used.
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient. Consumption, Ccrebrn-gpinal meningitis. Spinal Cuivatnrtj. Irritations. Sof. citing nt the Brain, all forms of
Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Chills and Fever, other
Liver Complications; specific in Uterine Difficulties,
Paralysis. Bed-ridden front various causes, aud all
forms of acute and ch.onic diseases successfully
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms
can be had.
Hygienic board, invigorating atmosphere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful surroundings Come and see ever day. or address Drs.
C. C. cV 1*. A. F. Dcsenbury, Tarrytown, N. Y., or
16 W. 24th. St.. N. Y City. Mondays and Fridays, or
address Post-Office box 3516 N. Y.
aul3d!2wt

INSURANCE
COMPA N Y
or MEW VOEK,;

Risks

]*t the raoftf powerful cleanser. strengthener
and remover o» Glandular Obstructions known to
Materic, Med Lea.
It i« *>»ecinlly mlRMtt d to constitutions “worn
•down’’ and debilitated by the warm wcathei- of
Spring and Summer, when the blood Is not inactive
circulation, consequently gathering impurities from
sluggishness and imperfect action of the secretiv,
organs, and is manifested by Tumors, Eruptionse
Blotches, Boils, Pustules, Scrofula «.<rc.. &c.
IVheu weary nml latiynitl from over wotk
a id dullness, drowziimss and inertia take the place
of euergv and vigor, the system needs a tonic to build
lt*tip and help the Vital Forces to regain tlieir recup

ASSETS:

$15,571,200

!

Holders

Policy

on

erat

Terminating in 1872,

PER

ive power.

Bn »l»e lient of Summer, frequently the Liver
and Spleen do not properly perform their functions;
tlic Uterine and Urii ary Organs aie inac'ivc, producing weakness of the stomach and intestiues and a
predisposition to bilious derangement.

Dr. WELLS’

CENT,

EXTRACT OF JLRUBEBA
it* prepared directly from the SOUTH AMERIrAN PLANT, and is peculiarly suited to all these
difficulties; it will cleanse the VITIA TED BLOOD,
strengthen the LIFE-GIVING POWERS, and REMOVES AI L OBSTRUCTIONS from IMPAIRED
AND ENFEEBLED Organs.
■i wlioulti be freely taken, as Jurubebn is pronounced by medical writers the most efficient
PURIFIER, TONIC and DEOBSTRUENT known

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing far less than to insure in any ther

company in this country.

OFFICE,

in the whole range of medicinal plants.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Plait St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United Stales.
Send for Circular
Price One Dollar per Bottle.
set

STREET, PORTLAND,

John W.

_4wt

Mungcr,

Write for La: ge Liu itrated Price List. Address

(ESTABLISHED

IN

THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real Estate at 10 percent,
interest, net, payable semiannually In New York,and
will garantee tLe collection of all loans made through
its tgeney. All charges paid by the borrower. Please
write, before investing, for New York and New England references, md full particulars. Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 167 Dos Moines, Iowa.
sep20t4w

First Class

Companies.

rates.of

other sound

OF

THE

1,5 00,000

Phoenix Insurance

OF HARTFORD.

Cash Assets

—

OF NEW YORK,

Cash Assets

WORKING CLASS Mfkmale!
week
at

$60 a
home,

Company,

OF PROVIDENCE,

Hoffman Insurance

Yturs’ Time. Free of

Bitterest,

Company,

Shoe & Leather Insurance Com’y
OF

Cash Assets

Alcmannia

$250,000

Insurance
OF CLEVELAND.

OnnvaMins

Merchants, Traders, Builders, Manufacturers and
wanting large lines may be accommodated

us at the lowest rates.
IGF*Dwellings and Farm Property insured for one
or a term of years on highly favorable terms,
auguo
dtf

with

HENRY CLEWS &

!

limited number of the

FIRST MORTGAGE 7 PER CENT, CON
VERTIBLE SINKING FUND
GOLD BONDS

nesota
At

& Min-

Railway Line.
interest in currency.

which price they yield over 9 per cent., and
strongly recommended as a
Nnfe

and

Profitable

Investment.

This Railway is a corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Iowa, which is ilie most prosperous State in the Northwest, being the
only State in
the Union free from debt. The Minnesota Division, running from Burlington, Iowa, to Auslin,
Minnesota, a distance of 200 miles, was completed in
February, 1872. and earned during that year an average of $83,000 per month, being a monthly increase
of $35,000 on the earnings of 1871. The earnings for
1873 are estimated to exceed $1,500,000, or more than
$125,000 per month. The ilwaukee Division, from
Cedar Rapids to Postville, on the .Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, a distance of 110 miles, passes through
one of the richest sections of the State of Iowa, and
furnishing an outlet to Milwaukee and the lakes.
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway bonds have been admitted to the New York
Stock Exchange, and are daily dealt in and quoted on
the official lists, thus furnishing dealers an advantage
epjoyed by few of the new issues of Railway Bonds.
The entire loan has been sold, except about $300,000, which we now offer, to cl ise it out.
All marketable securities taken in
exchange ?t current prices, without commission.
For sale in Portland by

Kobt. A. Ilird,
E*<-''a«*Ce

nr,2MH

*«'«•«<.

JAMES

seplStlw
"I O

CA

BETTS & CO., Hartford. Ct.

YY’cek* Cauva^niiig
agent’s profit on Bryant’s

In Four
was one

Library of Pop try and Sony; $7 <» in one wr^k
on The New Uo us keeper's Manual, by Miss Beecher
and Mr*. Stowe. Any active man or woman can
have an agency
J. B. FORD & CO., New York,
Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.
sel8t4w

nil!—One Agent in four
weeks made
IiOTPldOYUIElVT
profit of $412.80, selling Bn ant’s
and
in
a

one week on
Library of Poetry
Sony; $70
The New Housekeeper’« Manilaf, by Miss Beecher
and Mrs. Stowe. Any live mass or woman can have
an agency.
J. II. FORD Sc CO., New York, Boston,
Chicago, or San Francisco.
scpl8t4\v

Kentucky & Great Eastern
KAILWAY COMPANY,
FIRST MORTGAGE

7

.«• «*.

Go[d

Coupons payable February

Bonds,
u»«1

Align, ■ in
Bulfimorr. For 8nle

Gold in New York or
90 per rent, nnd nccrneil luterent in cur
rency; secured by Fir A Mortyagc; executed to
Farmer*’ Lonn mid Tru*t Co. ofWew
ol

York, covering Company’s Liue,

KouipiTunts,

its

Franchises,

Real ana Personal Estate, at the rate of
$15,090 per mile on the Road extending from
Cliic.iiaunti to Cnilclf*bur£. the terminus of
Chesapeake and Ohio Road, 140 miles.
Governments, State, Citv, Railroad or any other
marketable securities taken in exchange, at highest
market rates, without r«»uiini***ion. and K. A<5. K. R Bond* forwarded free of chnryc io
purchaser. P mphSei*. .Hap* nnd. full information will be furnished on application to

Win. FISHER A SONS,
32 loath Ml., UAL IGORTv,

C’ity of Portland.
B»ven that the Joint Standing
N°??SLIr.hen:b!I
11 Committee
Lining out
to

I Bankers. Stock and Note Brokers, and Fiscal Aecnfs
newStreets, whom i of the Company; dealers in Governments and Railwas referred the peti inn of W.
S. Trefethen and •
way see a lilies in all the markets of the C>. S.
others, that a highway or road be laid onton Peaks
—Or io Banks and Bunkers throughout the counIsland, commencing at the i.ividing line of land
sel9d4wt
owned hv the wi iow of John Brackett and
try.
the land
oi J .stall Sterliii at the end of tie road n w laid
AGENTS
for
new
WANTED
the
book,
out, thence northerly and ea-derlv to Kverereen
LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF
'•>•«»* li"« of the widow
of John Brackett’s and .Jo.i-di Sterling’s laud on
Peaks Island, on MONDAY the
of Sent in
stunt, at 2j o’clock P. M., to hear all parties interby bis comrade and frhnd, D. W. C. Peters, Bievet
entefl, ami then determine ami adju *ge whether pubLt. Col. and Surgeon, U. S. A
lic convenience require!* that wnid highway or rood
from facts dictated
by himself. 'J he only True ami Authentic life <>f
should be laid onton Peaks Inland,and ifthev should
America s greatest
ho adjudge will then and there lav out said Street
S<OUT
HUNTER,
TRAPPER,
and GUIDE ever published.
Ii contain* full and
and lix the damages an r qnir. d bv law.
GEO. P. Wi SCOTT,
descrip ions of the Indian Tribes of the
r'i! Carson, who lived airn.nMIC AH S A M PSOJN,
ilife. lt
FREDERICK W. CLARK.
gives a full, reliable account of
J. F.
WAR. As a work of
v’ o
HISTOH\,itis
invaluable. A arand opportunity
EDWARD THURSTON.
for aeenis to make
WM. McALENKY,
money. Our illnstrat-.i circulars
rent free to all
applicant,. Write ami sc. nre teniCommittee on Laying Out New Straofp.
tory atonoe.
DUSTIN, GILMAN & CO
dtd
sel3
on

?a,i,i l1

22,1™

KIT

„„EvSj
HISToit

J

RANDALL,

CARSON

h?
th»Mopoc

repl«t4w_

Harrison, Bradford & Co’
Special attention called

to the

The

well-known iiumlers

505-75-28-20 & 22.

Factory,
au7

31t. Vernon;

Office,

NEW YORK.

75 John St.,
3m

Hartford, Conn.

W£s ICE
An

STEEL PENS.

nd

on

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER.
after MONDAY, September 8th, 1873,

discontinue her trips to Evergreen Landing, also the
morning and evening trips to Jones’ Lam ling.
Will make lour trips daily to Jones' Landing until

lurther notice.
Leaving the end of Custom House wharf at 8.45
and 10.la A. M. and 1.45 and 315 P. M.
Ret ruing leaves Jones’ Landing at 9.30 and 11.15
A. M. and 2.30 and 5.15 P. M.
Fare d wn and back 25 cents, children half
Special arrangements can be made by applying to
the Captain.

Wiscasset, New
Waldoboro

change of cars between Portland

assured that itsuppllieg

_junliil

FOR BOSTON.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinville, Northport. South Thoiraston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston tor Si. George daily.
At Warren tor Union, daily.
At Warren for Jedevsou and Wliitetleld, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays,
At Wa.doboro* for North Waldoboro’, Washington
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Traicsdaily and freight taken at ,ow rates"
O. A. COOMBS. Sun’t.
jv20dtf

_

JOHN

THE SUPERIOR NEA-CO
IPfG STEAMERS

BROOKN and

of the JIACittK I t K vM t with loose of other makes:
“The Carter School House was originally furnished wi ll four furnaces by a B -ston dealer, but it was soon
foun that the rooms could not be warmed with them
It seems the agreement was that n mo ey should
never giv t», and when it was
be paid till the furnaces were tested and satist iciion giv n. Satisfaction w
proposed to take the furnaces out it was discovered tlia* tlie city had paid f.*r them and tney must be a loss
to the city. They were remove I. Two new furnaces of Magee <Si C<*. an l two of another c uipany were
i■'. the building, where it
then placed in the building. Magee priderred to liave his placed on thenorf
had been most difficult to warm ti e building. Coal to the amount of forty tons v.as placed on each side of
11 e Magee furnaces
the cellar, and notice was to be taken at the close "f winter how the c a! ore the u>i.
weie run
week before and tour d>»ys after the others, and a* the c ose it was found the other furnaces bad
consumed all the ceal, and the Magee furnaces have >Lx tons yet to the r credit.
With the original furnaces there was consumed ninety tons of coal; with th<lit furnaces but seventy
lour tons, although last winter was by far the col esi one. Xu- I'm-ien. iai Coin initio* was instructed to
used
*, hi» furnaces where they are
convey to Mr. Magee their thanks for the pt riect satlsfa* Mmi remlere
in the schools. This
js considered a great Humph for the Magee Company.”
During the past year we have set over MXTV o! these furnaces, and would refer all desiring the
■

<*

>

BEST
in the

A.

Official and

RAFT!
Thrilling ESi.norv

Polaris

of

Expedition

Under the late Capt. Hall, his untimely
Death. Ke ■■ ahkablf. Rescue of the Crew from
Iso. a History of all
n Floating Iield of Ice.
the Expedltt ns to the artit World fmm the
Earliest TiJfES Profusely il Initialed.
Aarai.
! Waatrd. Address,
I'hiladclpliia Hook
seplbtlw
Company, Philadelphia.

X.
12

Exchange Street.
Through Tickets

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.

APPARATUS

YOYES

city:

our

&

S O

X,

EXCHANGE

SOLE

AGENT

STREET,
FOR ALL MAGEE

se!8d2m____
Still Ahead of Competition, Saratov's D

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
A.T 7 O’CLOCK P. M.

at

HEATING

maiket to the following well known citizens of

Hon. Wm. Peering, Hen. Bion Bradbury, Capt. John W. Peering. .1. i\ Baxter, Esq., Lewis Whitnev
Esq., Hiram Peirce. Esq., liman « (Jo.. Freii Hale, Esq., H.
Ueatlev, Esq., .1. M. KiUeln Eso A A
Strout, Esq., Wtu. llaium.mil, Esq., John W. White, Esq., itr. 11. li. F. st, r. Capi. II. nry
Carter F Wlli
l.ibbv. Ewp, Cli is. F. Pail tiilge, Esq., (iee. C. Hopkins, Esq., (Jen. s. .1 An
son, Wm. Henry ALder»..n
Esq., Mannusseli Smith, Esq., Henry Intnn, i'.sq., Otin Hooper, Esq., Westley Jones, Esq., chas. F. Muulon, Esq., and many others.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Bd^Tickets and State Rooms for sale

ACE,

iierlectly

a

True Method of Ruiuaiiir Coal witli the Greatest Economy.
It has been discovered by actual experiment that Carbonic Ac«*l tin* ''ill
r£?i'A £ through Cast
Iron when healed to a certain teinpetai me. To obviate this difficulty the *1 % *• th •* 1 KN ACE CO.
have made a Furnucc nf Heavy Wrought Iron, nvclcd lirin y lotfclhcr. alter the manner of
a Steam Boiler, ami wo r/uaraaiee that no /as or thist can possibly escape into the air chnmb, r.
We append the following interesting rcjx»rt of tho School Board of the City ol Chelsea concerning a testing

FOBEBT CITY,

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
5 P. M. Fare
days

long felt want, that of

our

Healthy, Economical and Durable Heating Apparatus.

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodation*, will run alternately, leaving

STEAMERS.

a

F L R X

The many years that t e M A€4EE FI RIVACE** have been in use, aud tin* uii.f >rm satisfaction the
have given, warrants us hi uilinning that the principle upon wlnca they ait* constructed,and by which th
tire is controlled, is the only

price.

p. M.

IRO X

PLA1E

YEW

rought

GOODS.

Iron Furnace !

same

No 74

to New York via the various
Lines, for sale at reduced lates.

Sound

Freight

taken at low rates.
W. JL. BILIjINCSM. Agent
J. It. COYliF JK.. General Agent.mcli.iotf

Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston
Semi-W eeklv, for NORFOLK and

bostojT
—AND—

f &'^ ~v-^>T~rMPWOVEO |^***~ -^-7~^ J~^~

PIIISiA I>EEPHIA

^£fgl«ECTfeH^^^^LMrfc

Steamship Line.

IT.—

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

]¥©

Passenger train leaving Portland at 3.20 P. M.
daily (Sundays excepted),'arriving in Boston at 6,50.

making

the time in

PARLOR
TO

Minutes.

Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Pianist

“I conscientiously l»c "eve that your Piano is in
every respect a most marmificeut instrument.”
Vorm iho iiIndopandant’’
“The Amer can Piano has deservedly become
very popular instrument.”

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

TRAIN

For Rochester and Alton Bay t6.15, A. M.,
*3.20, t3.°0 P. M.
For Wolfbcro and Center flarbor. via
fttcnim r Mt. Wn*bingtoii from Alton Ray
tG.15 A. M.. *3.20, t3.3 P. M.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
Portland *o Wolfhoro and return, Price $4.65; to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Milton and IJuiou t9.15 A. AT., t3.30 P.
M.

For Old Orchard. Saco and Biddcford
t8.r> A. M.
Returning, leave Riddeford at t2P. M.
Fo- Scarboro. Olil Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Kcnnebuuk t8.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kenuebuuk t j’,30 A. M.

IN THE AST C? EMBALMING.
E. H. CRANE, Pres. ALLEN DURFEE, Office Supt,
GEO. M. RHODES, Treas. & Business Manager,
to whom all articles ar.cf letters for Wholesale Office

LINE

and Laboratory should be directed:
Cor. of Compau & Pearl Sts.*
Git A y D 11A PI DS, MICH.
References.—Hon. W. D. Foster, 51. C.; M. V.
Aldrich, Banker; Nelson, Matter & Co., Furniture
Manufacturers; Lucus, Walker & Co., Burial Cases &
Casket ilanuf., Grand Rapids, Mich.

TO

Halifax Nova

Scotia,

Baltimore, Washington,

—

—

THURS-

DAYS, at H.30 T\ M.
For freight and further information apply
to J1
1 J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
Tickets
to
Halifax
and
Return
(^“Excursion
good
until Nov. Its—at reduced rates.
mar25dtf
JOHN PORTEOUSt Agent.

Responsible Agents

wanted lor unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not yet established, until such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send t
circular to

The t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at W.30 A.
M.. connecting with irain tor Nevr York via Upbore
Cine at 11.10 A. M.
The t9.15 A. M. train arrives in Poston in s ason
to connect with thp 9 00 P. M .(ram for New York via
Springfield; al-owitli 5.3) P.
(steamboat) trains
for New York via

Fall

River,
Stouington and Norwich Lines.

sox,

Xoii-Rcsithm Taxes in the Town
of Sfanuish, in flie County of
CumbeBland for the Tear 1872.

rjTHE following

list of Taxes on Real Estate of nonX resident.owners in the town ot Standish, for the
year 1872, in bills committed to .Alfred S. Cousins,
Collector of said town, on me 20th day of June,
1872, has been returned by him to me as remaining
unpaid on the 19th day of June, 1873,by his certificat e
of that date, and now remain unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that if the said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the treasury otthe said town
within eighteen months from the date ol the commitment of the said bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be suli cient to pay tlie amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will, without
further notice be sold at public auction at the Selectmen’s Office in said town on Saturday the seventeenth day of January, 1874, at ten o’clock in the

forenoon.

Total
Tax.
35

$

The *3.20 P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Poston at 6.50 P. M., conntccing with trains lor New
York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M.;
Passi ngers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either "route.
‘All Trains stop at Fxetcr for refreshments at
First Class Dining Rooms,
t1 ceommodation.
•Fast

of Steamers !

EASTERN &

Co

Steamers Chesapeake and Franfurther notice, rim

cont will, until
aL follows:

Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston. tSun1 69
fTiS^TT^^Sdays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.15 A.
t0-10 A. M., tl.05,113.20 P. M., t6.00
315
P. M.
1 54
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Bos175
ton at ||8.00 A. Jl., 112.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
8*
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland att7.30.
2 08
II8.30A. M, 112.30, t3.pt. 116.00, *8.00 P. M.
2 08
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
84
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Harnv n, Joel, Buxton. 25 acres.
220
3 66
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
Kelton, Hannah, Buxton, 6 acres land,
20
34
and St. John at ||8.30 A. M.
Lane, M. D. L., Portland, highway deficLeave Portsmouth tor Portland at t9.58. 1110.35
2 40
iency ’71,
A. M.; 112.57 P. M., to.40 P. M.. ||8.09 *10.05 P. M.
Lane, John W, Hollis, 15 rcrcs laud,
200
2 94
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton,
Libby, Edward, Gorbam, 100 acres. 3 di
Calais anil St John at *10.05 P. M.
No 69,325
5 61
Leave Portland for Lewiston. Bath, Rockland, AuMavbery, Jefferson, Gorham. 2J acres,
100
1 40
gusta. WaicrvUle, Skowliegan, Belfast and Ban "or
McDi nald, J. B., Por land, land,
150
2 50
at t7,00 A.M.
Merrill, Nelson, Gorham, 90 acres,
600
8 40
Leave Portlard (via Danville) for Lewiston, AuPhinney, Stephen, Portland, 13 acres, 2
gusta, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhcgan at
di No 2, 175
2 45
,00 P.M.
tl
P. & O. Railroad Co., 36 acres and buildLeave Portland for Ballt. 1 ewiston, Rockland, Auings. Lake station. $1500; land and
gusta,
Skovhegan. Belfast, Bangor. St. John aud
buildings. Steep Falls, $1500; 400 cords
Halifax at 111.05 P. M.
wood. $1000,
7000
103 30
For Lewiston, Bath anil Augusta at t5.20 P. M..
Smith, Hugh, Bnxton, 10 acres,
100
1 69 !
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Strout, Muses, Buxton. 25 acres,
75
1 25
Leave Biildeford tor Portland at +7.15 A. M. reSt rout. James A., Saco, 8 a res,
200
2 80
turning at 5.15 P. M.
Ezra.
Thomas,
UK)
5 60
Gorh'im, 22 acres,
The 0.15, 9.10 A. M, 1.05 and 3.20 P. M. trains from
85 acres,
Weeman, Charles,
400
5 60
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
Whitney, Freeman heirs, highway deficmake close connections to New York by one or
66
cieiicy ’71,
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticket,
JOHN D. HIGGINS,
eil through by either route
Treasurer of the Town of Standisli.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives In Boston at 10.40 A
sel8d 1w&w3w38
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.0 P4. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River
Stonington anil Norwich Lines. The 1.05 and 3 20
The attentio of the investing public Is called to
P.M. trains arrive in Boston in season to connect
with trains for New York via Springfield at. 9PM
tbo limited remainder of the NORTHERN PACIFThe 9.10 A. M.. 1.05, 3.20 and 6.00 P. M. trains
IC RAILROAD SEVEN-THIRTY. LOAN The unfrom Portland connect at Conway Junction with the
sold balance will soon be
Great
Falls anil Conway Railroad.
eurrnet
sales
absorbed, by
The 7.30 A. M. train front Boston
in Portafter which the Company has rdkolved to issue
only land in season for passengers to takearrives
the ears of the
six per cent, bonds.
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for Naples
There arc now more than 600 miles of the Road in
Bridgton, North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford’
The 8.30 A. M. train fro > Boston connects with
regular operation, with a growing 1 radio; surveys
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
anil construction ore progressing satisfactorily; the
all parts of Canada East
survey pro-edited the present season in connection
The 12.30 P. M. train from Bostou connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax. N. s
with the Stanley military exjieaition has resulted in
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
tlic location of an excellent line through Western
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, HalDak. ta and Eastern Montana, and the Company has
Uax, Dover, Foxcroftj Rockland, &c.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. ThiB
advertised for proposals for grading and bridging the
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday
etlowstone Division, extending 205 miles from BisJ
morning.
marck at the crossing of the Missouri river, to the
t Accommodation train

Balm,

au28

eodlm

1

GOUT aud it IIEUMATlSYl
of Gout and Rheumatism,
two
and cured in afewdaxs.
celebrated Euglisn Medicine,

excruciating pain
I^HE
relieved in
hours,
the

Lung complaints,
to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years. When

attention or confinement of
certain to prevent the disease ai-

are

taeking any vital parts.

Portland, every MON-

PREPARED

resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
cure
in the most severe
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

BY

win; nin accommodations for
passengers,
this tne most convenient and comfortable
for travelers hr tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room 85. Meals extra.
Goods for wanted to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine Sbippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to

LONDON, ENGLAND,

up

Mav 9-citf
N. B.—The Steamer Chase will for the present

told by all Druggists,

and

route

nov2G

eodtyr

Croup, Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

Throat, Pains or Sorein the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistar’s
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.
Sore

ALL MAY HAVE BY USING DAILY

ness

THURSTON’S
run

in connection with the Franconia and
Chesapeake,
between Port land and New York, making tn-weekly
communication.
selG

Ivory Pearl Tooth

Powder

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per bottle,

no20

Portland, Bangor and Macliias Steamboat
Co.

Inside lines between
Portland and Rnnsor, Mt. Dcfecrf
Machiaft.

eodlyr

OF

Soft,

Glossy

Hair

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MA V HAVE IT

and

by constant

The Steamer

CITY

Beautiful,

use

jf*

THOMPSON’S POMAilE OPTIME

RICHMOND,

no20

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per Dottle,

eodlyr

w

Notice to Investors.

crossing of the Yellowstone in Montana. The Company’s lands (amounting to more than 20,000 acres
per mile of Road) arc selling to sttlers at an average
price of nearly six dollar per acre, and the proceeds
of land sales constitute a Sinking Fund for the repurchase and cancellation oi first mortgage bonds.
The Compauv’s seven and tliree-tentbs per cent,
gold bonds, the last of which are now offered, yield
nearly gj per cent, per annum at the present price
of gold.
All marketable securities are received in exchange
at current rates, and full information furnished on
nquiry.
Bonds for sale by Banks and Bankers generally.

JAY COOKE & CO.,
Nr
York,Philadelphia nud WaNhimgton.
eod4w&weow35
au2y
is hereby given, that the subscriber
N'OTICR
been duly appointed and taken upon himseli

has

he trust

Administrator of the estate of
ROBERT A. BIRD, late of Portland,
in the
county of Cumberland, deceased, and given
o
as the law directs.
Ail persons havingdemands
Ui>on the estate oi said deceased arc
required to exhibit
’and
indebted to said estate
Pers0TIS
urn
o

called upon to make
payment to
GEORGE E. BIRD, Administrator.
n

urc

Portland, Sept. 2,1873.

sel5dlaw3w**M

lIFast Express.

J. PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,
L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Biv. M. C, R. R
GEO. BACHELOER,
General Agent EaBtern & M. C. R. R., Portland Me

jy29

tt

MAINE CENTRAL
Hammer

RAILROAD.

•mmencing July
Arrangement^1
Train? leave
Portland for Rancor

-_.—-

Calais and St. Joint
}“!???f???fl??!|Houlton,
to.
and

train.)

(Bleeping

day

at 12 *15
tht«

cars on

For Balh. Lewiston. Rockland, Augusta, Skowliegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor <it 7:00 a. m.
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Rend field
Wlnihrop, Skowliegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and’
Halifax at 1:05 p. m.
For Lewiston, Batb and Augnsta at 5.20 p m-,
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p. in.

Trains are Due at Portland.
From Augusta,. Batb and Lewiston at 8:55 a. tn.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at
2:45 p.m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 5:~5 p. m.
From St. John Bangor, &c.f at 1:20 a. ni.
Through Tickets are sold In Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, llalliax, Dover, Foxcroft. Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent First Div.
Jj28tf
Augusta, July l.\ 1873,

Will

eave

Railroad

MONDAY,

everv

NESDAY

and

Wharf,

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

WEDFRIDAY

For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincoln ville, Belfast, Sears port, Sandy Point,
Buckspoi t,
Winterport arnl Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor everv Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at G o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving in Portland at
o’clock P. M.

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,

arriving

STURDIVANT,

Portland. May 19.1873.

Kid

Glove

Cleanei

WELLS & CO., New York,

F.

Wholesale Agents.

no20

Providence

Moulton

ROLLS,
Most

Durable;
Double

Spinal

ARRANGEMENT

COGS,

THREE TRIES per WEEK !
0" ami after
MONDAY, June
oOtb, tlie Steamer* ot

easiest
Work in if;

L^Adjustable

luternationnl Line will leave Kn lroad
Wharl
p'

The Old Union

Passenger Ticket Agency!
Is
now as

heretofore at

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET,
—

TRAVELERS

WHERE

—

W. D. LITTLE V CO.,
49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

jwMM3wi8tostl

...
Tit. ,fc
PURELY A VEGETABLE PREPARATION.
composed Bimpiy of well-known ROOTS
HERBS, and FKUITS, c unboied with other
properties, which ia their natu -o are Cathartic.
Aperient, Nutritions, Diuretic, Alterative and AntiBilious.
The whole ie preserved in a sufficient
quantity of spirit from the MtiAIl CAMS to
»
keep them in any climate, which makes the
■

IS

PLANTATION
Bitters

>ne of the mwt desirable
tics in the world. They

Tonies and Cnthitrintended strictly as A

are

Domestic Tonic,

only to be used

as a

to directions.
They arc the

medicine, and always according
,

sheet-anchor of the feeble and
billtated. Tney act upon a diseased liver, and
stimulate to Bueh a degree, that a healthy action Is
at once brought about. As a remedy to which
IVomen a r«- especially sub ject, it is
surpersedmg
every other stimulant Asa Spring ami sum*
j»»»t 'ionic, they have no equal.
Ihey ares
mild and gentle Purgative oa well as Tonic. They
lurify the Blood. They ar« a splendid Appetiser.
They make the weak strong. They purity and invigorste. They cur»: Dyspepsia, Constipation. and
Headache. 'They a-t as u specificiu all species of
disord* re which undermine the bodily strength and
break down tho animal spirit*.

repot,

63 Park

Place, Now York.

50 Cents per Bottle.

It promote* the GROWTH, PRE8ERVES the COLOR, and increases the
Vigor and BEiAUT Yof the HAIR.

Over Thirty Years ago Lyon’s Kathairon fob
the Hair was first placed in the market by Professor
E. Thomas Lyou. a graduate of Princeton College.
The name is derived from the Greek “Kathko,"
signifying to cleanse, purifiy. rejuvenate, or restore.
The favor it has received, aiidthe popularity it haa
obtained, is unprecedented and incredible. It inIt is
creases the Growth and Beauty ofthe Hair.
a delightful dressing.
It eradicates dandruff. It
the
Hair
from
It
keeps the
turning gtay.
prevents
head cool, and gives the hair a rich. soft, glossy apIt
is
the
same
in
aud
Quality
Quantity
pearance.
as it was over a Quarter of a Century Aoo. and ia
sold by all Druggists and Country Stores at only 50
Cents per Bottle.

Woman's &lorj is Ser Sair. I

Holds

Firmest.

PROVIDENCE

TOOL

LYON’S

COM

Providence. U. I_
J. II WORK, A(cit,
4» Broad street,

j

Boston,

nil It

ATHAIRON

mass.

Attention, Sportsmen!

deowly

Notice to Owners of Lots in fivergreen

Cemetery.
lots in

pemon owning
the Office
ANY
by calling
the
of

ami

paying

at
sum
care

Evergreen Cemetery.

ot the Citv Treasurer
dollar for each lot will Infur the same by the Superintend
one

the best of
ent for the current year; and any person
sum ot twenty-five dollars will secure
their lots by the city for all time.
sure

paving the

the'care

o

JAS. BAILEY, )

FOR CALIFORNIA

And toe West, South mid Northwest, uiav procure
Through Tickets at the lowest rates, via the Michigan Central and Great Western (via Suspension
Bridge) Pennsylvania Centra! (via New York city),
Chicago, Burliip-tcn & Quincy, or Uock Island, Chi\\ estera, and ali the
cago & North
principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points.
For Tickers apply to the Old Agency it

lan^t

*

CLAMP,

»»

n..,f->rEn«i.nrt and St John:
Returning will leave St. Joti and Eastpcrt on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais. Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John f r Digbv, Annan
olis, Windsor, Keutville, Halifax, N. S.f Frtderickton. Sbediac, Ambetat, Charlottetown, P. E. 1., and
Summerside, P. E. I.
VW-Freight received on days of sailing unf. )
o’clock, p.m.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent
is lw then oh
tf
jun24

KATHAIRON

Eanfcaticn

caut
BK
AXD

—

CURER,

DR. GRATES’

Heart Regulator
WII/T, DO IT.

Curved

Monday

at nG-°°
on
J,at

iv

LYON’S

Only

eodlyr

Wringer.

Gen Ag>l.
myl9tl

•vviJnr
s’Vl,e Sr,*’ eve,T
ednewiny and Fr d

deod&weoirlv

INODOROUS

Enslport, Calais anil Hi. John, Digbjs
Windsor and Halifax.

—

SOUS, Boston, Hacs.f
by Druggists and Dealers generally.

hoy

J OUVEN’S

ISTERXATIOXALSTEAMSHIP CO.

SUMMER

And sold

will renovate them thoroughly. Price 25 cents
bottle. All sold by Druggtstsvand Fancy Dealers

Will leave Railroad Wharf everv TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deci Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert ,1 Millbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday anil
Thursday mornings at 0 o’clock,
In Portland
same evening, connecting with the Pullman Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Boson.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or

CYRUS

PREPARED BY

SETH XT, TOWLE &

ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

evening, at 10 o’clock,

of all

and is offered

They require neither
kin I and

a

troduced for the relief and

cure

Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Pills.
any

by

timely
ard preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

PETRA-AQUA BATHING DROPS.

by

bo cured

can

resort to this stand-

Residences 162 & 186
Rearl Street.

HENRY' FOX, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. IL, New York.

--

which

and Prof. Rhodes’ Universal Purifying

making

NITHIER ARRANGEMENT.
JULY 2), 1873.

CONSUMPTION

PROUT & HARSANT
uiveu

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROADS.

S.T-1860X

—

Electric

Bos-

FAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland.
Boston, Julv 23.1873.
tf

and

We have two fir*t-cla*s Corpse Preservers.
Also special agents for the

M

Family package tickets between Portland and
ton. for sale at 25 per cent, discount.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
AS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.

—

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

NEW ARK4NOEMENT.

Leave

IN

N. B. Careful attention giving to Laying out and
Shaving at all hours of the day and night.

Central and trie Phil. & Reading R. R>s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full information given by WALDO A. PEARCE.
Agent, 7 State Street. Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
janll ly

Express.

Me.,

UNDERTAKERS.

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to and
rr»m Portland and all other points in Maine, with
and
beyond.
Philadelphia
Through rates are given to
Philadelphia apd all points reached >v the Penn.

Passenger Depot in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdcnaburg R. R. messenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Pas«enger Depot in Boston, Hnymarket Square.
Freight received at Portland
OgdeDsburg R. R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 4 P.

PORTLAND, MAINE

FUNERALS FURNISHED

AND

Steamship

CO.,

with eve:ytbing in the line of first-class

PHILADELPHIA.

Maine

&

Hearse and Carriages Provided.

PORTLAND

Iron Line
SOUTH AND WEST. Clyde’s

SQUARE,

au4tf

TRIMMINGS.

AND ALL POINTS

Quality.

BROS

Wood and Metalic Caskets,

m

on

NUTTER
MARKET

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

ing Boston at noon.)
FOR HALIFAX DIRECT
Makiug close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Trurc, New Glasgow and
Pietou, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island: also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Liudsey’s Stages for
Cape B’-eten.
RETURNING will leave Halifax

Portland

Exchange St.,

138

Tlie new side wheel Steamship
FALMOUTH. Capt. W. A. Colby,
wUUeave Railroad wharf, Portland, every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
M., (or on arrival of train leav-

NUTTER BROS & Co., are Sole Agents in tbe City forBarstow’s Celebrated Wrtugbt Iron Furnace. CalEvery Furnace Warrauted

and Examiue.

29

S. S. RICH & SON*

TRIP~PER

—

For New York, Albany. Philadelphia,

woe &

Full directions and trade mark with each bottle..
Careful instruction given on application

SAMPNON, Agent,
Long Wharf, Bop ton.

70

MAIL

12.30. 4,55. 8.10. 9.45 P. M
For Mnnehe*ter and Concord, TV. IF., and
t e NORTH via C.& P. R. R, Junction,
t6.15 A. M., t3.30P. AI.
For Eowell—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Lowel
For Manchester and Concord via Lawrence
19.15 A.M.

Fairs.

Prices Low for the

SOLD ONLY BY FIRST-CLASS UNDERTAKERS.

E. B.

jn23-ly

CARS
THIS

■'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Petra. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS,
For Freight or Passage, apply to

blEECT

Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

br'.tn Mr.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 t\.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
> Insurance one half the rate of

JlllV 30th. 1873.
Pmwcnger Train* leave Port!
land for Bouton t6.15, 19.15 (Parlor I
Cars), A. M.. *3.20 (Parlor Cars), f3.30, *6 P. M.
With connection*! to Prince Edward IsI
Returning, leave Boston at t7.30, *8.30 (Parlor
land and Cape Breton.
Cars), A. AT., tl2.30, t3.30. (Parlor Cars) *6.00P. M.
Train* from Boston are due at Portland
OWE
WEEK.
at 12 00.

FIRST PREMIUMS.

County

Thirty

THE ELECTRIC BALM:

*.
known reliable PRESERVATIVE of the human
to
Absolute
DECOMPOSITION
s
system.
stay
positive DEODORIZER, perfect DISINFECTANT and unfailing preventive from infective POISON* cither from contact, bite or sting. Saves the
indecent HASTE of funerals and great annoyance
and expense to tho afflicted.

Wharfage.

_

for

are

MAINE

FAST EXPRESS.

ATTACHED

Names.
Description. Val.
Bailey, Byron, Westbrook, * acre land, $25
Colburn, A. B., Milford,
AGENTS WANTED for n complete history of our
Mass., 25 acres land, 100
National Capital. Its origin, growth, excellencies, j Fogg, John H., Portland. 10 acres, 2 di,
beauties,
and
No. 31. 225
abuses,
personages are all portrayed in i
that graphic stxle winch has placed the author, Geo.
Davis, Daniel. Gorham, 20 acres, 3 di, 100
1 house,
Alf. Townsend, among the foremost newspaper
Dolan, Hugh, P. rtland.
125
Elliott, Charles, Buxton, 30 acres, 3 di, 50
correspondents of the time. It jjves bold, startling,
Elwell. Jo«epb, Buxmn, 25 acres,
125
truthful, inside views of Washington life, an 1 ConFiles, Da; id .Gorham, 25 acres, 3 di No 21, 125
gressional and Lobbying Jobbery. Books ready lor
delivery. Address.
25 acres, 3 di No 23, 50
Fites, William,

QJ

—

Burlington, Cedar Rapids
At 90 and accrued

WEST

WASHINGTON^vnSIn-siSe

CO.,

32 WALL STREET, NEW YORK,

OF THE

4wt

Free for the

The only complete history ol that, vaBt region between
the Mississippi and the Pacific:
Its Resources,
Climate. Inhabitants, Natural Cariosities, etc. lt
contains 240 lino engravings of the Scenery, Lands,
People, and Cuiirsiiies (f the Great West. Agents
are selling from I 5 to 25 copies a day, and we send
a canvassingb ok free to anv pook agent.
Address,
stating experience, &c., NATIONAL PUBLISHING
CO., Philadelphia. Pa
sel3t4w.

others

—

Book** Stent

FITE YEARS IN THE TERRITORIES.

$100,000

__

»

'Catalogue.

Company, UNDEVELOPED
OP

...

Offer for sale

Mend for

NEW YOZtKC.

se3

...

Cash Assets

Agent** Wanted.

DOMESTIC SEWING T!\1K21NE CO.,

BOSTON.

&

—Tt.

The American Piano.

_PlJly

$300,000

...

Will

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Matthias, Mount Desert V.'nal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

Old Orchard, Saco. Biddeford, Kcnnrbuult. Hover. <»rent Fall*, Exeter,
Haverhill and Lawrence.

417 Broome St., New York.

OF NEW YORK,

Cash Assets

BOSTON

Three Hours and

Land CommisNiouer, St. Paul, JlinncMOtn.
soj
f4w

$325,000

No

Rates!

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

Lands

condition that the purchaser breaks the whole
section within a year from purchase and plants
forty acres in limber, for wide. ilie Company will
furnish young trees or seed. For particulars, Address.
IISIR.YIANN TROTT,

$600,000

...

SON’S

Purchasers' testimonials Irom all parts of the U. S.

on

Atlantic F. & M. Insurance Corn’y
Cash Assets

3}

On

...

&

between Ben?on and Brecbcnridge, we also sell
WHOLE SECTIONS AT SO PER ACRE,

OF HARTFORD,

Cash Assets

ploymen.

(Successors to DOANE, WING & CUSHING.)

still to be had, under Homestead Law, along all
Lints of this Comprny.
ON THE MAIN CINE,

Company,

Orient, Insurance

to

ro“te

Damai seotfa,
|S«^^|Castle,
-Warren and Rockland.

C. «T. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BATLEY. Local Suprentendent.
tt
Portland, Sept. 12. 1873.

4

—

Government

$750,000

...

ALSO

IN TOWNS AT R.

HARTFORD,

OF

Cash Assets

era

PIANOS!

Numerous

MOOEKATU PRICES
R. STATIONS.

AT

National Insurance

guaranteed. Respectable

ay or evening; no capital required; full instructions
valuable package of goods sent free by
mail.
Address, with six cent return stamp, M.
YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St„ _n. Y.
se20t4w
•

TOWN LOTS

$2,200,000

■

Tickets sold at Reduced

STEAMER

express.

take pleasure in calling tho attention of the
public to

#

SALE
A.CRKS!

Ten Years’ Credit Given
When Desired.

Continental Insurance Company,

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

The Peak’* Inland Steamboat Company’s

we

Remarkable Success. SS.tig

—

1‘KIC'E* KASBE FROM
94 'TO 915 FEIt ACRE!

$1,600,000

—

For Peak’s Island.

aug30tt

rail

api24tt

annual advertisement,

I To
Canada, Detroi
Chicago, MilwauBALTIMORE.
! kee.
Cincinnati. Si. Louis, Omaha,
Steamships:—
i
Ml
William Lawrence Capt. F. M. Howes.
Paul, Salt Lake City,
Saginaw,
Denver, San Francioco,
William Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
NwtlliiigN,
Inflammation,
Neuralgia,
“George
and all points in the
Appold Capt. Winslow Loveland.
Burnous, Catarrh, Ac. Will not grease or
lt
Blackstone,” Capt. Geo.H. Hallett.
stain the most delicate faoric, which makes it a luxFreight forwarded troin Norfolk to Washington
Northwest, West and Southwest
ury in every family. Try it and be convinced ot its
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
great merit. Price 25 cents j>er bottle. REUBEN
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
HOYT, Prop’r, 203 Greenwich St.. N. Y. se20t4w
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Tet.n.
THE GRAND THUNK RAILWAY is In svlemiil
Air Line to ail points in Virginia, Tennessee, Ala77 ih Thou*a:id in Press—Firm Month.
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling ! bama and Georgia; anil over the Seaboard ami Roastock, and is making the best connections and quicknoke R. R. to all points in North and South Caroline
est time of am route fVoin Portland to the West.
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and 1;
in 4 days, and another $458 in 8 da vs, selling
J3T“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
places West.
AND SLEEPING CARS Attached to all through
a perfect thesaurus
Through rates given to South ana West.
Opodii’v
SLtnrv
» OUII
vLUiHI
Fine Passenger aecomnocat ions.
#y,ot Exploration, Dis- trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
covery and Adventure upon, and the Wonders
Fare including Berth and MeaL to Norfolk $15.00
Beneath the Great Oceans. Diving, Dredging,
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15. time G5 hours.
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examinaFor further information apply to
Telegraphing, dc. ‘J'i5 spirited Engravings. Pr.ce tion.
The Company, are not responsible tor baggage to
extreme?// low. Sells amazingly fast. Strike quick
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
for choico field. Address HUBBARD BROS., Pub’s,
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personJnne2tf53 Central Wharf. Boston,
al) unless notice is givem and paid for at the rate of
53 Washington St., Boston.
se20t4w
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.

PRAIRIE, TIMBER,
& MEADOW LANDS

Company,

AND

Portland, April 23,1873.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILKOAD.

Offices,

The Greatest Discovery of the Age for the relief and
of Khcumaiinm, chronic aud acute,
Pnin in Chest, Buck, or
ljiaub«, Ntiff Joint*, "drains, CHnudnlnr

OFFER FOR

Companies.

Portland. Sept. 13, ls?3.

74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

Freight

our

Npi-aiu*, Bruifiex,

ST. PAUL AND PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

and are prepared to issue Policies tor $50,000 and
upward on all g -od property at the most favorable

^Passenger

Alex. Farnhara, Jr., Master, will
on and after 30th inst., leave Atlantic Wharf every Wednesday at
6 o'clock, A. M., for Booth bay, Round Pond and
Wald 'boro, and every Saturday at 7 o'clock A. M.,
for Bootbbay, Hogdon's Mills anil Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and
Waldoboro, every Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. M., connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston.
and passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received alter One
O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO..
145 Commercial St.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

P. M.

In this,

CHARLES HOUGHTON

lft73

trains wdi

■

—

ARRANGEMENT.

The Steamer
15

cure

Tlie First Division
—

OF TRAINS.

and after Monday, Sept. 15th.
wiii run as follows:
Mail train for Gorham and accommorirt
rrajn to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^topping at all stations to
Islam! Pond.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. W.
Trains w ill arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal. Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

^CAMPHORINE~

Encyclopedia

“Contains a wealth of information.”—Prov. Press.
“lnvalua le.”—Watchman & Feflector.
“We ur-e all Young people to secuic this work.”
Bos to
Com moil weltli.
“Useful facts accessible elsewhere only in costly
and cumbrous woiks.”—Boston Journal. It is an
entire libary at small cost. A ents wanted everywhere. Address, NATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
PUB. CO., Thompsonvdle, Conn.
se4t4w

continue to ^represent the following

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
jun3-tc

On

Specimen Free.

Completed.

1813.)

Buxton, Bonny Eagle

At Buxton Centre for West

and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleid, Paremistield and Osstpee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, ParBonsfield,

_MISCELLANEOUS.
The Magee Plate Iron Furnace !

For W aldoboro and Damariscotta.

R. R.

leave, as follows
Portland for Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 7.10 A. M. and 1.00 P M
Leave Upper Bartlett lot Portland at 6 A. M. and
12.25 P. M.
Connection* by 1 P. M. from Portland
At Sebago Lakewiili steamer for Naples. Bridgton
and Harrison; at Baldwiu with stages for Cordsh,
Porter, Ivezar Falla aud Freedom; at Brownfield with
stages tor Denmark and Brid ton; at Fryeuurg
h with
stages tor Lovell and North Lovell
Stages for Cray ford H. use leave Upper Bartlett on
arrival of trains from Portland until October 1st.
Connection* in Portland
by all trains with the Boston & Maine Railroad to or
f.om Bosom ami all points South and West: bv l‘> 25
p.M. from Upper Bartlett with Steamers of Portland Steam packet Co., leaving Portland for Boston
at 7.00 P. M. daily.
Ticket othee in Portland at Bo-ten & Maine R R
Station, whe-e all trains of P. & o. R. R. airive and
depa t.
Freight trains leave Portland at 7.20 A M for
North Conway, returning leave NorihConwav at 1.30

VIA

The National

Exchange Street.

„„

J^^fJS^fSflTraitis

B 'each-loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150 Single Guns, $3 to $20. Rifles,
$8 to $75. Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, $1 to $8.
Gun Material, Fishing Tackle. Large discount to
Dealers or Clubs. Army Guns, Revolvers,&c..bou lit
or traded for. Goods sent by express C. O. D. to be
examined before paid for.se3t4w

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY

Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at r.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River a’ 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham Tor West Gorham, Standlsh, and No.
Limington, daily.

WINTER

^S^linHmpsr

W. D. Little & Co.’s

direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
Also
over Boston & MaiDe and Eastern Railroads.
connect at Rochester with I'over and \V innipiseogee
with
and
Alton
Portsmouth,
Great
Railroad for
Bay,
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
6.15 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Bostou
ai S.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and Eastern

ALTERATION

WXJVG

dlmeodllm&wOw

|winiiiii«j} Passenger trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
£t!s5S55I^3for
fThA —*A—;ll 7 45 A. M., and WP. M..
making

_

06DENSBUR6

On end alter Monday, Sent
until further notice
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STEAMERS.

CHANGE OF TIME.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

CORRESPONDENT.
febl7

PORTLAND &

Arrangement.
June », 1873

Summer

daily.

10 PERCENT.NET.

hy the Year.

Office 49 1-2

dfwf

sepliO

pcp20d4w

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels

166 FORE

Well*’ C'nrbolie Tablet** are put up only in
blue boxes. Take no Substitutes. Ift ey can’t be
found at your druggists send nt once tolhe Agent
in New York, who will forward them by return
mail.
Oou’t be deceived by Imitations.
Sold by all druggists. Price 25 "ents a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. IS Platt-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for united States.

Only

—ON—

50

are a sure cure for all diseases of the Respiratory OrColds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,
Catarrh, Horseuess, Dryness of the Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tubes, and al! diseases of the Lungs.
In all cases ot sudden cold, however takeu, these
T ABLET'S should be promptly and freely used. They
equalize ‘he circulation of the blood, mitigate the severity of the attack, and will, in a very short time restore healthy action to the aftected organs.

AGAINST

INSURES

Premiums

TABLETS.

gans, Sore Throat,

Bsiia\iv?aA\\

MUTUAL

to

“never
WELLS’ CARBOLIC

HORSE-SHOEING,”

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

n

to the Horse’s Foot.

one

ATLANTIC

Agents

all Diseases Incident

“RATIONAL

INSURANCE.

SENSATION!

Neglect a Cough. Nothing is more certain to
lay the foundation tjr future evil consequences.

JUST PUBLISHED:

(Patented.)

drops

Dividend

MRKAT

RAILROADS,

RAILROADS.

A y anted. Cash Salary or Commission allowed.
Strictly honorable. Address F. A. ELLIS & Co.,
Charlotte, Mich.
se3t4w

Cures and Prevents

Not the sweet, new grass with flowers
Is this liarvesting of ours;
Not the upland clover bloom;
But the row, ii mixed with weeds,
Tangled tuft> from marsh and meads,
Where ihe poppy
its seeds
In the ,dh nee and the gloom.

Marine

MISCELLANEOUS.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY._

c:l josiIEK’
dAS. BAil EY,
J. S. PALMEK,
C. E. JOSE.

mylSdtf

A Fine Business

Tru8tees-

tZr-r

Opening

or

Eilrncla from “RrgioM ef Committee
Standard for Mho’.”

man

one

thousand dollars capital. Investigation is united
Address Box 1015 Portland Me
nov&Uf

on

“All manufacturers will h veeventnlly to eonfoim,
when sportsmen require that their shot sl all »*ompare wilh the standard of excellence which your

committee has fixed
“Upon the most critical examination, vour committee have d« terminal to adopt a* the “AmtBICAB
Standard’* the scale presented to us by Messrs.
Thos. Ot s Le Roy & Co., of New York.’*
It. Newell, Chairman
N. M. Smith,
F. G. Skinner
desirous ni
avihg the
Sportsmen and dealers rmation
relative thereto,
above scale, or any infi
ea" promiolv obtain the same bv applying to TITOS.
OTIS LE ROY S’ CO.. New York.
Jr:6cod3m

-g

middle aged
young
of nnexceptionaFOR
Ahie character. Experienced accountant and
a

Sew York State Sportsmen's Association.

ikik

worth

*10US1>„„

of

information

-g

„.10 cts.

C. H. BAEG A CO., Box 1589, Bangor, Mo.
au29
tod ti

CIVJR IT A TltlAE.

AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.
The Heart Regulator has been reo mmended by
Physicians, and is allowed by all who know its
value to be Just what we claim it—a Cure tor Heart
isease
For circulars of testimonials, Ac., address the sole
agent,
many

FHASIK E. IMJA I.LSConrord A.II.
Price $1 per. Bottle. For wile by
Pniegtat* gerer>.v. J. W. Perkins Jt Co., 3s W. F. phniip* * Co.
^holerale

eaiere._taiH3eo.l«wlv

Ct K T T
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K\TAL\SINE WATER—Thf Great Mkj>ioinf. ov Natirf.
Laicised by the Highest Ve«lieal Authorities
Restores Muscular P, *er to Hie
Pnraly'lc. Youthfhl \ igor to the Aged, and Develops the \ min g at a Critical Period; Dig olre«
( rdenh and "Cli: iky"
Deposit,.; Cures (lout,
Rheumatism. P\>p. psin, N.umlpin. Gravel. DinI isi -seso* th«* Ki lie's. Liver and
Skin,
jbetes,
Abdominal l»rop«u\ Chn nic Dinnhoes. < nMlprtim, 11stI nia, NcrV' iihi ess, S!eepl< s in vs, Cctirr-®
al I Willi y, and non >y eveiy rl ss of Chronic I is-l
Pease. Pamphlets containing History of the Spring®
land Testimonials from Meulcnl Journals, Emin-I
lent Physicians and -DMIngnished Citizens. s«ntl
Ifrkf by mail by WHITNEY BROS.. Generali
■Agents, 227 South' Front St., Philadelphia. Fotm

